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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of determining differential equations by information on solutions 
of these equations is called the inverse problem for differential equations. 
Examples of these kind of problems are the well-known Sturm-Liouville 
problems. Many important application problems connected to elastic 
displacement, electromagnetic oscillation, diffuse and other processes in nature 
and society lead to inverse problems. The extent ofthese problems is expanding 
constantly. At present a substantial amount of literature is devoted to these 
problems. One of the first investigations into these kind of questions was the 
inversion of kinematic problems of seismics, the essence of which consists in 
the determination ofthe velocity of propagation of elastic waves by time of their 
movement. A one-dimensional case of one of such problems was considered by 
Herglots ( 1905). He obtained the formula of inversion, which later became the 
basis ofthe solution of many important problems in geophysics, in particularthe 
basis of structure determination of the Earth's crust and the Earth's mantle. 
As a second classic direction in the theory of inverse problems one can mention 
the inverse problem of the theory of potential, which consists in a form of 
description of body shape and density of this body on a known potential. The 
uniqueness theorem of the solution of one of these problems was proven by 
Novikov (1938) for the first time. 
Problems linked to the Sturm-Liouville equation and its generalization are a 
third direction in the theory of inverse problems. The sense of these problems 
is the following: we know the spectral function or scattering data of a differential 
operator; it is required to define this operator. The first uniqueness theorems of 
the solution were obtained in papers by Ambarzumjan (1929) and Borg (1945). 
Inverse problems are usually nonlinear and are separated into one-dimensional 
and multidimensional problems, depending on whether the sought function (or 
functions) is a function of one variable or of many. These problems, especially 
multidimensional problems, are often ill-posed in the classic sense. In this 
sense, questions of the uniqueness of the solution and a search of minimal 
information, which makes the inverse problem determined, have particular 
actuality. The theorem of uniqueness of the solution of the complex 
multidimensional inverse problem for the Schrödinger equation in the class of 
piecewise-analytical functions was established for the first time by Berezanskij 
(1958). 
Multidimensionality of inverse problems has particluar value at present, 
because practice shows that many investigating processes are described by an 
equation, of which the coefficient essentially depends on many variables. 
Inverse problems often bring integrals to first kind operator equations. Some 
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inverse problems for hyperbolic equations are, for example, reduced to the 
investigation of integral equations of Volterra type of the first kind. In turn, this 
sometimes allows one (chiefly in one-dimensional inverse problems) to find 
equations of the second kind with operators possessing sufficiently good 
properties, for example compact operators, which gives a method of investigation. 
The basis of such a convergence is often a formula for the solution of direct or 
inverse problems. In many cases, particularly when information on the solution 
of an equation is given by only a part of the boundary of the considered domain 
(practice is needed in those problems), such a convergence of the inverse 
problem to an integral equation of the second kind often appears to be 
impossible. One of the reasons for this is the ill-posedness of these problems. 
These questions require new approaches. The general theory of operator 
equations of the first kind and their applications was developed in papers by 
Tikhonov (1943, 1963), Tikhonov and Arsenin (1977), Lavrent'ev (1955, 
1959) and Ivanov (1963). The new methods developed there, have found wide 
implementations, in particular in the theory and practice of ill-posed problems. 
Many inverse problems are closely connected to problems of integral geometry. 
Thereby, it appears necessary to investigate new problems of integral geometiy, 
when manifolds in which the sought function (or functions) is integrated, are 
complicated by their structure. Important results and applications in the case of 
linear and other manifolds are obtained from papers by Radon (1917), Courant 
and Hilbert (1962), John (1955), Khachaturov (1954), Kostelyanec and 
Reshetnyak (1954), Gel'fand.( 1960), Gel'fand et al. (1966), Helgason (1959), 
Semyanistyi (1966) and others. At present these results on integral geometry 
and other applications have found applications in inverse problems, in particular 
in tomography. Multidimensional problems of integral geometry in the case of 
complex manifolds and their connection to inverse problems are formulated and 
investigated in articles by Lavrent'ev et al. (1970, 1986), Romanov (1987), 
Anikonov ( 1987b), Anikonov and Pestov ( 1990a), and Bukhgeim ( 1983,1986, 
1988). A significant contribution to the theory of inverse problems has also been 
made by Prilepko and Kostin( 1993), Isakov (1990), Blagoveshchenskii (1986), 
Anikonov (1975), Anikonov et al. (1993), Lorenzi (1992), Yamamoto (1990, 
1992), Anger (1990), Sabatier (1990a,b) and others. 
This monograph is devoted to statements ofmultidimensional inverse problems, 
in particular to methods of their investigation. Questions of the uniqueness of 
solution, solvability and stability are studied. Methods to construct a solution 
are given, and in certain cases inversion formulas are given as well. Concrete 
applications of the theory developed here are also given. Where possible, we 
have stopped to consider the method of investigation of the problems, thereby 
sometimes losing generality and quantity of the problems, which can be 
examined by such a method. 
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Fundamental Research, 
grant No. 93-011-181. 
CHAPTER 1 
Operator Equations and Inverse Problems 
1.1 DEFINITION OF QUASIMONOTONICITY, T H E U N I Q U E N E S S 
T H E O R E M 
The investigation of inverse problems for differential equations frequently reduces to the 
investigation of the first type operator equations. Such operators may come up as func-
t ional of the solutions of some differential equation correspond to this equation. The 
other words, the operator is defined as the set of equations and its values are functionals 
of the solutions of these equations. It is often found that the equation is defined simply 
by one real function belonging to some class. So the operator of the inverse problem is 
defined at the set of the functions. The operators of inverse problems may be of complex 
nature; they are nonlinear as a rule. Some of them have the property that if one of the 
functions is larger than another in a subset of the domain of definition of these functions, 
then images of these functions are different. 
It was this property which was used for the proof of the solution uniqueness of one-
dimensional inverse problems of electroprospect in the paper of (Tikhonov, 1949). In 
the multidimensional case (Berezanskii, 1958) applied this property for the proof of the 
solution uniqueness of the inverse problem of the Schrödinger equation in the class of the 
piecewise analytical functions. We pick out the operators by such a definition. 
Let E be a set of elements x, and let {A}E be some set of real functions \(x) in 
E. Suppose that an element r belonging to some set {τ} corresponds to every function 
A(x) g by τ = MA, where M is some operator. 
As a covering of set E we understand totality {ω} of sets ω 6 E, union of which is 
equal to E. 
Definition. Operator M is called quasimonotonic with respect to the covering {ω} of set 
E, if it follows from inequality Ai(x) > λ2(χ) holding for all χ belonging to, at least, one 
non-empty set ω £ {ω} that Μλι φ Μλ 2 , Α;(χ) 6 {λ}£ , i=l,2. 
Lemma 1.1. If for every To € {r} the équation MA = τ0 has a unique solution, then the 
operator M is quasimonotonic with respect to any covering {ω} of set E. 
This statement is obvious. 
Our main purpose is to show that in special cases it follows from being quasimonotonic 
with respect to a fixed covering that the solution of the equation MA = To is unique. 
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Let R n + 1 be an (n + 1)— dimensional real Euclidean space for (x,y), χ 6 R " , —oo < 
y < oo, η > 0, let E and Ë be semispaces with y > 0 and y > 0. Denote by { A } the 
set of all real infinite differentiable functions X(x,y), (x,y) G E to be quasianalytical in y 
in this domain. Under the covering { ω } of the semispace E we understand the set of all 
hemiballs ω(ξ,ρ): 
u((,p) = {(x,y):\x-t\2 + y2 <p\ y> 0} , ξ G R " , ρ > 0. 
Lemma 1.2. For every function Α (χ, y) G { Λ } , which is not identically equal to zero, 
there exists a hemiball ω ζ { ω } and constants c > 0, α > 0 such that the inequality 
holds. 
PROOF. Since the function A(x, y) is not identically equal to zero, and quasianalytical in 
y in E, the equality 
— - 0 
is impossible for all k, k = 0,1,2, . . . . So there exists a smallest number m > 0 and a 
point { é R " such that 
^ = 0, 1. , £ R · , ( U , 
If m = 0,then the statement is obvious. 
Let m > 0. Every infinite differentiable function X(x,y) such that λ(χ,Ο) = 0 (see 
(Malgrange, 1966)) allows a representation A ( x ,y ) = yh(x,y), where 
ι 
H x , y ) = J d - ^ f > d t . (1.2) 
Combining (1.1) and (1.2) we have 
\{x,y)=ym-xh(x,y), (1.3) 
where h(x, y) is an infinite differentiable function and /i(£, 0) ψ 0. Let R(£,p) be a closed 
ball in R n + 1 of radius p> 0, centered at (£,0) such that h(x,y) φ 0, ( χ , y ) G Έ(ζ,ρ). By 
continuity h(x,y) and h(£, 0) / 0 such ball exists. 
Let c = min \h(x,y)\, and ω = ϋ(ξ,ρ) Π E. By (1.3) we have 
(*,v)efi(í,p) 
|A(x,»)| = ym~X \h(x,y)\ > cym~\ {x,y) G ω. 
The Lemma is proved. 
By this Lemma it follows 
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a quasimonotonic operator with respect to the covering { ω } 
of semispace E by hemiballs ω(ξ,ρ). If MAi = Μ λ 2 , A i ( x ,y ) G { A } C { A } £ , then 
\i(x,y) = A2(x,y) in E. 
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PROOF. If Xi{x,y) φ X2(x,y), then by Lemma 1.2 there exists a hemiball ω G { ω } such 
that Ι λ ^ χ , y) - X2(x, î/)| > cya > 0, (χ, y) G ω. In particular it follows from this that in 
the domain ω either λι > λ2 or λ2 > λι holds. Since the operator M is quasimonotonic, 
Μ λ ι φ M A 2 , which contradicts the condition of the theorem. T h e theorem is proved. 
Below we will use either Theorem 1.1, or Lemma 1.2 and its variations. 
1.2 INVERSE PROBLEMS FOR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
First we will illustrate the application of Theorem 1.1 to the investigation of the uniqueness 
of the solution of the inverse problem for the linear hyperbolic equation, and then we 
proceed to more general cases. 
Let R 3 be an Euclidean space of (x, y ), χ G R 2 , — oc < y < oo. Consider the problem: 
in the semispace y > 0 it is required to find a strictly positive function Λ (χ,y) C C ^ R 3 ) , 
even in y, if 
1. In the domain χ G R 2 , y G R 1 , 0 < t < t0{x,y), t0 > 0 there exists a unique twice 
d i f ferent ia te solution u(x,y,t) of the Cauchy problem 
d2u du 
— = Au +X(x,y)u +f(x,y,t), w|t=0 = — 
where Δ is the Laplace operator in (x,y). 
= 0, 
(=0 
2 . In the domain y = 0, 0 < t < go(x) the function τ ( χ , ί ) = u|9=0 , 0 < t < g0, 
go{x) > 0 is given. T h e inverse problem is reduced to the investigation of the 
operator equation MA = r ( x , i ) , λ G C1(E), E = {(x,y),y > 0 } . As covering { ω } 
of the semispace y > 0 we take as above the set of all hemiballs ω(ξ,ρ): ω(ξ,ρ) — 
{(χ,y): \x-(\2 + y2 < p\ y > 0 } , ξ G R 2 , ρ > 0. 
Let α Γ ( ξ , ρ ) = : \χ - + y2 < ρ2, y< 0 } . 
T h e o r e m 1 . 2 . Ii a function f(x,y,t) is continuous and / > 0 , then operator M is 
quasimonotonic with respect to covering {o>} of domain y > 0. 
PROOF. Let Ai (x ,y ) > (x,y) > 0, ( x , y ) € u>o = ω(ξ0 ,Ρο)· Denote by u i ( x , y , t ) , 
u 2 ( x , y , t ) the solutions of the Cauchy problem corresponding to the functions Xi(x,y) 
and A2(X, y). Let A = Αι — λ 2 , ü = u\ — u2. In accordance with the Kirchhoff formula we 
have 
u(x,y,t) = - J d 9 + - y dq, (1.4) 
r<t T<t 
2 
7-2 = Σ ( χ < _ 9«)2 + (ν - la ) 2 , dq = dçid^dça· 
where 
Note that , if 
and ^ I ^ q > 0, b > 0, then (in any case for sufficiently small t > 0) the inequality 
u(x,y,t) > 0 holds. This follows, for example, from the proof of the existence of the 
solution u(x,y,t) by the method of successive approximations. 
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By the condition of the problem and prepositions we have f(x, y, t) > 0, λχ — A2 > 0, 
(χ,y) G ω0, Xi > 0. If A¿(x,j/) = λ;(χ, —y) then λι - λ2 > 0, (x,y) G Wq · Let t be 
such that the points q and (x ,y ) in (1.4) belong to ω~ U ωο· From this using the note 
above we conclude that by the strict positivity of the second term in the right part of 
(1.4) for sufficiently small ί > 0 we have ü(x,y,t) > 0, ( χ , y) G ωό U u " . If y = 0 in the 
last inequality, we obtain ü(x, 0, t) > 0. This means operator M is quasimonotonic. The 
theorem is proved. 
Let, as above, R 3 be a three-dimensional Euclidean space for (x,y), χ G R 2 , —00 < 
d2 2 d2 
y < 00 and Δ = -^-r + •—r is the Laplace operator. 
dy 2 Jrí Ox? 
Denote by {a } a set of infinite differentiate functions a(x, y) to be even and quasian-
alytical in y. Let λ (χ, y) and ß(x,y) be some functions belonging to set {a} , and u(x,y,t) 
a solution of the Cauchy problem, λ > 0, μ > 0, 
1 d2u 
TT γ · = Au + F(x,y,t,ß(x,y),u) + f(x,y,t), 
. du 




where F and / are fixed infinite differentiate functions. It is well known that a solution 
u(x, y, t) of such a problem for the more general case exists and is unique in some domain 
of ( x , y , t ) . 
Here is considered the inverse problem: it is required to find one of the functions either 
λ (x ,y ) or μ(χ,2/), if in the domain |ar| < r, 0 < t < go the function ip(x,y) = w|y=0 is 
known, where u(x,y,t) is the solution of the problem (1.5). Here the inverse problem is 
also reduced to the investigation of the equations Μλ = φ(χ, y), M/i = φ(χ, y). 
T h e o r e m 1 . 3 . Let function F(x,y,t, μ, u) increase strictly monotonie in variables μ, u 
in the domain μ > 0, u > 0 and F(x,y,t,0,0) = 0, and the function f(x,y,t) > 0. Then 
the inverse problem has no more than one solution in the class {a}. 
PROOF. For the proof of the theorem it suffices to verify the operators Μλ and Μμ being 
quasimonotonic. At first we note, that for every X(x,y) G {α} and μ(χ, y) £ {α} solution 
u(x,y,t) of problem (1.5) for sufficiently small t must satisfy the inequality u(x,y,t) > 0, 
t > 0. 
Really, in accordance to Sobolev's formula (see (Sobolev, 1963)) we have 
u = — / [f]adv + — Í [Fiadi; + — / iulÄadt). 
4π J 4π J 4π J 
r <t T<t r <t 
(Here we use the meanings of (Sobolev, 1963)) 
Since σ and Δ σ have an order of increasing no more than 1/r and σ > 0, it is clear by the 
formula, that the sign of u is defined by the first term of the right part of this formula. 
In particular, if f(x,y,t) > 0, then u(x,y,t) > 0. 
Denote as ω+ and ω~ open hemiballs of radius ρ > 0 centered at point ξ G R 2 , < r, 
ω+Κ,ρ) = {(i,y),y > 0 : \χ - ¿|2 + y2 < ρ2}, 
"'(ξ,ρ) = {{x,y),y< o : \χ - ei2 + y2 < ρ2}· 
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Let μι{χ,ν) and μ2(χ,υ) b e two solut ions of t h e p rob lem (A(x, y) is fixed) and let μι(χ,υ) > 
μ2(χ,ν), ( x , y ) £ ω = ω+ I \ ω ~ . Denote by ui(x,y,t), u2(x,y,t) solutions of the Cauchy 
problem 
1 d2u 
τ • = + F(x,y,t,ßi,Ui) + f , ¿ = 1 , 2 , λ at2 
dui 
~dt 
- 0 , 
t=o 
corresponding to the functions μ ι (χ , î/) and μ 2 ( χ ^ ) . Let w = u j — u2. Then we have 
1 d2w 




Since μ \ ( χ , y) > μ2{χ,ν), (χ, y) Ε ω and as above u2(x,y, t ) > 0, by F being monotonie the 
inequality F ( x , y , t ^ \ , u 2 ) > F ( x , y , t ^ 2 , u 2 ) holds. So by using, for example, Sobolev's 
formula, we obtain that ( x , y ) 6 ώ, w(x,y,t) > 0 at least for small t. Setting y — 0 in 
the last inequality we have ψ ι ( χ , ί ) — φ 2 ( χ , ί ) = w(x,0,t) > 0, this is in conflict with the 
problem condition. 
Let now be fixed and let \ \ ( x , y ) , \2(x,y) be two different solutions of the 
inverse problem. As above, let w — U\ — u2 and Xi(x,y) > \ 2 ( x , y ) , (x,y) 6 ω. Now we 
have 
1 d2w A ^ ^ / I 1 \ d2u2 
j ^ · -Qp = Δυ> + F(x,y,t^1,w + u 2 ) - F{x,y,t^2,u2)+ ^ - J 
dw 
Έ = 0. 
d2u2 By the condition of the theorem f ( x , y , t ) > 0, as is . Therefore, by inequality 
at2 
M ^ y ) > λ2(χ, y), (χ, y) e ω we have 
( \ 1 \ d2u2 
which as above is in conflict with w(x, 0, i) > 0. By Theorem 1.1 and the obtained results 
the statement of the theorem follows. For reduction to other problems see (Lavrent'ev, 
1974). 
1.3 MULTIDIMENSIONAL INVERSE KINEMATIC PROBLEM 
OF SEISMICS 
Let R"+1 be the (n + 1)— dimensional Euclidean space for (z, y), χ 6 R n , —oo < y < oo, 
η — radius vector of the sphere Ω = {χ, = 1}. 
Consider the problem: in semispace y > 0 it is required to find an infinite differentiable 
function X(x,y) € {A}, 0 < A < M < oo such that: 
1. The shortest line 7(a, 6, n) C E exists of metrics ds2 = A2(x,y)(dx2 + dy2) joining 
points an , 6n, —oo < a < oo, —oo < 6 < oo, η € Π, and 
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2. In the domain |α| < oo, |6| < oo, η 6 Ω the function 
r(a, 6, n) = J X(x, y)\jdx2 + dy2 = MX 
7(a,6,n) 
is given. 
The problem of determining the function X(x,y) by r (a , b, n) is called the inverse kinematic 
problem of seismics, where A(x, y) is interpretated as the inverse of the velocity A = 
l/v(x,y) and r(a,b,n) is the time of moving of the perturbation by η(α, b, n). 
Let 
* J i t ^ 
tn=x 1 1 
In R n we consider metric d s j = Ap(x)da;2 = Ag(a;) |dx|2. Denote by 7°(o, 6, n) the shortest 
line of metric ds0 joining points an, 6n. Denote by 
T ° ( a , M ) = / A 0 | d ® | . 
T°(a,6,n) 
Theorem 1.4. If r(a, 6, n) / r°(a, 6, n) for every a, b and n, then the inverse kinematic 
problem of seismic has no more than one quasianalitical solution in y: X(x,y) 6 {A}. 
PROOF. Show that under condition of the theorem the operator 
MA = j X(x,y)Jdx2 + dy2, X{x,y)e{X}Ë 
-y(atí>,n) 
is quasimonotonic with respect to the covering {ω} of domain Ε = {(χ, y) : y > 0}. In the 
same way as Theorem 1.1 the statement will be proved. Let ω0 = t) be a hemiball of 
radius t > 0 centered at £0 6 R n belonging to the semispace, and let Xi(x,y) > X2(x,y), 
(x,y) £ u>o. Denote by 7, the shortest line of metric dà2 = A¿(dx2 + dj/2), such that 
7i C ω0. 
By the condition of the theorem the shortest line 7; cannot belong to the hyperplane 
y = 0 totally, in contrast 
Ti = {X¡(x,y)y/dx* + dy* = J A,(x, 0) |dx| = r°. 
7i 70 
Using the inequality Xi(x,y) > X2(x,y), (x ,y ) € ω0 and the last remark, we have 
τ\ = J Xi{x,y)\Jdx2 + dy2 > J X2{x,y)\Jdx2 + dy2 > J X2{x, y)\/dx2 + dy2 = r2, 
71 71 72 
which means operator M is quasimonotonic. The theorem is proved. 
More general results are included in the papers by (Anikonov, 1971; 1975). 
REMARK . In the plane case, instead of the condition of Theorem 1.4 it may be taken as 
τ(α, b) < τ(α, &i) + τ(&ι, δ), α < b\ < b. By the fulfilment of this inequality every interior 
point on the shortest line 7(a,b) of metrics ds2 — X2(x,y)(dx2 + dy2) cannot belong to 
the straight y = 0 . 
For η > 2 variables a, b can be changed in the domain |a| < ao, \b\ < b0, where a0 > 0, 
60 > 0 are constant. 
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1.4 ON THE UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION OF THE FREDHOLM 
AND VOLTERRA FIRST KIND INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
As we noted above, inverse problems for differential equations reduce to the first kind 
operator equations, and often to the first kind integral equations. Let us consider multi-
dimensional integral equations and prove the uniqueness theorems. 
Let R"+1 be the Euclidean space for (x,y) , χ £ Rn , —oo < y < oo, η > 0 , let V be 
a compact metric set of v. Denote by ω(ξ,ί), ξ £ Rn , t > 0, (η + 1)— dimensional open 
set with properties: 
1. ω(ζ,ί) is contained in the semispace y > 0 and unicity {ω} is the covering of this 
space. 
2. ω(£,ί) depends continuously of £ and t, and limo;(£, t) = (if, 0). 
An example of the set ω(ξ, t) may be a hemiball of radius t > 0 centered at point ζ £ Rn 
<"(£,<) = {(*,!/): I ® - í l 2 + y2<t2, and ¡/ > o j . 
Let M(x, y, ζ, ί, υ) be a real continuous function on Rn + 1 χ R n + 1 χ V possessing prop-
erties 
1. M(x,y,£,t,v)> 0, (x,y) £ω(ξ,ί), 
2 . Μ ( χ , ν , ξ , ί , υ ) = 0, ( χ , y ) e Rη+1\ώ(ξ,ί), 
where û(Ç,t) is closure of ω(ξ,ί). 
Let us consider this equation with respect to the function Λ ( x , y ) £ {A}: 
Μ λ Ε Ξ ί η ί J M(x,y,(,t,v)X(x,y)dx1 ...dxndy = w(£,t). (1 .6 ) 
"(ί,Ο 
Note, that if function M does not depend on v, then the considered equation is the multidi-
( 
mensional analog of Volterra equation. In particular, if η = 0 then MA = / M(y, t)X(y)dy. 
o 
t 
Equation ι p ( t ) = J M(y,t)\(y)dy is the first kind Volterra equation, 
o 
Theorem 1.5. If MX^ = MA2, A, £ {A}, i = 1,2, then Ai(x,y) = X2(x,y), χ £ Rn , 
0 < y < oo. 
PROOF. It is sufficiently to state operator M being quasimonotonic, defined by (1.6), 
X £ C. 
As covering {ω} of the semispace y > 0 we understand sets ω(ξ,ί), satisfy conditions 
1 and 2. 
Let Ai(z,3/) > X2{x,y), (x,y) £ ω0 = ω(ξ0,ί0), A, £ {A}, i — 1,2. Since the kernel 
M(x,y,£,t,v) is continuous and has properties 1 and 2, functions 
Witf,t,v)= J M(x,y,(,t,v)\i(x,y)dxdy, ¿ = 1 , 2 , 
"(Í.0 
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are continuous in the domain ξ G R " , t > 0, υ G V. Thus as V is a compact metric space 
there exist elements υ,· G V so that 
w¿ (£ , t ) = inf Wi(£,t,v) = Wi(£,t,Vi), i = 1,2. 
By the above we have 
m(to,to) = J M(x,y,(0,t0,v1)Xi(x,y)dxdy > J M(x,y,£0,to,Vx)X2{x,y)dxdy 
u/o ωο 
> J M(x, y,(o, <0, f2)A2(x, y)dxdy = w2((0, to) 
which means operator M is quasimonotonic. The theorem is proved. 
Suppose now that sets t) have additional properties: 
1. For every h > 0 set ω ( £ , ΐ , Λ ) = ω(ξ,ί) Π { y > h, χ £ R n } , t > h, is an (n + 1)-
dimensional open set, 
2. ùj(£,t,h) depends continuously oí £,t,h and l imu i ( £ , t , h ) = (ζ, h). 
t—*h 
Define a class { λ } , » of A(x,t/), given by the definition λ ( χ , y ) G {λ } , * , , there exists some 
sequence of numbers hi, 0 = h0 < h\ < ... < hm..., and some sequence of functions 
λ i ( x , y ) , hi < y < χ G R " , analytical in y, which are infinite differentiable with 
respect to ( x , y ) such that X(x,y) = A ; ( x , y ) , χ G R " , hi < y < Λ,+ι- In other words, class 
{ λ }οο consists of functions that are piecewise analytical in y and infinite differentiable 
with respect to (x,y). 
T h e o r e m 1.6. If M A j = M A 2 , A; G { A } « , , i - 1,2, then Χχ(χ, y) - Χ2(x,y), x G R " , 
y > 0 . 
PROOF. Let Xi(x,y) and X2(x,y) A; G { Α } ^ be two solutions of equation (1.6), such as 
M A i = M A 2 . By continuity of the kernel M(x, y, ξ, t, v) and conditions 1 and 2, functions 
Wi(ti,t,v)= J M(x,y,£,t,v)Xi(x,y)dxdy 
are continuous. 
Therefore υ is a compact metric space, from this in particular it follows the existence 
of Vi so that 
«>¿(£, t) = Wi(£, t, Vi) = inf Wi(£, t, v). V 
Suppose that A i ( x , y ) φ X2(x,y). From this and by the definition of class {A}oo it 
follows the existence of the interval [a, 6], 0 < a < 6 < oo so that the following conditions 
are true: 
1. A i ( x , y ) = X2{x,y), χ G R " , y < a, 
2. A , ( i , y) are analytical in y when a < y < 6, and A j ( x , y) φ X2{x, y), χ G R n , a < y < b. 
Let ωι(ξ,ί) be the intersection of ω(ξ, t) with the semispace y > 0. By Lemma 1.2 and 
proposition X x ( x , y ) φ X 2 ( x , y ) there exists a set u>¿ = ω1(ξο,ίο) = ω ( ξ 0 , ί ο ) Π { y > α } so 
that 
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1. Set o>¿ belongs to the strip a < y < b, χ G R n , 
2. |Ai(x,y) - λ2 (χ, y)| > 0, (χ, y) G 
Let λι > A2, {χ, y) G Taken this into consideration and by Ai = A2, χ G R n , y < a we 
have. 
wi(£o,<o) = J M(x,3/,£o,Mi)-M:rdj/> J M(x,y,(0,t,vl)X2dxdy>W2((o,t0). 
ω(ίο.'ο) w(ío.'o) 
Thus the existence of the point is shown (ξο,^ο) with ti>i(£o,io) > w2(¿o,¿o)· The last 
inequality is in conflict with the condition of the theorem. The theorem is proved. 
Example of nonuniqueness of a solution of the Volterra integral equation 
with a positive kernel. 
Let A ( t ) φ 0, t > 0, A(0) = 0 be an infinite differentiate function with zero in every 
interval (0, a ) , α > 0, as for example A( i ) = exp (—1/i2) sin (1/t), A(0) = 0. Show that 
there exists a kernel K(x, t) > 0, χ φ 0, t φ 0 such that for every χ > 0 the equality 
X 
J K(x,t)X(t)dt = 0 
holds. 
Let E+(x), E~(x) be sets such that 
Set 
E+(x) = {t : A ( t ) > 0} n ( 0 , x ) , 
E~{x) = {Í : A(t) < 0} n ( 0 , x ) 
Introduce functions 
g+(x)= J X(t)dt, g~(x)= J X(t)dt. 
E+(x) E~(x) 
Define kernel K(x,t) by K(x,t) = —ß+(x,t)g~(x) — ß~(x,t)g+(x). It is obvious, that 
K(x,t) > 0, χ ψ 0. We have 
X 
J K(x,t)X(t)dt = J K(x,t)X(t)dt+ J K(x,t)X(t)dt = g+(x)g~(x)—g+(x)g~(x) = 0. 
0 £+(1) JE-(x) 
Thus the kernel K(x, t) is constructed such as for every χ, χ > 0 
X 
J K(x,t)X(t)dt — 0. 
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Note that if Λ( ί ) is a quasianalytical function in the domain t > 0 then from the equality 
X 
J K(x,t)X(t)dt = 0 
o 
by Theorem 1.1 it follows that Λ( ί ) = 0. 
On the uniqueness of solution of the Fredholm first kind integral equation 
Here we consider the multidimensional first kind integral equation with singularity on the 
diagonal or with this properties after repeated differentiation. Let R n be the n— dimen-
sional Euclidean space for χ = (X\,X2, • • · i^n), and let Ω, ω be balls in R71 with: 
Ω = {χ : |x| < R}, ω = {χ : |χ| < r } , R > r > 0. 
With ζ we will denote the points of sphere annulus C = Π\ώ, here the overbar, as usual, 
defines the closure of the set. Consider first the integral equation 
j Μ(χ,ζ)Χ(χ)άχ = u(£), dx = dxidx2 . . .da; r l , (1.7) 
ω 
where kernel M(x, ξ) has properties: 
1. Μ(χ,ξ) is given for all χ g R n , ξ e R" , continuous for ξ ψ χ. 
2. For every q > 0 equality 
lim Μ(χ,ξ)(χ - ξ)< = oo 
holds. 
As example of such kernels we can take Μ(χ,ξ) — exp(ε/ \x — £|) |a; — where ε > 0, S 
can be any number. For ε = 0 such kernels take place in inverse problems of potential. 
Let { λ } α be a set of functions A(x), χ € ώ, presented by X(x) = a(x)g(x) + b(x) where 
a(x) is some analytical function in closed ball ώ, and g(x), b(x) are fixed measurable 
functions, so that function g(x) satisfies the inequalities 0 < Mo < g(x) < M\. 
Note that if g(x) = 1, b(x) = 0 then set of function { λ } α includes the set of all 
analytical functions in ώ. 
Theorem 1.7. Equation (1.7) has no more than one solution X(x) 6 {λ } α . 
PROOF. Suppose, that equation (1.7) has two solutions Λι (χ) and A2(a;) λ ι ( χ ) φ λ2(χ), 
λ (χ ) 6 { λ } „ , ¿ = 1,2. Denote as α(χ) = αχ(χ) — ü2(x). We have / Μ (χ, ξ )g (x )α (x )άx = 0. 
ω 
Show, that if a (x ) / 0 then there exists at least one point E C so that 
/ Μ (χ, £0)g(x)a(x)dx φ 0. By this the statement of the theorem is be established. Let 
ω 
s be a point on the sphere S = {χ : |x| = r } , B(s,t) is an n— dimensional open ball 
of radius t > 0 centered at point s ζ S . Denote by ω (θ , ί ) and C(s,t) the intersection 
fl(i,()nw, B{s,t)nc. 
Show at first that there exists point so ζ S and numbers t0 and ¿i, to > t\ , so that 
the inequalities hold 
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1. |a(x)| > A(r — |a:|)a, x € Q(so,to) — ώς, , where A > 0, a > 0 are some constants, 
2 . M(x,£)g(x)a(x) > ko, χ E ¿>\ü>0, ζ 6 C ( s 0 , í o ) , ko is some constant. 
Inequality 1 follows from Lemma 1.2, and estimate 2 follows from the continuity of func-
tions Μ(χ,ξ), and a(x), and g(x). 
Note that as a(x) = o i ( i ) — α 2 ( ι ) the inequality a(x) > — |χ|)α, χ G u>o is true, in 
another case functions αϊ, a2 may be changed. Then by the condition the kernel Μ(χ,ξ) 
is continuous in domain ζ φ χ and when \x — —> 0, Μ(χ,ζ) —> oo. Therefore for 
every s g 5" it exists intersection u(s,t) and C(s,t) so that Μ(χ,ξ) > 0 when χ G u(s,t), 
ξ E C(s, t). B y the above we include there exist intersections ω0 = w(so, io), Co = C(s0, t0) 
with 
where v0 is volume of domain ω\ω0 . Since lim Μ(χ,ξ) \x — = 00, f M ( x , £ ) ( r — 
IzD'Mx —• 00 , when ξ —• 6 0 . Thus there exists a point £0 with / M(x,£)g(x)a(x)dx > 0. 
T h e theorem is proved. 
Suppose now that kernel Μ(χ,ζ) is indefinite differentiable in the domain ξ φ χ. 
Denote as D& a differential operator with respect to ξ = ( ζ ι , ζ ι , • • • , ξ η ) 
ßPl+02 + -+Pn 
D? = — 
K f 
Let Mq(x,£) = D13 Μ(χ,ζ). Let kernels Μρ(χ,ζ) possess properties: 
1. Μβ{χ,ζ) satisfy condition 1, above, 
2 . There exists a sequence of numbers { ç m } , <?m —> 00 so that 
1. M(x,C) > 0 , i e u o , { e Co, 
2 . a ( x ) > A{r — |x|)a, χ e ω0, 
3 . 3. M(x,()g(x)a(x) > k0, ξ G Co, x 6 ώ\ώ0· 
Using estimates we have 
Ix 
lim Μβ(χ,ξ) I a; — £|'m = 00, \β\ = τη. 
χ->ξ 
I lm _ 
Consider the following equation with such kernel 
(1 .8) 
ω 
Theorem 1.8. Equation (1-8) has no more than one solution Λ ( χ ) G {Α}α-
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PROOF. If λ,· = ai(x)g(x) + b(x), i = 1,2 are two nonequal solutions of (1.8), then the 
equalities 
J M0(x,i)a{x)g(x)dx = 0, m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . (1.9) 
ω 
hold, where α(χ) = αχ(χ) - a 2 (x) , Μρ(χ,ξ) = D " M ( x , £ ) , \β\ — m. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 estimates state 
ι . Μ0(χ,ξ)> o , i e < , í e c ; , 
2. a(x) > A(r - |χ|)α, χ £ w¡?, 
3. Μ0{χ,ξ)β(χ)α(χ) >km,t£ C0m, χ 6 ώ\ώ£. 
From this and the inequality above follows 
J M0(x,Oagdx > kmv£ + AM0 J Μ0{χ,ξ){Γ - |χ|)α. 
If the number m is sufficiently large, then / Mg(x,£)(r — |x|)adx, where ξ —y s 0 tends 
Wo 
to infinity. Thus there exists a point ¿o such that / Mß(x,^ty)a(x)g(x)dx = 0, \ß\ — m, 
ω 
which is in conflict with (1.9). The theorem is proved. 
T h e e x a m p l e of nonuniqueness of t h e solution. 
Let the kernel Μ(χ,ξ) = 1, where > r, |x| < r/2 and let λ(χ) / 0 be an infinite 
differentiate function in circle ω = {χ : |x| < r } so that 
1. λ(χ) ξ 0, χ e {χ : |x| > r/2}, 
2. / Ä(x)dx = 0 . 
M<r/2 
It is obvious that / Μ(χ,ξ)A(x)dx = 0. 
1.5 ON THE UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION OF INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND WITH ENTIRE KERNEL 
In this section we consider the multidimensional integral equation of the first kind 
w{x) = j k(x,y)X(y)dy, χ e D, (1.10) 
R " 
where D is a domain in the real Euclidean space R n , η > 1, k(x, y) is a complex-valued 
kernel in R n χ R n , represented in the form 
k(x,y) = J ψ(ρ, q)e'^px+gy^dpdq. ( 1 . 1 1 ) 
Β 
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Here an integrand function φ{ρ,ς) is complex-valued, continuous in R " x R° , finite with 
compact support B. 
It is known (Ronkin, 1974), that the kernel k ( x , y ) is continue on an entire analytic 
function of exponential type. In the present section we give conditions to domain Β and 
function φ(χ, y), guaranteeing the uniqueness of solution X(y) of equation (1.10) in the 
class of continuous complex-valued finite functions. 
Let a(t) > 0, a(0) = 0 be a continuous function in R 1 , ε > 0, δ > 0 be fixed numbers 
and let space Rn{p) be defined in the following way 
Rn(p) = { q : ( p , q ) , ? 6 R " } . 
Consider set 
"(Ρ) = {</ : Σ (ft - 9¿)2 + 9n < «(ft.), In > o j . 
The set ω(ρ) is an open hemiball in Rn(p) of radius a(pn) centered at 
p0 = (pi,p2, · · · ,Ρη-ι, 0). Further we propose that domain Β and function φ(ρ, q) = 
ΨΛρ-, q) + 1Ψ2(ρ, q) have properties: 
1. For any ρ, 0 < ρ, < ε, i = 1 ,2 , . . . , η, intersection Β(ρ) = Β Π R(p) is non-empty open 
set in R"(p) and B(p) C ω(ρ), 
2. In a domain Β = Β Π | (p , q) : PÌ + qì < the following inequalities hold: 
V i ( p , ? ) > 0 , <pi{p, q) > 0, tpi(p,q) + <p2{p,q) > 0. 
In the case where η — 1 as example of a domain Β satisfying condition 1 may be the 
domain with 
B = { { p 1 , q 1 ) : 0 < q 1 < a ( p l ) , 0 < p i < 1 } , 
where a(t) > 0, a(0) = 0 , 0 < i < l i s a continuous function. An example of domain B, 
not satisfying condition 1 is the square 
Β = {(pi,?i) : 0 < p! < 1, 0 < <7i < 1}. 
Theorem 1.9. Let conditions 1 and 2 hold. Then equation (1.10) has no more than one 
continuous finite solution λ ( y ) . 
PROOF. It is clear from (1.10) and (1.11) that for any continuous finite solution X(y) 
of equation (1.10), function w(x) is an entire analytic function. Therefore, if w(x) = 0, 
χ e D, then ω(ζ) = 0, χ € R". Let w(x) - 0, χ G R n . Show, that X(y) = 0, y e R n . 
We have 
j k ( x , y ) \ ( y ) d y = j J ψ(ρ, q) e'^+^dpdq 
R" R" 
Changing the order of integration we obtain the equality 
\ { y ) d y = 0. 
/ <p(p,q)ei(l,x+qy) J ei"y\(y)dy dpdq = 0. (1.12) 
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Let 
λ ( , ) = J e'qy\(y)dy. (1.13) 
R" 
By such designation equality (1.12) acquires the form 
j <p{p,q)e^\(q)àpàq = 0. 
Β 
Passing on to an iterated integral we come to the relation 
/ / V(p,î)A(<?)d<? e i p l dp = 0. (1.14) 
R» |b(P) 
Here B(p), as above, is the intersection of the domain Β by the plane Ä"(p) of variables 
q of dimension n, passing through ρ and orthogonal to space R n of variables p. Let 
HP) = J ¥>(p,9)Â(g)dç. 
B(P) 
In this case we rewrite equality (1.14) as 
J X(p)e'pxdp = 0. 
Thus the Fourier transform of continuous function X(p) is equal to zero. Therefore Λ (ρ) = 
0, ρ Ç R " and we have 
J ip(p, q)\{q)àq = 0. (1.15) 
B(p) 
Because under the hypothesis of the theorem the sought solution X(y) is finite continuous 
function, then it follows from (1.13) and by the Paley-Wiener theorem (Ronkin, 1974) 
that λ (q ) = λι (q) + iA2(<?) is an entire analytic function. 
Therefore, real functions A¿(<7), i = 1 ,2 , are entire analytic functions too. 
Determining the imaginary and real parts in (1.15) we obtain equation system 
/ (i^jAJ - <^2A2)dg = 0, 
B ( p ) - - (1.16) 
/ (ψιλ2 +<¿>2Ai)dq = 0 , 
B ( p ) 
Show that A i(q) = 0, A2(?) = 0, q £ R n . From here by virtue of (1.13) equality X(y) = 0, 
y G R n follows. We first prove the statement concerning the analytic functions. 
Let po = (p?,p2 , · · • >Pn-i '0) be a fixed point, r > 0 be a fixed number and ω be an 
open hemiball of radius r > 0 centered at po'. 
Wq 
Denote as { ω } the set of all open hemiballs centered at ( p i , p 2 , . . . , p n _ i , 0) and such, that 
ω < Wo . 
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If f(q) is a real entire analytic function, then there exists an open hemiball ώ 6 { ω } 
such, that for all q (Ξ ώ one of two inequalities holds: either f(q) > 0, or f(q) < 0. 
Suppose, that this is not so. Then in every hemiball ω £ { ω } there exists a point qω 
such, that f(qw) = 0. In particular equality follows from this 
/ ( « ) L = o = ο, Μ < Γ· 
Because f(q") = 0 and f(q%) = 0, where = (qf,q%,... then in every hemiball 
there exists a point such, that 
d¿ 
dqn 
This leads as above to equality 
oqn 
= 0, ψ Ε ω £ {ω}. 
= 0, M < r . 
Hence, for any m, m > 0, 
?„=o 
dmf 
¿ • c 
= 0, \q\ < r, 
,„=o 
which contradicts the relation f(q) ^ 0. T h e statement is proved. 
If we suppose now that , although one of entire functions Ai(^), λ2 (q ) , satisfying equa-
tion system (1.16), is not identically equal to zero, then by virtue of the statement proved 
above, there exists ε > 0, ε < ε and a point ρ such, that for any 
f n—i 
q e ω(ρ) = i^q : - qi)2 + q2n < a(pn), qn > 0 0 < P i < £, 
one of four relation holds 
1 . X^q) > 0, X2(q) > 0, λ!(<?) + X2(q) > 0, 
2 . Â , ( î ) < 0, X2(q) < 0, λ , ( ϊ ) + X2(q) < 0, 
3 . X.iq) < 0, Â 2(ç) > 0, Λ ! ( , ) - X2(q) < 0, 
4. X^q) > 0, X2(q) < 0, λ!(<?) - X2(q) > 0. 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem at ε < δ for all (p, q) 
1 , 2 , . . . 
the following relations take place 
Vi(p, ? ) > 0, <p2(p,q)> 0, ¥>i(p,?) + ¥ > 2 ( p , ? ) > 0 , 
and 
B(p) = Β Π Rn(p) < u(p), 0 < pi < ε. 
T h a t is why, together with inequalities 1-4 , at least one of equalities (1.16) cannot be 
performed for all ρ 6 R " . T h e theorem is proved. 
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1.6 EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF A SOLUTION TO 
AN INVERSE PROBLEM FOR A PARABOLIC EQUATION 
Problems of finding the coefficients of differential equations from information about their 
solutions are called inverse problems for differential equations. As a rule, inverse problems 
are nonlinear. Their study, especially in the multidimensional case, is often connected with 
significant mathematical difficulties. We will give a method for studying solvability ques-
tions for certain nonlinear inverse problems for differential equations, using a parabolic 
equation as an example illustrating this method. 
With the aid of the Fourier transform we are able to reduce the inverse problem under 
consideration to a boundary value problem for a nonlinear integro-differential equation 
which is fully acceptable for investigation. Methods of potential theory are applicable 
to the boundary value problem thus obtained; under the appropriate restrictions on the 
data, this leads to determination of solvability, uniqueness, and stability conditions for 
this inverse problem. 
In a domain Q — (—oo, oo) χ D, D C R™, dD = Γ0 E C, we consider the equation of 
parabolic type 
p(x)ut - Au = 0. (1.17) 
Inverse problem. Find function u(x,t), p(x) > 0 satisfying (1.17) such that 
u | r = <p(s,t), Γ = Γο X ( -00 ,00) , (1.18) 
" L o = "»(s), x&D, uo(a;)|x=s = ip\t=0, (1.19) 
Vxu E L2(Q), u G L2(-oo, 00 : W¿(D) Π C(D)), (1.20) 
ut e L°°(—oo, 00) : C(D), p{x) € C(D). 
We introduce some notation. G(x,y) is Green's function of the Dirichlet problem for 
the domain D, ΰ(χ,ξ) is the Fourier transform of a function u(x,t) with respect to t and 
μ(ϋ) = max J dy. 
D 
First we consider problem (1.17) and (1.18). 
Lemma 1.3. Let φ(ξ,3) € Μ^ /2(Γ0) Π <7(Γ0); φ = 0, > R, and s £ Γ0. Then, for any 
real-valued function p(x) such that 
p(x) e C{D), \p\ < 1/Αμ(£>), 
there is a unique solution to problems (1.17) and (1.18) such that Vxu E L2(Q), u £ 
L2{-00,00 : W%(D) Π C(D)), ut € L°°((-oo,oo) : C(D)) and ύ(χ,ξ) = 0, \ξ\ > R, 
x £ D . 
A proof of Lemma 1.3 is based on the study of the boundary value problem 
Δυ + \ζρ(χ)ν = 0, υ|Γο = φ(χ,ξ), χ € D, 
and is carried out as in (Bubnov, 1984). 
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EXAMPLE. Let A(£) and B(() be continuous functions, 0 < ξ < ÑO, Ra > 0, let ρ be a 
positive constant, and let u(x,t), x,t £ R1 be the function 
«o / rj-
u(x,t) = I exp I x\ — 
J \ V ¿p ) 
cos \x\l^ + (t) Α{ξ) + Β(ξ) sin ( χ. Ή 
that is entire analytic in t and satisfies the heat equation 
du d2u 
dt=Pd72' 
According to the Paley-Wiener theorem, 
û(x,O = 0, |x| > RQ. 
Our study of the inverse problem is based on the following lemmas. Let 
.0G 
A¡ = min 
D 
Αι — sup f ~ÖUAr 
J ^ d r c 
Γο 
, ω0 = μ(ϋ) ||Au0||c R· 
ΙίΙ<Λ Γ0 
Lemma 1.4. Let the conditions of Lemma 1.3 hold, and let 
.dG 
A2 = min 
D - j > 0 , 
|ί|<Η Γο 
Ai > ω0 + RiSuoAr)1'2, 8R2AX > u>0. 
Then the inverse problem (1.17)-(1.20) is equivalent to the boundary value problem for 
the nonlinear integro-differential equation 
A , v ( x , 0 + ^ ^ L . =°» "lr„ =«»(*,É) (1-21) 
ΙίΚΛ 
in the class of functions ν 6 C(D) Π W2(D), ν(χ,ξ) = 0, |x| > R, χ £ D; 
mm 
D 
- J ίζν(χ,ζ)άχ 
lil<« 
> -ño > 0 , 
ω0 +Ai + [(ω0 - Ai)2 - 8ñ2w0Ai]V2] · 
Taking the nonlinearity into account and using methods of potential theory, we prove the 
following result. 
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Lemma 1.5. Let the conditions of Lemma 1.4 be satisfied. Then there is S(R, A\, /l2) > 0 
such that for any u0 with 0 < Au0 < δ there exists a unique solution ν(χ,ξ) to problem 
(1.21) that belongs to the class 
B={v(x^)eC(D)nW22(D), ν(χ,ξ)Ξθ, >R, χ £ D, 
RoAi 
sup |υ(ζ,£)Ι < D ' ' •> m - l n 
X,l /to — Wo D 
- J \ξυ(χ,ξ)άξ > fioj. 
L ΙίΚΛ 
From the lemmas formulated above we get our main result. 
Theorem 1.10. Let the following conditions be satisfied: 
Φ(ξ,β) e ν^2/ 2(Γ0) η C ( r 0 ) , Φ = ο, |£|>Ä, 
£ l í = o = wo(ar)lo > 0 < G C ( Ö ) , 
„dG 
ΙίΚΛ Γ0 




Then there is a S(R, Αι, A2) > 0 such that for any u0 with 0 < u0 < ¿ the inverse problem 
(1.17)-(1.20) has a unique solution(p,u); moreover, 
p(x) = 
Αη0(χ,ξ) 
• ! ίν(χ,ξ)άξ' 
lil<n 
u(x,t) = J u(x,£)exp( — ξί)άι 
— oo 
where ν(χ,ξ) is a solution to problem (1-21). 
REMARK T . his theorem can be briefly formulated as follows: if in addition to the con-
ditions of the first boundary value problem for a parabolic equation we require that a 
solution be regular in t, —oo < t < oo, then, under suitable restrictions on the data of 
the boundary value problem, one can also uniquely find the function p(x) occurring in 
the equation, i.e. one can solve the inverse problem. From the method it is clear that 
this fact permits a significant generalization for other boundary value problems and other 
evolution equations including equation with variable coefficients. 
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1.7 ON UNIQUE SOLVABILITY OF AN INVERSE PROBLEM FOR 
A PARABOLIC EQUATION 
We formulate conditions for the unique solvability of the Cauchy problem for a semilinear 
integro-differential equation, and offer a method for its investigation (Anikonov and Belov, 
1989). Such problems are reductions of inverse problems for parabolic equations in cases 
where the Fourier transform of their solutions with respect to chosen variables exists and 
some other conditions are satisfied (see (Anikonov, 1986)). Analogous inverse problems 
for parabolic and hyperbolic equations were investigated by different methods in (Bubnov, 
1987a,b). 
Let ( x i , . . . , ζ „ _ ι ) be a point in the Euclidean space R n _ 1 , 
Π [ ί ΐ ι ί 2 ] = {(t,x)\h<t< t2, χ e R n _ 1 } a strip in R" , 
G[ti,h] - { (Μ , ζ ) I ( M ) e n[(l,(2], 2 € R1} a strip in R", 
Ga = { ( χ , ζ ) l i e R » - 1 , ζ e [-a, α ] } , 
G [ h M = { ( f > χ > 2 ) I (*> x ) e n[<i,t2]> z € [ - a , a ] } and a = const > 0. 
Let us examine the following equation in G[o,rj: 
du(t,x,z) d2u(t,x, ζ) , ,du(t,x,z) , 
dt = ¿M*. *)) + -¿Γ-1 + d(t, x) ; + q(t, χ, z), (1.22) 
where 
^ d2u V i , du 
We assume that <z¿j, 6, and c are sufficiently smooth functions of t given on [Ο,Γ] and, in 
addition, c(t) < 0 and 
n-l 
μ Iii2 < Σ V£ e R n _ 1 , t e [ ο , τ ] , μ = const > o. (1.23) 
',}=1 
The function ç ( i , x , z ) is given on G[0 it]· 
The function a(t, x) (da/dz = 0) has yet to be found. We assume that the following 
condition is satisfied: 
« L o = ? ( * , * )> ( í . i ) e n M , (1.24) 
and that the Fourier transform of u(t,x,z) with respect to ζ exists: 
1 °° 
W(t,x,y) = — J u(t,x,y)e-^dz, 
— OO 
OO 
u(t,x,y)= j W(t,x,y)e'*ydy. 
(1.25) 
Let us introduce a Cauchy condition for equation (1.22): 
u{0,x,z) = uo{x,z), ( i , ? ) £ R n . (1.26) 
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With the help of conditions (1.24) and (1.25), problem (1.22) and (1.26) can be reduced 
to a Cauchy problem for a integro-differential equation, not containing a(t, x). Indeed, by 
applying the Fourier transform to equation (1.22), setting ζ = 0 in (1.22) under conditions 
(1.24) and (1.25), we obtain the equations 
^ = L{W)-y2W + \yaW + Q, 
-¿¡ξ = Ην)~ J A2WdA + ia J λΗΜλ + 9( ί ,χ ,0) , 
—oo —oo 
from which we eliminate function a and obtain the problem 
^ = L(W)-y2W + J M {Φ + I X2WdX\+Q, h / 
ν - o o 
d t ' " / AWdA { - 1 J (1-27) 
— OO 
W(0,x,y) = Wo(x,y), (x,y) e R " . 
Here 
Q(t,x,y) = J q(t,x,y)e-'*ydz 
—oo 
is the Fourier transform of q and 
ι °° 
W0(x,y) = — J u0(x,y)e-^dz, 
—OO 
Φ ( ί , χ ) = ^ ^ - L(<p(t,x)) - q(t,x, 0 ) . 
We examine the simplest case, when Q and Wo are real-valued functions with compact 
supports in y, belonging to a finite segment [—α, a]. Then (1.27) reduces to the problem 
^ = L(W) - y2W + ayW U + J Ä2lVdA 1 + g , (1.28) 
d t f XWdX { da J 
—a 
W%x,y) = W0{x,y), χ e R n _ 1 , y e [ - a , a ] . (1.29) 
Equation (1.28) is a nonlinear integro-differential. It consists of partial derivatives 
as well as integrals of the solution with respect to the parameter, which also appears in 
the coefficients and the initial data of the problem. These are interesting mathematical 
objects which have not yet been studied. We examine the solvability of problems (1.28) 
and (1.29) and some properties of its solutions. 
Below we denote by Ck,l(G*ti t j j ) the space of functions that have continuous derivatives 
in G°ti ,2] in the space variables of order up to and including k, and a derivative of order 
/ in the variable t. 
As to the input data of problem (1.28) and (1.29), we presume the following: 
(Φ ,q, Wo 6 (6|,iT]); all fcth derivatives in χ and y 
are bounded in absolute value (1.30) 
by constants cjt, fc = 0 , . . . ,4, respectively in 
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Q(t,x,y)y> 0, m(x,t/)y > 0, t € [0.Γ], χ £ R n _ 1 , y € [ -« ,<*] ; (1.31) 
a 
IWo(x) = J AW0(z,A)dA > δ > 0, i E R n _ 1 . (1.32) 
—α 
Let us split problem (1.28) and (1.29) according to the method of the weak approxi-
mation (Yanenko, 1971; Belov, 1986): 
1 f)W 1 
- ^ = L(WT), nr<t<(n + -)r, (1.33) 
( φ + J\2WTd\)+Q, ( n + i ) r < < < ( n + l ) r , (1.34) 
2 dt I XWTdA l Λ J 2 
—a 
WT(0,x,y) = Wo(x,y), (x,y)€G°. (1.35) 
Here η = 0 , . . . , Ν - 1 and iVT = ί„, 0 < ί . < T. 
We start with the Cauchy problem 
1 dv(t^y)= jv(t,x,y) Γ j χΐ^^Λ -y*v{tiX,y) + Q(t,x,y), ( 1 . 3 6 ) 
2 dt f \v(t,x,y)d\ { -i J 
—a 
v(t0, X, y) = v0(x, y), (x, y) 6 G". (1.37) 
By (1.30'), (1.31') and (1.32') we denote conditions (1.30), (1.31), and (1.32) with Wo 
replaced by VQ. 
Lemma 1.6. Let Φ < k, k = const, and let conditions (1.30')- (1.32') be satisfied. 
Then there exists uQ, 0 < i/o < T, such that problem (1.36) and (1.37) is uniquely solvable 
in the class C4,1(G^0,t0+l/]) for any „ g (o, i/0] and any to 6 [0, Τ — ι/]. i/o depends only on 
the constants S, k and a. 
PROOF. Let us linearize problem (1.36) and (1.37) by making a shift θ > 0 with respect 
to t of some terms in (1.36): 
1 dA^y) = a yv%x,y) L + j ^ _ ^ y ) d X I 
2 dt f \v°(t-e,x,y)d\ { Ja J 
—a 
- y2v°(t,x,y) + Q(t,x,y), (1.38) 
v'\ =v0{x-,y), (x,y)&Ga. It̂ to 
It can be shown that there exists i/0 depending on S, k, and a such that for all ν 6 (0, i/o] 
and t0 ε [0, Τ — ν] the solution νβ of problem (1.38) exists in the interval [to,t0 + v\ for 
any fixed θ € (0,0] and uniformly in θ ζ (0,0] and ( t ,x ) £ Π[(0)(0+1/]. 
α 
J \v"{t-e,x,y)à\ >μ > 0 . (1.39) 
—a 
Estimate (1.39) allows us to obtain uniform boundedness (in Θ) of the family of solu-
tions {i>9} and their first derivatives with respect to χ and y. Hence, as θ —> 0, uniformly 
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in every compactum of G"toito+1/¡, the functions ve converge to ν being solution of the 
problem (1.36) and (1.37) in C 4 · 1 ^ to+i/]). As a result 
a 
J \v(t - θ, a, y)dA > μ > 0, ( t , χ) e Π[ίθι, ίο+"]· 
This allows one to prove the uniqueness of the solution in the class specified above. 
The lemma is proved. 
R E M A R K 1.1. In consequence of condition ( 1 . 3 1 ' ) , the inequality v(t, x,y)y > 0, ( t , x , y ) G 
G[t0,ta+„] i s realized. 
R E M A R K 1.2. Let ν be the solution of problems ( 1 . 3 6 ) , ( 1 . 3 7 ) in the interval [<O,IO + " ] , 
the existence of which is guaranteed by Lemma 1.6. As follows from remark 1.1, we can 
a 
apply the generalized mean value theorem (Fikhtengol'tz, 1966) to the integrals f A2t>dA 
—a 
a 
and / A3udA: 
—a 
a a 
J \k+lv(t,x,X)á\ = mk{t,x) J \v(t,x,\)d\, k = 1,2. (1.40) 
It is clear that are smooth functions that satisfy —a < rrii(t, x) < a and 0 < m2(t, x) < 
a2 . By multiplying (1.36) by j/, integrating the result over [—α, a] and then applying 
(1.40), we find that 
Iv{t,x) = J Au(i,a;,A)dA 
is a solution of an ordinary differential equation 
dI (t x) 
= mi ( í , χ)Φ(<, χ) + (m2 ( i , χ) - m2(t, x))Iv{t, χ) + IQ, 
where χ is a parameter. Let us consider the equation with constant coefficients 
dj(t) 
d t 
= -ka-a2j{t). (1.41) 
Its solution j(t), satisfying the initial condition j ( 0 ) = δ, is monotonie decreasing and 
strictly positive in an interval [0, i*]. The value t„ depends on S, k and a. Since τη^Φ > 
—ak and m2 — m2 > —a2 we have 
Iv(t,x) >j(t) >j(t,), to<t<t„ (1.42) 
provided that 
a 
Iv(t0,x) = j Xv0(x, A)dA > j(t0). 
—a 
Theorem 1.11. Let |Φ| < k — const, and let conditions (1.30)-(1.32) be satisfied. 
Then there exists t, € (0, T] such that problem (1-28) and (1.29) are uniquely solvable in 
C2,1(GjÔ)t<]). The value of i , depends on the constants δ, k, and a. 
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PROOF. By applying the maximum principle to equation (1.33) (see conditions (1.22), 
Lemma 1.6, and the inequalities (1.42) of remark 1.2), we can easily show that a solution 
WT(t,x,y) of problems (1.33)-(1.35) exists in the interval [0,i„ ] for any fixed τ £ (0, r0 ] 
and, uniformly in τ £ (0 ,r o ] , 
> j ( i ) > t 0 < t < U , ( t , x ) e n [ 0 l t . ] , ( 1 -43 ) 
where j(t) is a solution of (1.41) and j ( 0 ) = δ. Estimate (1.43), the maximum principle 
for equation (1.33), and condition (1.30) allow us to prove the estimates, uniform in 
τ e (o , r 0 ] , 
sup |D*Wt| + Σ sup |D«D*Wr|<c, (1.44) 
w<4Gro,..] H i l o s , . . ] 
w h e r e D ( = d/dt, D * = d^/dx*1 •. . χ * " - 1 dykn, k = (ki,...,kn) is a m u l t i - i n d e x , and 
|fc| = fci + ... + kn. Because of (1.44) as in (Yanenko, 1971) and (Belov, 1986), we can 
prove that, uniformly for each compactum of WT converges to I f G C2 '1 ( ί ϊ [ο ι ( , ) 
along with its derivatives of first and second order with respect to the space variables x, y, 
and is a solution of problem (1.28) and (1.29). The uniqueness of the solution is proved in 
a standard way by proving that the difference of two possible solutions of problem (1-28) 
and (1.29) from the class C 2 ' l ( G " 0 t ^ ) is identically zero. The theorem is proved. 
REMARK 1.3. If Φ = 0, then we can take k = 0, and in this case the solution j(t) of 
equation (1.41) with the initial condition j(0) = δ is strictly positive in the whole interval 
[0,T] . This guarantees the solvability of problem (1.28) and (1.29) in this interval. 
1.8 FORMULAS IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL INVERSE PROBLEMS FOR 
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
Let D be a domain in the real Euclidean space R " + m + 1 of variables (x, z, t), 
χ = ( x i , . . . , xm), ζ = ( z i , . . . , 2n ) , / £ R 1 . We consider the inverse problem of the simul-
taneous determination of two complex-valued functions u(x, z, t) and X(x, t) (dX/dzk = 0, 
i = 1 , . . . , η) in D which satisfy 
du 
— = Au + Lu + X(x,t)Bu. (1.45) 
at 
wlí=o = uo(z, z), u|2=0 = f(x, t). (1.46) 
Here A , B , and L are linear differential operators such that A and Β act with respect to 
χ and are independent of ( ζ , t) while L acts with respect to ζ and is independent of (x, f ) , 
t h e f u n c t i o n s uo(x,z) a n d f ( x , t ) a re g i v e n , a n d ( x , z , t ) 6 D. 
As examples of operators A , B , and L we may consider linear differential operator 
with constant coefficients A a , Β α , and L a such that 
Α = ΥίΑαΌαχ, Β = ΣηαΌ"χ, L = £ L a D ? . 
α α α 
In particular, with 
™ d2 a2 
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arises the inverse problem for parabolic equation, namely, to find functions u(x, ζ, t) and 
X(x,t) satisfying 
du 
— = Au + A(x,í)Bu, u | t = 0 = u0(x,z), u\1=0 = f(x,t). 
For Bu = φ(ζ, ¿), where φ(ζ, t) is some function, the inverse problem (1.45) and (1.46) 
consists in finding a source function J of the form J = A(x, t)<p(z, t). 
We study the case when the initial state w|(=0 = Uo(x, z) can be factored in the form 
of a product a(x)b(z), and establish explicit formulas for the solutions u(x, ζ, i), A(x, t) of 
(1.45) and (1.46), which introduces a constructive element in the theory of such problems. 
In what follows we assume that A, B, and L act in a well-defined way on the functions 
under consideration, and the integral and other transformations used are also well defined. 
Lemma 1.7. Suppose that the function f(x,t) such that Β / φ 0, that φ(ζ,ί) is a 
solution of the equation 
d<p 
and that <p0(t) — y(0, i ) , ( x , z , t ) ED. Then the functions 
f V - A f ) - f ^ 
f(x,tMz,t) (dt J r ° àt 
U{X^t)= Mt) ' A ( X , < ) = Bfïo 
satisfy equation (1-45) in D and the conditions 
" L o = / ( χ . ¿)> ult=o = a(x)b(z), 
where α(χ) = / ( χ , 0) and b(z) = φ(ζ,0)/φο(0). 
Let L be a differential operator with constant coefficients and c(w) its symbol; that is 
L(e iw2) = c(u})e>"z, ω £ R n . 
Lemma 1.8. Let f(x,t) and q(u>), (x,t) £ D, ω £ R n be complex- valued functions 
such that the expressions 
df g- = A/, Β/, J e ^ l ^ î M d w 
R" 
are meaningful and Β / φ 0, / e αΙ·ω'>^(ω)άω φ 0. Then the functions 
R" 
f(x,t) j e ^ ^ q ^ d w 
l H·" u(x,z,t) = , 
I e c^q(u)du> 
R" 
^ - A ή Je'Wqiuήάω-f J e^9(w)c(w)dü 
A (x,t) = ^ 
Β/ J ecMt9(w)dw 
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satisfy equation (1.45) and the conditions u|z=0 = f(x,t) and u|(=0 = a(x)b(z), where 
J q(u>)eiuzdu> 
a(x) = f{x, 0 ) , b(z) = 
J ς(ω)άω 
R" 
The following assertion holds. 
« d2 
T h e o r e m 1.12. Suppose that L = Ε τ τ τ ; 2 € R" , and u0(x,z) = a(x)b(z), in problem ι dz\ 
(1.45) and (1.46), where a(x) = b(x, 0) and b(z) is a continuous bounded complex-valued 
function in R " with 6(0) = 1. If the conditions in Lemma 1.7 hold, then the solution 
u(x,z,t), \(x,t) of the inverse problem (1.45) and (1.46) can be represented in the form 
f(x,t) J b(y)exp(—\y — z\2 /4i)dy 
u(x,z,t) = ^ , 
J b(y) exp(—y2 / 4t)dy 
R" 
- 4t(dw~*lb(y)exp{-yü)dy} 
* { ^ ( ¿ ^ l m e x p H ) d y ) · 
COROLLARY . Suppose that Bu = φ(ζι t) in (1.45) and that the conditions of the 
Theorem 1.12 hold. Then the source function J(x,z,t) = φ(ζ,ί)\(χ,ί) and the solution 
u(x, z, t) of (1.45) can be found from the data (1.46) by means of the formulas 
/ h(y)zM-\y - A2 imv, 
^ ' R" 
u ( x , z , t ) = f { x ^ t \ νΩ(ί) = ν(0, ί ) , 
(df . Λ Λφ0 
From Lemma 1.8 we deduce the following assertion. 
T h e o r e m 1.13. Suppose that uo(x,z) = a(x)b(z) in (1-45) and (1.46), where ζ 6 R n , 
a(x) = f(x, 0), b(z) has a Fourie transform and 6(0) = 1, and that the conditions in 
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Lemma 1.8 hold. Then the solution u(x,z,t), X(x, t) of the inverse problem (1.45) and 
(1-46) is given by 
f(x,t) J ec^t+iuzq{u)άω 
u(x,z,t) = - Rn 
where 
λ(χ , ί ) = 
J ec^tq(u)du 
R" 
^ - A λ J j 
' R" R2 
Β/ J ec{u)tq{u)άω 
R" 
,(ω) = J b(y)e-»»dz. 
CHAPTER 2 
Inverse Problems for Kinetic Equations 
2.1 KINETIC EQUATIONS 
Kinetic equations characterize the continuous nature of motion of an object , they are 
the fundamental equations of the natural sciences. These equations are widely used for 
qualitatively describing physical, chemical, biological and other processes at the micro-
scopic level. In view of the great role kinetic equations have, as a rule, integro-differential 
equations can be used. These are often nonlinear relative to one or several distribution 
functions F(x,p,t) describing the dynamic state of an object with respect to the spatial 
position χ, the momentum ρ and the t ime t. The Liouville, Boltzmann, Vlasov equations, 
a chain of the Bogolyubov equations, the Fokker-Planck equations, various equations of 
radiation t ransport , quantum equations for the density matr ix and the Wigner function 
(see Alekseev, 1983; Bogolyubov, 1981; Case and Zweifel, 1967; Ferzeiger and Kaper, 
1972; Haken, 1987; Klimontovich, 1982; Kompaneets, 1977; Lifshitz and Pitaevskij, 1979; 
Prigogine, 1980) are examples of kinetic equations. 
Below F(x,p,t) is a distribution function. 
1. Liouville equation: 
2. Boltzmann equation: 
3. Transport equation: 
u» 
4. Transport equation in tomography: 
Ε ι ω 
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5. Kinetic equation in problems of integral geometry: 
Ω gradj. Ffl + aF = 0, In F = ψ-> gradx φίί =-σ. 
9F dF . ,dF w . 
— cosy + — sin φ+ = \(x,y,<p), 
Κ - first curvature. 
6 . Fokker-Planck equation: 
dF 
R" 
r — + {F,H} = J [W(p + q,q)F(x,p + q,t)-W(p,q)F(x,q,t)]dq. 
7. Quantum equation: 
= ( ¿ ñ J 
R2" 
- Φ (χ + ^hy, t )] e^'V^p, t)dp'dy + St F + q. 
Kinetic equations with regard to quantum effects have the form 
- Φ (χ + Ì Λ» , ί ) ] e'y^F(x,p',t)dp'dy + St F + q(x,p,t). (2.1) 
Here F[x,p,t) is the quantum distribution function, H is the Hamilton function, Φ is the 
averaged potential, a(x,p,t) represents the absorption, h is the Planck constant, St F is 
the collision integral, q(x,p,t) is a function that characterizes the sources. 
Given the appropriate information at the boundary, the main direct problems for 
equations of type (2.1) describe the evolution of an initial distribution. As a rule, all 
the coefficients in equation (2.1) are considered to be known. Analysis of physical prob-
lems connected with kinetic equations (for example problem of tomography) shows that 
in addition to the distribution function F(x,p,t) certain coefficients contained in these 
equations should be ascribed to the quantities sought. 
The other words some coefficients are unknown in these equations. The problem of 
determining some functions involved in the kinetic equations, e.g. a or Φ, apart from 
the distribution function F(x,p,t) is conventionally called the inverse problem for kinetic 
equations (see Anikonov, 1975; Anikonov, 1978; 1984; 1985; 1986; 1987; 1989; Anikonov 
and Amirov, 1983; Anikonov and Bubnov, 1988; 1989; Lavrent'ev and Anikonov, 1967; 
Lavrent'ev et al . , 1971). In these problems the main information is the trace of the 
distribution function on a certain (χ,ρ , i)-manifold, e.g. x n = 0 or |x| = 1, etc. Physically, 
inverse problems for kinetic equations are connected with determining interaction forces, 
absorptivities, sources, scattering indicatrices and other physical quantities. Some inverse 
problems of this kind may be formulated as control problems (Anikonov and Bubnov, 
1989). 
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We repeat that our basic information for inverse problems is the function F0(s,p,t) — 
F(x,p,t) |r, seT,peDcRn,t1<t<t2, where Γ is a manifold in R n of variable x, 
for example 
Γ = {z : |x| = 1} or {x : xn = 0}. 
The other words we must know the trace of the distribution function F(x,p,t) on Γ. 
The studies concerning predominantly multidimensional inverse problems for kinetic 
equations suggested and developed by the author (Anikonov, 1978; 1984; 1985; 1986; 1987; 
1989; 1991; Anikonov and Amirov, 1983; Anikonov and Bubnov, 1988; 1989; Anikonov 
and Pestov, 1990) are reported in this work without attempting to survey the whole field. 
2.2 A N E X A M P L E OF A N INVERSE PROBLEM FOR KINETIC 
EQUATION 
We consider the inverse problems of determining two functions (F,q(x,t)) or (F, λ(χ, ί)) , 
dq/dp = 0, dX/dp — 0 in the region |p| < oc, |x| < a, |i - i0 | < b, a > 0, b > 0, 
dF dF dF 
F\x=0 = F0(p,t), |p| < oo, \t-t0\<b. (2.3) 
Equation (2.2) is the one-dimensional kinetic equation (Vlasov equation for q = 0) 
A (x , t ) = —ΘΦ/dx, and Φ is the potential. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that F0(p,t) is an analytic function in the region |i — i0 | < 
|p| < oo while for any t, F0 is the entire function of exponential type in ρ which belongs 
to the space L2- Then there exist such numbers αα > 0, &i > 0 that inverse problems 
(2.2) and (2.3) to determine (F,q) have an analytical solution in the region < , 
| í - í o | < ί>ι, Η < oo. 
Theorem 2.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 2.1 be met and 
¿ 0 . 
dF0 
dp p=0 
Then there exist such numbers αϊ > 0, &i > 0 that the inverse problems (2.2), (2.3) to 
determine (F, X) have an analytic solution in the region |x| < αϊ, |i — <o| < |p| < oo. 
2.3 ONE-DIMENSIONAL INVERSE PROBLEMS 
In one-dimensional inverse problems explicit inversion formulae can often be obtained 
for the solution. The following example illustrates this situation. Let us consider the 
one-dimensional kinetic equation (2.1) with 
Φ = 0, St F = 0, q — 0, ff = ^p2 + Φ(χ). 
In the case it runs as 
dF - dF 
_ p _ $ ' ( x ) _ + a ( x ) F = 0 . (2.4) 
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Given the information Fo(p) = -F|I=0, ρ £ R 1 , in equation (2.4), we shall seek the 
functions F(x,p) and a(x) (da/dp — 0). Let us assume that the function Fo(p) > 0 is 
differentiable, and introduce the functions 
M = f { j 2 p ) , 9 ( p ) = g ( f i p ) , 
,, ν 1 d } g(z)dz ^ 
where 
^ = In FQ(P) + In FP(—p) ^ = In F0(p) - In F0(-p) 
Theorem 2.3. If the function F0(p) is continuously differentiable, and F0(p) > 0, 
Φ(χ) > 0, χ > 0, Φ(0) = 0, then the following formulas hold: 
a(x) = 26 ( φ (χ ) ) Φ'(χ), 
F ( x , p ) = e x p j / Q p 2 + l>(x)) + + χ > 0, ρ e R 1 . 
REMARK 2.1. In addition, assume that the functions Φ(χ) and F(x,p) satisfy the relation 
oo 
Φ"(χ) = 4πσ J F(x,p)dp. 
—oo 
Then according to the formuléis of Theorem 2.3 under appropriate restrictions on F0(p) 
we obtain the equation for the potential Φ(χ) 
Φ" ( χ ) = P( Φ) , 
where function Ρ is known and depend only on the initial information Fo(p) by the formula 
oo ( ρ Ì 
P(z) = 4πσ J exp I f Q p2 + z ) + J b Q p2 - Ì η2 + άη i dp. 
In view of this, given Φ(0), Φ(0) and Φ'(0) the function Φ(χ) may be considered as 
the sought function along with a and F . Here we omit the formulation of results. 
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2.4 MULTIDIMENSIONAL INVERSE PROBLEMS 
This section deal with the multidimensional version of the inverse problem considered in 
section 2.1. In the multidimensional case the unknown coefficient also turns out to be 
found by an explicit formula used as a solution of the Cauchy problem for an equation 
of the evolution type with respect to a particular spatial variable. Here we also restrict 
ourselves to one example. Let H = ^ p2 in equation (2.1), a and F be the sought functions, 
and the operator St be given. We define the operator A by the formula 
a ρ n-i a p j . 
/ W ^ F(X,Ρ',tWéy-St F-q. 
I — 1 J V ' p2n 
Let the function 
F0{x',p,t) = F\Xn, x' = (xi,x2,..., xn-i) 
be given, and 
da 
OPn 
Note that the operator A does not involve differentiation with respect to xn, it is inde-
pendent of α and known, if Φ and St are given. 
Theorem 2.4. Let a twice differentiate function F > 0 be the solution to the Cauchy 
problem for the evolution equation with respect to the variable xn: 
dF } d Γ1 
d^ = FJWn iZPn)dZ> F k = ° = F 0 ( X ' P><)-
Then the formula 
is valid. 
REMARK 2.2. Under the condition 
ΔΦ = 4πσ j F(x,p,t)dp. 
R" 
and the boundary condition for Φ(χ, t), the latter may be considered as the sought func-
tion, along with α and F, similar to the case above. In classes of entire functions the 
solvability of the Cauchy problem similar to that of Theorem 2.4 may be studied on the 
basis of Banach space scales (see Lavrent'ev et al., 1971). 
Some results in the analytic case. 
In the Euclidean space R 2 n + 1 , η > 2 we consider the kinetic equations 
dF "(3F 3F α „ 
Below it will be convenient for us to represent the collision integral St F as follows: St F = 
aF + b where a and b are functions of variables ( x , p , t ) which are possibly generated by 
the distribution F(x,p,t). 
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Let 
= arctan ( ) , q = Jpl + pl-i, χ = χη-ι, V = Xn, 
\Pn-1 / 
n^(dF dF dΦ\ 
With these variables (2.5) can be written as follows: 
dF (dF dF . \ dF ( άΦ <9Φ . 
- c o s ^ - s m ψ 
1 dF ίάΦ 5 Φ \ 
( 2 · 6 ) 
Below it is assumed that the functions Φ, a and b in (2.6) do not depend on the variable 
φ, i.e. 
dΦ _ da _ db _ 
dip ' d<p ' dtp 
We formulate the following inverse problems: 
P r o b l e m I . Find the functions F, a and b if the functions F0 = F| y = 0 and Φ are known. 
P r o b l e m I I . Find the functions F, Φ and b if the functions Φ 0 = Φ|ϊ=ο and F0 — F|y=o 
are known. 
P r o b l e m I I I . F ind the functions F, Φ and a if the functions F0 = F\y=0, Φο = Φ|ν=ο 
and b are known. 
All functions considered below are assumed to be analytic in the neighbourhood of 
the point (0, qo), q0 > 0 of the space R 2 n + 1 , and periodic in φ with period 2π. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that for each inverse problems I-III the conditions of the same 
number below is satisfied. 
1· -FO|V>=0 — FO\V=LR Ψ 0 
2 . ψ - + ψ W Ψ=0 w / o , 
3· ¿ 0 . φ=ΤΓ 
Then the uniqueness of the solution of these problems is guaranteed in the class of 
analytic functions. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that 
oo 
Fq — cos kip + v° sin kip, 
k=o 
where |ug| < Ae~"k, < Ae~rk, k = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . , A > 0, ρ > 0 are constants and 
conditions 1-3 of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied. Then there exist analytic solutions of inverse 
problems I-III. 
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Consider the inverse problem for kinetic equation in the multidimensional case: 
dF dF dF 
fìnd F(x,y,q,p,t), σ(χ,ρ,ί), if function F|¡,=0 = F0(x,q,p, t) is known (a, f and S t are 
known also, St F is Boltzman the collision integral). 
Lemma 2.1. Function F(x,y,q,p,t) is the solution of problem 
dF 
dy = rj } a _ t L dq\F F + ^ α - {F, H} + St F + F oq (q • η)άη, F|y=0 = F0. 
Theorem 2.7. In the analytic case of the inverse problem of finding F > 0, σ has no 
more than one solution. 
Let us consider the uniqueness of determining the potential Φ(χ , t) from equation (2.1) 
using the functions α* (ρ , ί ) , bk(p,t), k — 1 ,2 , ρ 6 R n , et < t < β, which are defined by 
the relations 
n dF ak(p, t) = F|x=Io, bk(p, t) = Σ —pj 
j=ι axi 
(2.7) 
where x°, x° are fixed points of the domain D C R n . Assume that Ck(p,t) = S t a * , and 
that there exist Fourier transforms Φ, â t , bk, cjt of the functions Φ, a* , 6*, cjt with respect 
to ( ζ , ρ) respectively. It turns out that the presence of the quantum term in (2.1) allows 
us to formulate the following result. 
Theorem 2.8. Assume that the functions 
V-
are defined correctly. Then the formula 
<2ζ \ y U e - ^ · * ) e-'<*?.*) 
Φ (τ-0 s i n 2 ( i i — χ ΐ , ζ ) 
holds. 
R E M A R K 2.3. The additional information (2.7) permits posing the problem of simulta-
neously determining three functions F, α, Φ from (2.1) using Theorem 2.4 and 2.8. 
2.5 A UNIQUENESS THEOREM FOR THE SOLUTION OF 
AN INVERSE PROBLEM FOR A KINETIC EQUATION 
Let Q be a domain in the real Euclidean space η > 1, of the variables (x,p,t) 
where χ G D and D is a domain in R" with a smooth boundary while the variables ρ 6 Rn 
and t £ R are subject to the inequalities |p, — p®| < a,· and 11 — ¿o| < b, where a, > 0, p°, 
i = 1,..., η, b > 0, and to are fixed numbers. 
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In Q we consider the kinetic equation 
dw " fdwdH dWdH\ 
with on the right side X(x,p,t), satisfying the equation 
d2X 
(2.8) 
Σ r i dpjdxj = 0. 
We pose the inverse problem: find functions W(x, p, t) and X(x, p, t) in Q if the Hamil-
tonian H(x,p) g C2(Q) is given and the trace of the solution W(x,p,t) of (2.8) on the 
boundary Γ of Q is known, i.e. W | r = W0(x,p,t) > 0, ( x , p , t ) 6 Γ, whe re W0 is a known 
function, Wo > 0. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 9 . If in the domain Q the matrices (d2H/dpidpj) and (—d2H/dx,dxj ), 
i,j — Ι,.,.,η, are positive definite, then the inverse problem has no more than one 
solution F(x,p,t) £ C2{Q), X(x,p,t) 6 C2{Q). 
We sketch the proof. Let F = In W, then we have a linear inverse problem: 
Qt + .L· l Λ,,. Λη. Λ.,. I ~ ' dxi dp, dpi dx, J 
F\r=F0 = \nW0. 
Suppose that F(x,p, i), X(x,p,t) is a solution of the inverse problem such that F | r= 0. 
We shall show that F(x,p,t) = 0 and A (x ,p , t ) = 0 in Q. By the hypothesis of the 
problem the function X(x,p,t) satisfies the equation 
d2X 
Τ dpjdxj 
Σ = o. 
Hence 
" dF_ 
¿ Í d x i 
j L i ^ L y * ( d F d H dFdH\\ 




Y — dx j=1 "¿J 
It turns out that 
1 " ( d2H dF dF 
O I 
d2H dF dF 
2 t'~1 \dpjdpj dxi dxj dxjdxj dp, dpj 2 dP] 
dF ÍdF_dH__dF_dH^ 
dx, \dxidpi dp, dx,, 
1 
2 +-1. dx, 1,1=1 1 
dF (dF^dH_ dF dH 
dpj \dx, dp, dp, dx, 
1 » d_ (dH dF dF' 
2 dx, \ dp, dx, dp3 t 
1 V — ( — — — \ - Y* 
2 ¿ i dP, [ d x i d x j d p j j + 2 ¿ Í 
A f ^ A i A f ^ ü ^ Y 
\ dp j J dpj \ dt d x j j 
(2.9) 
¿=í d x i \ dPi 
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Integrating both sides of (2.9) over Q and considering the condition F | r= 0, we obtain 
f y ( 92H dFdF _ d'H dFdF) dídpdí = o (2.10) 
7 ι · ~ ί \ dp jdp j dxi dx j dxjdxj dp, dpj J 
By the hypothesis of the theorem the matrices (d2H/dpidpj) and (~d2H/dxtdxj) are 
positive definite. Therefore it follows from (2.10) that dF/dxi = 0 and d F j d p , = 0, 
i = 1 , . . . ,n which with F | r= 0 give the equality F(x,p,t) = 0, ( x , p , t ) 6 Q. From (2.8) 
it then follows that \ ( x , p , t ) = 0. 
2.6 THE GENERAL UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
We consider the simultaneous determination of three functions (F, Η, λ) from (2.1) where 
F is the distribution function, H is the Hamilton function, and λ = St F + q. The 
uniqueness of the solution to the inverse problem can be proved under special restriction 
concerning both the data and the sought functions (F, H, A). Let D C R n be a domain of 
variables ρ with a smooth boundary; Q = D χ D\, χ £ D, and dQ be the boundary of Q. 
The data for the inverse problems are the functions F0, A, B, C, H0 defined as follows: 
F0(s,p,t) = F |r, s e r = 3D, ρ £ R " , a < t < ß , 
(2.11) 
A(x,p) = F \t=a, B(x,P) = F \t=0, C(x,p) = f | ( = a , H0 = H \dQ . 
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied. 
1. The sought Hamilton function H(x,p) is analytic in ρ € Rn and H(x,p) £ C2(DxRn). 
" d2 H n d2 Η 
2. Σ ö - ä - 6 6 < 0, Σ ä - ä - f i f i ^ α Iii2 - € R n ' w i t h constant α > 0. 
i,j=i öxiöxj opidpj 
3. \ΌαΗ(χ,ρ)\ < (Ν + |p|)m, \a\ < 2, Ν > 0, τη > 0 are constants, D a being a 
differentiation operator with respect to variables (x,p). 
4. The known potential Φ(χ,ί) belongs to the class C2(R" Χ [a, 6]), ρ £ R", a <t < β. 
5. |££Φ| < (Ni + |p|)mi , |7| < 2, Νλ > 0, m, > 0 are constants. 
Θ2Φ 
t,j=i dxidxj 
7. The given function obeys the conditions 
8. The sought quantum distribution function F(x,p,t) e C2(D χ R" χ [α, 6]) together 
with its first and second derivatives, rapidly vanishes by 
lim \DaF\ |p|m = 0, Vm > 0, \a\ < 2. 
IPHoo 
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9. The unknown function q(x,p,t) is twice and continuously differentiable and satisfies 
the equation 
fri dxjdpj 
10. The operator 
η Q2 
dxjdpj 
is supposed to be known, defined on the set of distribution functions and to map 
this set onto itself. 
11. For any two distribution functions Fi(x,p,tf) and F2(a;,p, t), F\ φ Fj, the following 
inequality holds 
b 
JI / {?|grad* (fi ~Fî)|2+{Fì ~f2) (MFi - MFî])dxdpdt > 
a D R" 
Let us make some remarks concerning the conditions stated. Conditions 2, 6 and 
7 imply the convexity of the functions H(x,p), A(x,p) and Φ (χ, ρ) with respect to the 
corresponding variables. In the case η = 1 these functions may be as follows 
H=\p\ ρ 6 R \ A = e - p 2 , W < - L 
Φ(χ, t) = - 7 ( i ) x 2 + ß(t)x + c{t), 7 > 0. 
Conditions 3, 5 and 8 characterize an increase and a decrease, respectively, in functions 
Η(χ,ρ), Φ (χ ,ρ ) and F(x,p,t) at infinity. Condition 8 is usually considered to be satisfied. 
Sometimes the sources q(x,p, t) are independent of ρ or x. These cases are embraced by 
condition 9. Items 10 and 11 state the restrictions concerning the aprioriunknown operator 
St. Condition 11 is connected with the monotonicity of the operator 
η Q2 
M ~ £ dxjdPi S t 
which, unlike operator St is considered as given. 
The inverse problem is: find the functions ( F , H , \ ) , given (2.11) for equation (2.1) 
and provided that conditions 1-11 are satisfied. 
T h e o r e m 2.10. The inverse problem has no more than one solution. 
PROOF. We first prove that the Hamiltonian Η(χ,ρ), χ € D, ρ € R n is uniquely deter-
mined. 
Setting t = 0 in (2.1), we have 
C(x,p) + {A,H} = — ^ J [Φ]οe' ! , ' , '-p ' 'i4(x,p/)dp'dy + S t F + q0(x,p). (2.12) 
^ ' Ri-
go = q{x,p, 0), [Φ]ο = φ ( χ - \ hy, o ) - Φ ( χ + ì hy, θ ) ] . 
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If Hi and H2 are two solutions of (2.12) satisfying H} \dQ = H0, we consider the difference 
φ = Hi — Hi. We have 
{ιψ, A} = St2 A - St2 A + qoi - qo2 - λ0, vlaç = 0. 
The right-hand side St2 A - St2 A + q01 - q02 = λ 0 (ζ ,ρ) can be shown to satisfy 
% dxjdpj 
Indeed, by conditions 9 and 10 
Thus, 
Σ 7Γ7Γ t(St2 A - St2 A ) + (901 - 902)1 = M A * M A = 
j=l OXjOPj 
η β2\ 
{φ, A} = λ0, Σ < Γ 7 Γ = 0> ψ I 9 « " °· ( 2 · 1 3 ) 
j = 0 OXjOPj 
Using (2.13) one can verify directly that 
y r È L J L i a\ - 1 y ( d * A 9 φ 9 ψ d * A d í p 9 φ \ 
di, dpj ' 2 \dpidpj dxi dxj dx,dxj dp, dp3 J 
, 1 A dip d θ 1 " d d ,x 
1 ί£ΙΑδφ_άφ\ _ 1 A d_ ÍdA δφ 3ψ\ 
2 ^ dx, \dp, dxj dp,/ 2 öp, V^a;, dx3 dp,) 
¿ í ^ i r ^ p j -
Recalling the condition = 0 and making use of the essential fact that the domain Q 
is a Cartesian product D χ Di, χ € D, ρ € Di, we then obtain by integration 
/ y ^ Q2A 9 φ 9 φ \ ^ = o 
J \dpidpj dxi dxj dxidxj dpidpj J 
From this and condition 7 we obtain d<p/dxj for j = l , . . . , n , which in turn leads to 
the relation φ(χ,ρ) = 0, (χ, ρ) 6 Q. Thus, Hi = H2 in Q. Since by condition 1 the 
Hamiltonian is analytic, it has a unique continuation from the domain Q to D χ R n , on 
which it will henceforth be taken as known. 
Let (Fi , Ai) and (F2,X2) be two solutions of the inverse problem satisfying all the 
hypotheses of the theorem. Writing F = Fi — F2 and q = qi — <72, from (2.1) and (2.12) 
we obtain 
dF 
dt ' ' " J - (2tt) 
+ = (¿Wi J We'y{r~p,)F(x>P>t)dP'áy + Sti Fl + St, F2 + q, (2.14) 
F\t=a = 0, F | ( = 6 = 0, F |Ι€Γ = 0. 
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Differentiating (2.14) with respect to pj, multiplying by dF/ dxj, and summing over j, 
we get the equality 
The following relations can be verified directly: 
— \ 1 d ( d F d F \ _ A d F d2F 
2 dt \<9j:; d p j ) 2 dxj \ dt dp J + 2 dp, \ dt dx, / ^ dx, dpjdt' ( ' } 
r d F d l F m - 1 ν d
2H dF dF d2H dF dF 
dpidpj dxi dxj dxidxj dp, dp, 
1 
+ 2 . f e dp, 
dF (dF^dH_ d F d H \ 
dxj \dxi dp, dp, dxi J 
_ 1 A _d_ 
2 d x> 
dF ( W < W _ d F d H \ 
dpj \dx{ dpi dpi dx, J 
1 " d_ (dH_ dF_dF\ _ 1 " I d t i dF d F \ 
2 t j ^ ! dx, V dp, dx, dpj J 2 ^ dpi \ dx, dx, dpj ) 
Since by hypothesis 
(2.17) 
J^ dxjdpj dxjdpj 
we have the equality 
η f t p β 
E x i s t í · . - « « + , ) 
- ± TT F i t ' <Sl f i - S' f i + «j - IF, - F,, (MF, - MF,) 
• j ax j apj 
( 2 . 1 8 ) 
We now establish that 
b 
α D R" 1- R2n 
where 
We have 
A dF d i 
• C E ' l= l 3 
F = { 2 ^ J F ^ e ì y P ' d P ' · 
(2.19) 
ξ ¿3di3 ( ¿ ñ / [* (* - 5 4 ) - * ( ' + 5hy' 01 eiy(P'"P) x 
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J=1 J ν > R„ 
whence by integration we obtain 
JJJtMjï^J^^^ 
1 D R" 3 R" 
= { } J j £ d F ' { d y , t ] F ( * , y , m y > d y d x d t , 
" D R " ·*=1 J 
where 
R" 
We prove next that 
ι hr r r n dF* ~ \ r r r n d \ - \2 
= ^ d ^ d , (2.20) 
o D R" J-1 J a D Rn 3=1 
Let 
-1 Rn 
Since the function F is real-valued, Ρ and Q are even and odd in the variable y, respec-
tively. We have 
" dF* ^ t t t il r 
/ / / E ^ W w d y d x d i 
α D R" ·>=1 J 
/Ι η Un J=l \ J J / a D R" L>-
Since the function [Φ] is odd in y, the same is true of the function 
for all j, 1 < j <n, and we have 
This establishes (2.20). 
We now show that 
+ > 0 . (2.21) 
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Indeed, 
η g η 
j=1 ux] j = l 
d$(x-\hy,t) d$(x + \hy,t) 
dxj dxj 
We fix χ, y and t, and consider the function 
d$(x-\zy,t) dΦ (x + \zy,t} 
9{z) = Σ& 
7=1 dx, dxj 
ζ > 0. 
Since jr(O) = 0, we have g(z) = g'(0z)z, 0 < θ < 1, and so 
<K*) = - Σ f i dxjdxk dxjdxk 
Vkz- (2.22) 
Setting ζ = h we obtain from (2.22) 
= -h Σ 
*¿=i 





By condition 6 
Σ 
*,¿=i 
0Φ2 (χ - \ 9hy,t) 5Φ2 (x + £ ehy, t) 
dxjdxk dxjdxk 
yflk < 0. 
Therefore, g(h) > 0, which corresponds to (2.21). 
Since F = Fi- F 2 , we have F| (=a = 0, F | t=6 = 0, F| r = 0. 
Integrating (2.15) over x, p, and i, recalling (2.16)—(2.20) and using the specific prop-
erties of the divergence terms and the Cartesian product representation D χ R n χ [α, 6] 
of the domain, we obtain the fundamental identity 
III f t , a D R" ' ' J-1 
d2H dFdF d2H dF dF + 
dxidxj dpi dpj dpidpj dx, dx} 
dpdxdt 
+iJJJ\p\2£¿rWy>áydxdt 
a D Rn 1 
b 
+ J J j (Fi- Fi) (MFt - MF2)dxdpdt = 0. (2.23) 
α D R" 
Since 
" d2H dF dF > " f d F \ 2 " d2H dF dF > 
dpidpj du dx, ~ ¿Í [ d x j ' dxßxj dp, dp3 ~ 
n d 
and (as proved above) Σ J ,— ^ 0 (2.21) implies that 
j—i °x5 
b 
J J J { f lgrad^ ~ F2)12 + ( F l ~ Ρ ί ) ( M F l ~ MF2)} d l d p d < -
α D R" 
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which for F i φ Fi contradicts condition 11. Therefore we must have F1 = F2. From (2.1) 
it follows in addition that Αι = λ2. The theorem is proved. 
Some conditions of the theorem are essential. We give an example of the nonuniqueness 
for the case when H(x ,p) is specified. 
Assume that Q = { ( ζ , ρ ) : χ2 + ρ2 < 1} , i.e. Q is not a Cartesian product, and 
F(x,p) = 1 - e 1 - ^ " 2 ) , Η = \ (x2 + p2). We have F\dQ = 0, {F, H} = 0, F φ 0. 
REMARK 2.4. Under the condition 
ΔΦ = 4ΠΣ J F(x,p,t)dp 
R" 
or with the information of type (2.5) available, it is possible to pose the question of 
simultaneously determining four functions (F, Η, λ, Φ). 
2 . 7 T H E E F F E C T O F T H E ' R E D U N D A N T ' E Q U A T I O N 
In this section we restrict ourselves to the linear equation of transport because this effect 
may be present in more general kinetic equations including nonlinear ones. Let us consider 
the radiation transport equation 
+ + σ(χ, t)F = ca f fix, t, Üíl')Fdíl' + -q, 
ν at J ν Β 
where χ = (χ, y, ζ) E D C R 3 , t € R 1 , |Ω| = 1, D is a domain, Β is a unit sphere centered 
at the origin of coordinates. Expanding the solution F(x,Si,t), the indicatrix / ( χ , Ω , t) 
and the source function q(x,Çï,t) in terms of spherical harmonics gives 
* W N ) = 
2l+l(l~\m I)! 
4π (Η- I m I)! 
1/2 
Ω = (cos ψ sin 0, sin ψ sin 0, cos θ), 0<φ<2π, — 
We can obtain an infinite system of equations for the expansion coefficients tpim(x, t) 
of the solution F(x,p,t), see (Case and Zweifel, 1967). This system of equation runs as 
1 9 φ ι η 1 
ν dt 21 + 1 
(1 + 1+ mf'2{l + 1 - m y > 2 ? ^ + (l- τηγ'2(1 + 
dz 
- ( ( - m + 2 ) " î ( l - m + l ) " 1 . » , , , , · , } 
4 ( I + % ) {-<'—>•"<'• 
+ ( l + m + ! ) " ' ( ! + m + 2)·»φ,„„„ }] 
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= il>im&{cfi — 1) + -Qim, \m\<l (2.24) V 
Here fi(x,t) are the expansion coefficients of the scattering indicatrix /(χ,ί ,ΩΩ') , Q¡m 
are the expansion coefficients of the source function ς(χ,Ω,,ί). 
With respect to the inverse problem, the system of equations (2.24) has a very inter-
esting property: it remains a closed system of evolution equations with respect to variable 
ζ while neglecting an infinite set of relations corresponding to the subscripts I =| m |. 
This property depends only on the term Q.VTF and allows us to determine, apart from the 
solution F(x,Q,,t), various coefficients of the transport equation, if the proper boundary 
information is available, e.g. F0 = ίΊζ=ο· Furthermore, in the case of finite expansions the 
elimination of the sections and the scattering indicatrix from (2.24) leads to a sequence 
of linear problems. We shall restrict our consideration only to these systems of equations. 
Let 
tlrn. = aim + Ι β Imi Qim = Pirn + Ì 9/m, 0 < I < Ν, 0 <ΤΠ<1, 
ΦΝ+jm = 0, QN+jm = 0 , j > 1, βι0 = 0. 
Theorem 2.11. The closed system of equations (2.24) with respect to the real functions 
Qim, β¡m which does not contain the unknown coefficients ff(cft — 1), / = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , N, is 
as follows: 
dctNm _ 1 / N + m \1/2 /dajvm-i dßNm.x ' 
dz ~ 2 \N - 1 +m) V dx dy 
_I ( N ~ m Γ (9α»™+1 • dß"rn+l \ 
2 \N + 1 + m) ^ dx dy )  
dßNn _ 1 ( N + n γ " (dßNn-r daNn 
dz 2\N - l + n ) \ dx dy 
_ 1 / Ν — η Ν1/2 fdßNn+1 daNn+l\ 
2 \N+ 1 +n) V dx dy ) 
m = 0,Ι,.,.,Ν, η =1,2,..., Ν 
dai-i,m au 
a¡¡-
dz (l — m.y/2(l + ra)1/2 
21 + 1 daim 21+1 1/2 1/2da,+!,„ 
wr- + Pim - (« + 1 - my/¿(l + m+ l ) 1 ' ' — 1 -ν at υ dz 
dßl-l,m• +\{l + myl\l + m- + 
_I (ζ _ my/2{i _ m _ 1)1/2 j'^tg+L + 
(I - m + 2fl\l -m+ 1)1/2 + 
(I + m + lfl\l + m + 2)1'2 ( ^ g f ^ + 
(Z-m)1/2(/ + m)l/2 
2l+ldau 21+1 nmdal+u 
PU + (2« + 1) ' — υ at ν az 
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(21)^(21 - I f ' 2 (θα,-υ-ι dßi-u-Λ 
2 { dx dy j 
s/2 (9α,+ι,,-ι dßi+y-A 
2 { dx dy ) 







(I - n)l/2(l + n)1/2 
dy 
χ 
21+1 da± + 21+1 _ 1/2 + n + 1 / 2 d ß ^ 
ν dt ν az 
+ \(1 + ηγ'2(1 + η - 1) 1/2 I dßl-l,n-l θα, — l,n—1 
dx dy 
- ! ( , - „ + ! ) ' « ( / - » - 2 ) ' " ( ^ = 1 + « " ± L = l ) 
( ( _ η,·/',, _ „ + , ) . / . ( M + 





n+i 9α,+ι, . n+1 
+ /Six, 
( l - n y / ' i l + n y / 2 
M , , , >dßu 2/ + 1 n i / 2 d ß i + u 
~dt ϋ + ~dz~ 
{2ΐγΐ\21-\γΐ* (ÔÂ-Ι,ί-Ι 9α, 
+ 
\ 9 χ 
y/2 ^ 9 α ί + ι 
dy 
ι-1 
2 \ <9x dy 
(21+1)^(21 + 2)^ (dßl+li,+1 9 α , 
2 V 9 x 9y 
/ = 1, ,ΛΓ. 
Assume t h a t ain, /Jin are the solut ions to the above system of equat ions, t h e n the sought 
coeff icients a(cf¡ — 1), / = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , Ν, m a y be ca lcu la ted us ing αΐη, β\η by the fo rmu la : 
a(cfi - l)a„ = + 
dt 21+\ 
(2iy'\2l - I f ' 2 ¡da,_!,,_! 
2 \ dx 
(2l+l)1/2 




\ / 2 (9a,+1,1-1 9/3,+i,,_i 
2 V 9 x dy 
(21+ 1 ) ^ ( 2 / + 2 ) ' / 2 / 9 a , + i , , + i flft+1|t+1 
\ 9 x 9y - p » · 
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As an example, we give the following result. 
Theorem 2.12. Let the coefficients af¡(x,y,t), ßu(x, y, t) in the expansion of the given 
function F0(x, y,t, Ω) = F|2=0 be non-zero in a certain neighbourhood of the origin 
of (x, y,t)-coordinates. Then there exists a neighbourhood of the origin of (x,y,z,t)-
coordinates such that the inverse problem of simultaneously determining the function ipim 
and ff(cfi — 1), | m |< I has no more than one solution. 
We should emphasize once again that the effect of 'redundant' equations may be 
present in more general kinetic equations as well, since this effect depends only on the 
term vOgrad F . 
2.8 PROBLEM OF SEPARATION 
A solution of kinetic equations appears to have another interesting property: under a 
certain restriction on the source using the kinetic equation solution trace it is possible 
to represent the distribution function as a sum of two terms, one produced by the initial 
state and the other generated by the action of the source. 
We shall consider a kinetic equation of the form 
dF 
+ ν gradx F = St F + f , te R 1 , ν £ R n , χ € R " , (2 .25) 
where St F is the collision integral, and f(x,v,t) is a certain function. T h e restriction 
concerning the right-hand side of (2.25) is as follows: the function q(x,v,t) = St F + f 
is independent of the absolute value | ν | of the velocity v. In the linear theory this 
restriction is definitely satisfied for isotropic scattering or for d f / d \ ν \— 0. In nonlinear 
cases, for d f / d \ ν |= 0, the function q is independent of | ϋ | if the kernels of the operator 
St are independent of | ν |. T h e general solution of equation (2.25) can be written as 
ι 
F(x,v,t) = F0(x-vt,v) + j q(x-vt( 1 - ξ),ϋ,ίξ)άξ. 
o 
Let ν = αΩ, | Ω |= 1. Since q is not assumed to depend on a , then the following 
equality is valid: 
ι 
F{x, ail, t) = F0{x - aílt, aü,) + tj q(x - αΩί(1 - ξ), Ω, í£)d£. (2 .26) 
o 
Let Ω and Χ be fixed, and for Ω = Ω 0 and Χ = XQ 
ι 
α(ο , t) = F, b(a, t) = Fo, c(a, t) = j qd(. 
o 
From (2.26) we obtain the equality 
a(a, t) = b(a, t) + c(a, t) (2 .27) 
Here the function 6 is generated by the initial state Fo, and c by the function q with 
χ = Xo, Ω = Ω 0 . 
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Theorem 2.13. If the functions a, b, c are analytic in the neighbourhood of the origin 
of coordinates, then the function a in equality (2.27) uniquely determines the functions b 
and c. 
P R O O F . Bearing in mind possible generalizations, it is worthwhile performing the proof. 
It is clear from (2.26) that the function b depends on the variable combination (-at, a), 
while the function c depends on another combination, (-at,t), and thus we may write 
down the relation 
α(α, t) = b(—at, a) + tc(—at, i). 
Here it is clear that in expanding the functions b and c in the Taylor series, the powers a 
of are greater than or equal to the powers of t for the function 6, while, on the other hand, 
the powers of t are strictly greater than the powers of a for the function c. Therefore, 6 
and c can be uniquely separated out of the expansion of function a, i.e. it is possible to 
split the distribution function. The theorem is proved. 
REMARK 2 . 5 . On splitting the distribution function the inverse problems of determining 
the function q can be solved by the familiar techniques assuming the appropriate infor-
mation is available. These problems will belong to the integral geometry and consist of 
an integration along lines. 
Of course, other results achieved in separating a solution are also of interest including 
those concerning more general kinetic equations. Note also that the quality of being 
analytic for the functions in Theorem 2.13 is essential: there are proper examples for the 
opposite case. 
2.9 DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL IDENTITIES 
In studying the uniqueness and existence of solutions of multidimensional inverse problems 
for kinetic equations the integro-differential relations are of substantial use (Anikonov, 
1985; 1986; Anikonov and Amirov, 1983). We shall give some examples of them here and 
some applications in Chapter 4. 
Theorem 2.14. If F(x,p,t) is a twice differentiate function and 
then the identity 
LBF-T — — df^dLF " / d2H dF dF d2H dF dF\ 
dpj dxj dxj dpj \dxtdxj dp, dp3 dpidpj dxidxj) is valid. 
The quantum equations of type (2.1) turn out to be similar relations which generalize the 
previously known ones. Here we restrict ourselves only to two equalities. Let Fj and F2 
be two infinitely differentiate solutions of (2.1) with α = 0, which rapidly vanish at 0 
with respect to the variable p, such that Fi = Fi for t = a, t = /?, χ € dD. 
Let 
F — Fi - Ft, = k = 1,2, 
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[Φ]= + , 
where F(x,y,t) is the Fourier transform of the function F(x,p,t) with respect to p. 
Theorem 2.15. The equalities 
6 6 " ft 
J j j { | grad r i f + F (MF, - MF2)} dxdpdt + j j J ¿ y^[®]dydidi = 0, 
» BRn α D R" j=1 J 
|gradr F I2 + F(MFi - MF2) 
« O R' 
oo 12 m Ì 
- Σ j é Τ Τ ν Σ D?'*irpFD>F dxdpdt = 0 
m—O ' V· |a|=m+l,|/3|=m+l J 
hold. 
COROLLARY I. f M is a monotone operator and the given function Φ is convex with 
respect to the variable x, then F — 0, χ G D, ρ £ R", α <t < b. 
The following identity containing the curvature tensor holds for the operator H in inte-
grating over geodesic lines; 
where 
HF = ? VjF 
h , d 
ν , = ν , -
Vj is the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the metric tensor g Γ ^ 
are the Christoffel symbols of the tensor g,} (see (Pestov, 1986)). 
Theorem 2.16. The identity 
h I2 
V F - RIJKIT^KV JFS7LF + V ; ( V J F • H F ) 
= V¿ V ^ F ( F V ' F - ^ V ' F ) + 2 V I ( F V ' H F ) - 2 F Q H F h a v . ..w h . .. h v . h 
holds, where R¿;/t; is the curvature tensor, V, = ^τ, V' = g tJV¿, V ' = g'} V j, Q = V' Vi 
and F is a twice difFerentiable function. 
Theorem 2.17. If functions F(x,y,z), Q(x,y,z), d(x,y), c(x,y) belong to C2(D), 
D e R 3 a n d 
M F = I ^ - C J C O S 0 + F ^ - D ) S I N Ö , 
'dF \ ídF 
M ' F = [ — - c l sin θ — ί — — <¿ 1 cos W. 
Then the identity 
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d_ ( d F d F \ _ d_ f d F d F \ _ d_ f d F _ ¿dF\ 
+lh/ [dx d z ) dx{ dy dz J dz dy dx ) 
holds. 
The use of this kind of identities for geometrical problems is exemplified in (Anikonov 
and Pestov, 1990). 
2.10 SOLUTION EXISTENCE PROBLEMS 
The results concerning the existence and uniqueness of the solution in three inverse prob-
lems for the transport equation are given in this section. The general technique applied 
here is developed in (Anikonov, 1986; 1987; Anikonov and Bubnov, 1988; 1989) and in 
works cited there. By way of illustration, we restrict ourselves to a linear problem to 
determine a single coefficient. 
The boundary value problem for the transport equation 
du 
dt 
+ (ω, V x w ) + σ(χ,ω)η = σ3 J g(x,Lj,uj')u<ï<J -{• Η(ί.,χ,ω)$(χ,ω), (2.28) 
η 
w|r_ = φ, (2.29) 
is considered, where t £ R , x £ D C R n , D is a strictly convex bounded domain with 
boundary 7 € C2 , ω' £ Ω, Ω is a sphere of unit radius in R n and Γ_ = {(χ, ί ,ω) : t G R1 , 
χ £ 7, (ω,η) < 0, η being the unit vector of the outer normal to 7}. 
Three inverse problems are posed: 
1. Find functions u(x,i,u>) and σ(χ,ω). 
2. Find funct ions η(χ,ί,ω) and as(x,u>). 
3. Find functions u(x,t,u) and f(x,u), in (2.28) if conditions (2.28) and (2.29) are sup-
plemented by data for t = 0 and the stipulation that the solution u(x,t,u>) behave 
regularly with respect to the variable t on (—00, 00), i.e. by the following conditions: 
u | t = 0 = u0 , u0 | 7 _= ψ |t=o, 7 - = {(χ,ω) : χ e 7, (η,ω) < 0}, (2.30) 
oo 
max y (1+ I λ |)2p [|û|2 + |V*w|2] dA < 00, ρ > 2, (2.31) 
—oo 
where û is the Fourier transform of the function u(x,t, ω) with respect to the variable 
t. 
That the inverse problems are well-posed is guaranteed by the following assertion. 
Theorem 2.18. Let σ, σ3 e Cl(D) χ C(ü) , ff £ C 1 and let the condition 
2 
6 d2 IMI + Kilo / I s l ^ ' l ) 
Ω 11/ 
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/ l s i du/ I M 0 | / | v * 5 | d J ] 
Ω 0 Ita II' 
< ι + + ||ν,σ.|0 
be satisfied. Then, for any functions hf and φ such that 
oo 
Ε(φΜ) = max / (1+ I λ I)2p [l^l2 + IV^I 2 ] dA 
—OO 
oo 
+ max j (1+ I λ |)2p [|λ/12 + \vxhf( dA < oc, p> 2 —OO 
there exists a unique solution u(x, ¿,cu) of problems (2.28), (2.29), and 
oo 
max j (1+ I Λ |)2p [|Û|2 + |V*Û|2] dA < cE(<p, hf), ρ >2, 
—oo 
||Φ(α:,ω)||0 = max | Φ(χ,ω) |, d = diam D. 
Boundary value problems 1-3 posed above turn out to reduce to an investigation of the 
boundary value problems for integrodifferential equations (see (Anikonov and Bubnov, 
1988)). This reduction is formulated in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2. If ν(χ,Χ,ω) is a solution of a boundary value problem 
oo "I 
-iXv + (ω, Vxv) + υ F0 + — f AvdA = σ„ í gvdu/ + fh, (2.32) 
lio J J -oo J Ω 
ν\Ί_=φ, |uo| > σ > 0, A 6 R 1 , (2.33) 
OO 
max J (1+ I A |)2p [| t, |2 + |Vxü|2] dA < oo, ρ >2, 
of the class 
then functions υ,(χ,ί,ω) and σ(χ,ω) sought in inverse problem 1 are computed from the 
formulas J . OO oo 
σ(χ,ω) = — F0 + — f XvdX, u= ( t;e~iA'dA, 
UQ UQ J J —oo —oo 
F0 = σ3(χ,ω) J gu0du' - ά(0,χ,ω)/(χ,ω) - (ω, V^tto). 
Ω 
Lemma 2.3. If ν(χ,Χ,ω) is a solution of a boundary value problem 
—ίλυ + (u>, Vxv) + σν = 
oo 
Fi - / AudA 
Jgu0du' J 
« k = Ψ-, J gu0dui' > o > 0, 
J gv du/ + fh, (2.34) 
Ω 
(2.35) 
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of the class 
Ι ν : m a x j ( 1 + | λ |)2p [| υ |2 + | Vxv |2] dA < oo, p > l \ 
\ — OO ' 
then functions u(x , t ,u>) and σ ( χ , ω ) sought in inverse problem 2 are computed from the 
formulas OO 00 
aa = Ft / AudA, u= Í ve~'MdX, 




(u>, Vxv) + ση0 - f(x,Lo)h(0, χ,ω) 
f ffuodu)' 
π 
L e m m a 2 . 4 . If ν(χ,Χ,ω) is a solution of a boundary value problem 
-ίΛυ + (ω, Vxv) + συ 
= σ3 J gv0<L·i 
Η(Χ,χ,ω) 
h( Ο,χ,ω) 
-i J λυάλ + (ω, V x Uo) + σ«ο ~ σ« J 9Uοάω' 
-οο η 
= φ, |Λ(0, ι ,ω)| > <5 > Ο, 
(2 .36) 
(2 .37) 
of the class 
|t> : m a x J ( 1 + | λ |)2p [| υ |2 + | V x v |2] dA < oo, ρ > 2 j , 






(ω, Vxu0) + συ,ο - σ$ J gu0doj' - J AudA 
Ω - o o 
OO 
ιι(χ,ί,ω) — J « e " ' 'dA. 
T h e solvability of problems ( 2 . 3 2 ) - ( 2 . 3 7 ) is established in the following theorems where 
the condition of the smallness of the data has a somewhat cumbersome form. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 1 9 . Let σ, € C\D)χ£7(Ω), g e C\D) χ ( 7 ( Ω ) χ < 7 ( Ω ) , u0 6 C2(D)xC{ü), 
I Uo |> δ, h(0,x,u)f e C2(D) χ <7(Ω), E(<p,hf) < oo, and p> 2 and let 
s 2 + I k . is ¡ U d J δ2(2ρ — 3) ¿ 4 ( 2 p — 3) 
/ I 9 I du/ 
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+ I k , Ilo / 1 ν , f f ι du/ < ι , 
R i = m a x 
oo oo 
/ ( 1 + I λ |)2p [\φ\2 + | V ^ | 2 ] dA + m a x J ( 1 + | λ |)2> [ | f t / f + | v , Ä / f dA, 
Ρ > 2. 
Then there exists a unique solution of problems (2.32), (2.33) and 
oo 
m a x J ( 1 + I A |)2p [|ΰ|2 + |VXÎ|2] dA < c E f a h J ) . 
Theorem 2.20. Let σ G Cl(D) xC(ü), g e C1(D)xC{íl)xC(íi), u0 <Ξ C2(D) χ £7(Ω), 
> ¿ > 0, Α ( Ο , χ , ω ) / e C ^ Z ? ) χ £7(Ω) , a n d E(<p,hf) < °°· Let ψ and hf be f g u odo;' 
Ω 
real function and let 
\2d I ||σ||0 + I)-ί7!||0 / I 9 I du/ 
+ 12d2{\\Vxa\\0 + \\VxF1\\0\ \ g \άω' 
δ2(2ρ - 3) 
+ libilo / | v ^ | d w ' 
+ 2 ( 1 2 )
2 < ^ 
δ4(2ρ - 3) 
J I g I da/ j I Vxgu0 | du/ + 
¿ 2 ( 2 p - 3 ) 
J I I du/ < 1 , 
ρ > 2 . 
Then there exists a unique solution of problems (2.34), (2.35) and 
oo 
J ( 1 + I A |)2p [ H 2 + |V^| 2 ] dA < cE(¿,hf). m a x 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 1 . Let σ,σ„ q C\D) χ ( 7 ( Ω ) , g € C ^ D ) x C ( f ì ) χ ( 7 ( Ω ) , u 0 € C 2 ( £ > ) χ 
C ( f ì ) , Λ ( 0 , α : , ω ) / 0 , E{<p,hf) < oo and ρ > 2 . Le í 
6<f Ik Ilo + K i l o / I ff I dû,' + 
( 7 ( l + | A | ) 2 " | Â | 2 d A 
h( 0, χ,ω) 
2 \ 1/2 
2p — 3 
+ ||ν,σ||0+ l i v e l l o j I ff I dw' + K i o | y i v . f f i d u , ' < 1, ρ > 2 . 
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Then there exists a unique solution of problem (2.36), (2.37) and 
oo 
max J ( 1 + I λ |)2p [ Η 2 + |νχύ|2] dA < cE(<p, hf), p> 2. 
—oo 
T h e proof of these theorem is based on the study of nonlinear integral equations equivalent 
to the corresponding boundary value problem. Note that the conditions of Theorems 2.18— 
2.21 are satisfied with a sufficiently small domain D or with input data sufficiently small 
in norm. 
2.11 AN INVERSE PROBLEM OF MATHEMATICAL BIOLOGY 
At present t ime the theory of differential equations is used for the quantitative and qual-
itative description of biological processes, for example, the morphogenesis or evolution 
of population (see (Prigogine, 1980; Murray, 1977; Svirizhev and Logofet, 1978; Pilant 
and Rundell, 1986; 3Volterra, 1931; Kolmogorov, 1985; Kolmogorov et a l . , 1985; Lecture 
Notes in Biomathematics , Springer Verlag, Berlin (1980); Keyfitz, 1968; Rundell, 1989)) . 
Here, often evolution equations of the form 
du = A u + F(x,t,u), (2 .38) 
arize, where the vector u(x,t) characterizes quantitatively the considered biological sub-
stance depending on t ime t and a classification variable x, and the operator A and the 
vector F determine the propagation and interactions of elements of the substance, respec-
tively. Pertaining to type (2.38) are the Lotka-Volterra systems of equations in the theory 
of evolution of populations, the Turing system of equations describing chemical processes 
in cells, and the Kolmogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov equation in the theory of propagation 
of genes. 
For equations of type (2.38) usually initial boundary-value problems are considered 
and questions of a qualitative aspect with the present biological interpretation. 
Presently, inverse problems of mathematical biology are discussed, consisting in defin-
ing not only solutions of the considered equations , but also certain coefficients entering 
into these equations (see (Rundell, 1989)) . At the present t ime new statements are made 
and systematic studies are undertaken of inverse problems of mathematical biology, where, 
besides the solution, the sources, as well as the coefficients of diffusion, transport, absorp-
tion, birth, death, etc . are described. Here, as in the inverse problems of mathematical 
physics, the information must be the biological measurements and constraints connected 
with the initial boundary value data and qualitative behaviour of the solutions. 
In this section an inverse problem of determining the absorption coefficient is studied 
in the equation which describes the evolution of populations, taking into account memory: 
find two functions u(x, v, t), X(x, t) in the domain i 6 R , υ € R , χ > 0 such that the 
function λ ( χ , ί ) does not depend on v. It can be a generalized function of the variable, 
and 
du du 0Φ du °f , . , . . , 
Tt+d-xv~Txd~v+ i ~ 'M*.= <2·39) 
—oo 
« U = e ( o . i ) . (2 .40) 
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where Φ(χ) > Ο, χ φ χο, Φ(ζο) = Ο, a(v,t) are given function, and χο is a fixed number. 
The biological interpretation is the following: t is time, χ is the physiological growth of 
the specimen, ν is the velocity of its change, u(x,v,t) is the number of specimens, λ(χ,<) 
is a coefficient characterizing birth and death, the presence of the convolution in (2.38) 
characterizes the consideration of memory (Kolmogorov, 1985), Φ(χ) is the potential. 
Without accounting for physiological growth and for Φ(χ) = 0, ν = 1 the inverse 
problems for the equation u t + ux + Au, considered in (Rundell, 1989). Let us also observe 
that in (Rundell, 1989) the desired function λ(χ,<) can depend on the solution u, for 
example through the formula λ = F(x,t, f udv), where F is some function. 
R 
EXAMPLE . Let the given function a(v,t) in the inverse problems (2.39), (2.40) be repre-
sented in the form 
a(v,t) — 
1 
f ( v 2 ) + f g ( l v 2 - \ηήάη 
: exp 
where f ( y ) > 0, y > 0, g ( y ) > 0 are differentiate functions. Then the functions u(x,v,t), 
λ(χ, t) determined by the formulas 
u(x,v,t) = 
j f ( v i + 2Φ(χ)) + / g ν* - \ η2 + φ) άη 
( / ( , 2 + Φ(χ)) + j g ( I ν2 - + φ ) dh Χ exp 
λ(χ , ί ) = - ^ ' ( ί ) + 5 ( Φ ( χ ) ) | ^ ' ' ( < ) , 
satisfy (2.39), (2.40). Observe that the Fourier transform of the functions u,X have the 
form 
w = exp < — f(v2 + 2Φ(χ)) + J g ( Ì υ2 - η2 + Φ(χ)) dr, 
3Φ „ 
λ = -ίω - 2g(<P{x))— ω2. 
Let us consider at first the inverse problems (2.39), (2.40) in the spectral statement: 
find functions νυ(χ,υ,ω), λ(χ,ω) in the domain x > 0 , t > € R , u E R such that 
dw dwd$ / χ . . \ 
dv dx 
w \x=x ά(υ,ω). 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
Theorem 2.22. Let the function â(v,u>) be greater than zero and twice continuously 
differentiable with respect to the variable ν, ά'υ(0,ω) = 0. Then 
w(x, ν,ω) = A(v2 + 2Φ(χ),ω) exp 
' V 
(2.43) 
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3Φ 
\(χ,ω) = 2Β(Φ{χ),ω)--ίω, 
In, 
2τ dy J \ 
ά(,/Ζη,ω) άη 





PROOF. For the proof of the theorem it is necessary to establish that the functions w, \ 
defined by (2.43), (2.44) satisfy (2.41) and (2.42). Let us note that since the given function 
â,âj , (0,ω) = 0 is twice continuously difFerentiable with respect to v, the functions A(y,u), 
B(y,u) for each fixed ω are at least once differentiate with respect to y. We have the 
relations 
^ = [ 2 A ' y ( v 2 + 2Φ(χ),ω) exp j J Β Q t,2 - \η2 + Φ(χ), ω) άη 
+ Λ ( υ 2 + 2Φ{χ), ω) exp j f Β Q υ2 - ì η2 + Φ(χ), ω ) άη J 
— V 
2Λ; (ν2 + 2Φ(χ),ω) exp | | Β Q υ2 - ì η2 + Φ ( χ ) > ω ) di, 
+ Α (υ2 + 2Φ(χ), ω) exp | j Β Q υ2 - η2 + Φ(χ), ω ) άη 
V 
Χ / B'y {^ν2 - ^η2 + Φ(χ\ω^ άη ν 
— V 





Multiplying (2.47) by ν, (2.48) by ( - 3Φ/ dx) and adding the expressions obtained, we 
arrive at the equation 
Txv- T v f x = + 2Φ,ω)βχρ [ / Β ^ 2 - \ η 2 + Φ(χ ) ,ω) d „ } , 
which can be rewritten in the form 
dw dw 3Φ 
dx dv dx 
+ (λ + iw) = 0, 
which in fact completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
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Now let us show that w \x=xo= ά(υ,ω). By hypothesis Φ(χ0) = 0. Therefore, from 
(2.42) we have 
w !*=*„ = A(v2, ω) exp j ^ Β Q ν2 - ^ η2, ω ) άη | . 
At first let υ > 0. From (2.49) we obtain the equation 
u > U w = A ( v 2 , « ) e x p | 2 ] B ( ^ V 2 - ^ 2 , U ? ) d r ç j . 
Setting 2 υ2 — 27/2 = J/ w e find the relation 
(2.49) 
A(u2 ,w)exp 2V2 J \ Β ( ν , ω ) / y j ^ - y j d y 
Since 
A = yjà{y/y,u)à(-y/y,u), Β = — — j In ^ 
ά(-^Ίη,ω) άη 
à(-y/2rj,u) y/y - η' 
then by Abel's formula of inversion of an integral equation 
|*=x„= \/â(v,u)â(-v,u)exp j l n ^ 
ά(υ,ω) 
ά ( - ν , ω ) 
= ά(ι>,ω). 
Consequently, for υ > 0 the equation w | Ι = Ι 0 = ά(υ,ω) is established. 
Let us prove the equality w | x=i 0= ά(υ,ω) for negative v. From (2.49) we have the 
relation 
W(XQ, — ν,ω) = j4(t>2,a>)exp - ή Β (^-ν2-\η2,ω) άη , υ > 0 . 
Repeating the previous argument, we obtain the required equation 
w(xo,—ν,ω) = ά(—ν,ω), υ > 0. 
The theorem is proved. 
Let us return to the inverse problem (2.39), (2.40). Besides the restrictions presented 
above on the variable ν for the existence of the Fourier transforms of the functions w, and 
Λ, restrictions are necessary with respect to the variable ω of the information ά(υ,ω), 
1 °° 
ά(ν,ω) = — f a(v,t)e-H"dt. 
2 7Γ J 
From the representation of the given function ä in terms of the function A(y,u>), B(y,u>) 
in the form 
â = Α (υ2, ω) exp j J Β Q υ2 - τ/2, ω ) άη 1 , (2.50) 
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and formulas (2.44), (2.45) it is clear that there is a unique correspondence between 
the functions à > 0 and the functions A(y,u), and B(y,u>), y > 0, characterizing the 
even and odd parts of the functions â with respect to v. We will, in correspondence 
with this remark, assume that the information â is represented in the form (2.50), where 
¿4(ΐ/,ω), and B(y,ui) satisfy the following conditions: A, Β are continuously differentiate 
with respect to y, the function A along with its derivative with respect to y is rapidly 
decreasing in ω, and the function Β along with its derivative with respect to y is bounded. 
Under these restrictions we have formulas for the functions u(x, v, t), \(x,t) in the inverse 
problems (2.39), (2.40): 
u 
• 





Geometry of Convex Surfaces in the Large and Inverse 
Problems of Scattering Theory 
3.1 GEOMETRICAL QUESTION OF SCATTERING THEORY 
In applications we often meet situations, where a source of a physical field or the totality 
of a physical field is a certain manifold. Physical fields can be electromagnetic, acoustic, 
seismic, thermal, gravitational, etc. It appears natural to name such manifold-emitting 
sources manifolds. Earthquake sources, stars are examples of emitting objects. The 
capability of emission may have various causes: it may be an internal property of the 
emitting object, or the manifold becomes emitting after external action, or both cases are 
taking place at the same time. The main problem in this case consists in the reconstruction 
of the emitting manifold by the field, which it creates. This chapter is devoted to these 
questions. Our main attention is devoted to the inverse problem of scattering theory, that 
is the reconstruction of the scatterer by the scattering information. Nevertheless, many 
results, we believe, may be useful in other situations. 
The physical formulation of a variety of inverse problems consists of the following: 
there is a certain body-scatterer in space, which is irradiated by an electromagnetic, 
acoustic or another field. 
The body scatters the field: the form of the scatterer can be found by scattering in-
formation. In physical problems a body often is irradiated from different directions at 
one or several frequencies in such a way that extensive information on the scatterer is 
obtained from scattering. The amplitude of the scattered field is a physically authentic 
information. It is very essential from a mathematical viewpoint, how and where is the 
field measured, is the source monochromatic or not, what is the nature of the direct wave, 
etc. Since scattering problems are very complex, asymptotic methods are widely used at 
investigations and applications. Frequencies, and the distance from the scatterer of the 
measurement point are usually parameters, by which the asymptotic expansion is pro-
duced. In this case geometrical characteristics of the scatterer such as the square of the 
orthogonal projection on a plane, Gaussian curvature of boundary, characteristic func-
tions, support and other functions arise in the asymptotic expansion as coefficients. This 
geometrical information is very important, because in certain cases it permits effectively 
the determination of the form of the scattering body, i.e. to solve the inverse scattering 
problem. In this connection it is especially essential that methods of geometry in the 
whole and methods of integral geometry may be used with success. They lead to new, 
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and sometimes exhaustive results. It needs to be underlined once again that geometrical 
methods operate asymptotic. Therefore theorems of existence, uniqueness and especially 
solution stability of inverse scattering problem are important here. 
Consider a first example, showing the geometrical characteristics in a scattering prob-
lem. Many problems of wave propagation lead to the boundary problem for Helmholtz 
equation. So if a plane wave u0(x,p, λ) = exp(iA < χ,ρ > ) (λ being the frequency), 
spreading in the direction p, |p| = 1, falls onto scatterer Κ , bordered by a closed surface 
B , then for the scattering field u(x,p, λ) we have the external problem 
Δη + X2u = 0, i e r \ K , 
T(u(x,p, X) -(- exp(i/ < x,p > )| B = 0, 
= 0 ( | x | ) ( , - m ) / 2 , ^ - i A U H _ = o(|.|)<—>/», 
where Γ is the boundary operator of Dirichlet, Neumann or impedance condition. At 
m = 3 an exact solution of the direct problem (i.e. finding the scattering field u(x,p,X) 
from known boundary Β of scatterer Κ ) is given by the Kirchhoff formula 
u(x ρ X ) - — Í L ( V V X ) - ? - e — - e " " - " ] d s 
U ( X ' P ' X > - teJ \ U [ y ' P ' X } d n y \ x - y \ dnv \x - y \ } d 5 » ' 
Β 
(riy being outer normal in point y 6 Β). 
In the case of a more general equation the solution u(x,p, Λ) is computed by the 
formula 
u(x,p\) = ± J | t i ( y , p , A ) ^ - G ( 3 ; > y > A ) _ ^ P ' A ) G ( » , y , A ) } d 3 > , (3.1) 
where G(x,y, X) is the fundamental solution. In this case solution u(x,p, A) may be a 
vector, G may be a matrix. In particular, in the case of the dynamical equation of 
elasticity theory with constant coefficients elements Gkj of matrix G are given by relations 
1 e i * 2 | x - y | J Q2 Γçifci\x—y\ ç\x—y\ ì 
— y| 2npX2dxkdxj\ \x — y| J ' 
where k\ = P , k\ = -—, a and μ being Lame constants. 
a + 2μ μ 
The inverse scattering problem consists of determining the boundary of a simply con-
nected scatterer Κ by information on the scattered field u(x,p,X), to be known to a 
certain set M of the variables x,p, A, i.e. by function u(x,p, A)|M· In applications usually 
a known function 
A(v,p, A) = lim |a:|e-iAl*lu(|x| ν,ρ,Χ) 
\x\—*oo 
is considered |i/| = 1, |p| = 1, A > 0, which is called the scattering amplitude or the 
intensity of the scattering field |Λ| in the direction ν of observation. By the Kirchhoff 
formula we have 
4 π J 
e —\\<u,y> 
Q 
\X < n y , v > u(y,p, X) - — u ( y , p , X) ds„. 
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Consider the Dirichlet problem, and the scatterer smooth and strictly convex. Apply-
ing Kirchhoff's approach (see (Taylor, 1981)), for the scattering amplitude we obtain the 
following expression 
¿ ( i / , ρ , λ ) = ^ J [ e i A < " - ^ > ( < ny,u> + |< ny,p >|)] d V 
Β 
In particular, the scattering amplitude in the forward direction u = p, is proportional 
to the area F(p) of the shadow of scatterer Κ ; 
Λ(ρ,ρ,λ) = ^ J <p,ny>dsy = ^F(p). 
<p,n9>> 0 
In case of ν = — ρ (backscattering) the formula 
A(-P,P,X) = ~ j e™<™> <p,ny>dsy = p(p,\) 
<p,ny><0 
holds. 
Notice that if function p(p, Λ) is known for all directions ρ and frequencies Λ, then 
computing ρ{ρ,Χ) + p*(— p, A) (* denotes conjugation) and applying the Ostrogradskii 
formula we obtain the relation (Levis, 1969) at 7(1/) = 1, y g Κ ; ~f{y) — 0, y ^ Κ , 
7Γ 
oo oo oo 
= / / / l ( y ) e Î ' X < p , y > d y = Φ(Λ,ρ) , λ2 — OO —OO —OO 
i.e. Φ (Λ, ρ) is the Fourier transformation of the characteristic function 7 (y) of scatterer 
Κ · In practice measurements of p(p, A) are produced in a limited range of frequencies 
land directions. 
Another way to solve the scattering problem uses geometrical optics. In this case the 
asymptotic expansion of the scattering amplitude at A —» 00 contains a summand, with 
a Gaussian curvature of border of the smooth strictly convex scatterer as a main term of 
expansion. So in ( M a j d a and Tayler, 1977a) it has been proved that for ν φ ρ, 
lim \A*(—u,p, A)|2 = f(u,p)K~1(y), 
A—»00 
where 7 is reflection coefficient, Κ {y) the Gaussian curvature of the border of the scatterer 
in point y with normal η — (v — p)/ (\v — p|). 
It is possible to come to geometrical characteristics of the scatterer according to (Ma-
jda, 1976a) in the following way: consider the mixed problem for hyperbolic equation 
^ _ y * A 
dt2 ~ ¿ i dxi 
du 
χ e κ , 
u|í=o = fi(x), ^ = / 2 ( x ) , Γ « | _ κ = 0 , 
(=0 
where atJ(x) are the elements of a smooth positive symmetrical matr ix with at] — ¿,3 
for |x| > ρ (domain Κ is contained in a ball |x| < p). Let u(x, t) be a solution of this 
problem. Let 
Κ±{8,ρ) = lim tut[(s + t)p,). t—*±oo 
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Functions K±(s,p) characterize the behaviour of the solution along ray χ = (t + s)p at 
large positive and negative time. Consider the scattering operator S, which is defined as 
mapping S: K~(s,p) —» K+(s,p) and permit representation (Majda and Tayler, 1977a) 
K+{s,p) = J J S(s - s,p,u)K~{s,v)dsdu, 
where kernel S (s,ρ,ν), s £ R1 , \p\ = M = 1 is a distribution in D'{R1 χ S2 χ S2). It 
turns out that for kernel S(s,p,i/) the asymptotical expansion 
S (s, -ρ,ρ) = 2π ^ K{y3)-^ δ' (s + 2 h(p) + Cl6(s + 2 h(p)) 
+ (smooth members), 
holds for ρ from a certain open subset (dense everywhere) of unit sphere S2 . In this 
formula j/_, are points on dK, in which < y3)p >= h(p), h(p) is the support function of 
convex hull of surface dK; K{yj) is the Gaussian curvature in point t/¿. Moreover, it turns 
out that 
A(p) = max sing supp S(s,— p,p) = —2h(p), 
ÎÇR 1 
i.e. we can obtain the support function of the convex hull of the scatterer from information 
about scattering operator. 
At last, we provide the result, connected with the convex hull of the scatterer. Let 
Φ(χ) be a finite function of real variable χ g R m and let f(z), ζ 6 Cm be determined by 
the equality 
The scattering problem leads to a similar integral, while, as noted by, for example, 
(Levis, 1969), the support of function Φ(χ) plays the role of the scatterer. Therefore, 
defining Φ(ι) becomes an important problem. By the Plancherel-Polya theorem the 
support function of a convex hull of support of the function Φ(χ) is equal to 
h(p) = sup lim — In |/(x + ißp)|. 
i jH.™ ñ-»oo H 
In real situations and when investigating inverse problems frequency λ, as a rule, is 
fixed and there is only a limited range of directions, for which the radiation intensity is 
measured. Therefore it appears expedient to pick out principal geometrical information, 
connected with the radiation intensity, and to put this outlined component into the base 
of the investigation technique of inverse problems to recover the emitting manifold. 
By formula (3.1) analysing of various investigation methods of problems, in particular 
scattering, leads to the necessity of study of problems connected with the representation 
of the amplitude of the field in the far zone in the form 
A(n,\,t)= J eW'y^g(\,y,n,t)dsy, (3.2) 
B(n,t) 
where B(n,t) is the illuminated part of manifold B(t) in the direction of n, / and g 
are certain functions, t is time, Λ is the frequency, and η is the direction of reception of 
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emission. In the case of a regular convex surface B(t) formula (3.2) may be rewritten in 
the following way 
A(n,X,t) = j e i ^ ( " ' t » ^ ( A , i i ( p , < ) , n , < ) Ä i ß 2 d a > p . (3.3) 
<n,p>>0 
Here y ( p , t ) is the focal radius of surface B(t) in the point with normal p, |p| = 1, R \ ( p , t ) , 
R2(p,t) are main curvature radii of surface B[t) as functions of normal ρ and time t. By 
solution of the Minkowski problem it is possible to find, that y = Μ ζ, where M is an 
operator, giving ζ = Ri(p,t)R2(p,t) corresponding to point y ( p , t ) of surface B. That is 
why (3.3) can be rewritten as 
A ( n , A , i ) = J eif^Mz'n^g(X,Mz,n,t)z{p,t)dup. (3.4) 
<n,p>>0 
As it was mentioned above, the really measured information is |Λ|. That is why, and by 
the above in the stationary case when 
Λ(η,λ) = j βί^χ'Μζ',^(Χ,Μζ,η)ζ{ρ)άωρ 
<n,p>>0 
from which we separate the main geometrical information, connected in with the scattering 
intensity. Namely, for |v4| we use the representation of the solution of the inverse problem 
\ A \ = a j |< n,p >\R^R2 dwp + b j χ(<η,ρ >)Ä!ß2dü;p + Q. (3.5) 
Ut ut 
Here ω is a unit sphere in R 3 ; / 1 < n ,p > | RiR2do>p is the area of orthogonal pro-
Uf 
jection of the concave surface to plane, orthogonal to η; χ is the Heaviside function; 
/ χ ( < n ,p >)Äiß 2 dw p is the area of the illuminated part of the concave surface in the ω 
direction of η; α and b are constants; Q is the rest. Relation (3.5) is taken as the basis 
for further investigations. In this case if P - 1 is the inverse operator 
Pz = a j |< η,ρ >\ζ(ρ)άωρ + b j χ(< n,p >)z(p)dup, 
ut ω 
then from (3.5) we obtain an equation of the second kind with respect to the sought 
function z(p) = R1R2, which has the form 
z(p) = Ä(p) + T z , 
here 
Ä(p) = ρ - 1 μ ι , Tz = P~1Qz, 
and to which standard methods of the exploration technique may be applied, founded, 
for instance, in the theory of fixed points. In this connection principal attention will be 
given to operator P : 
Pz = a J \ < η,ρ >\ζ(ρ)άω„ + b j χ{< η,ρ >)ζ(ρ)άωρ. 
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3.2 INTEGRAL EQUATION OF THE FIRST KIND 
In this section integral equations of the first kind are considered which are the result 
of inverse problems of scattering theory. In particular, geometrical aspects to define the 
convex surface by the functional from its orthogonal projections (shadows) and illuminated 
parts. 
Induce notation is used in this section. Let η ,ρ be points of the unit sphere ω — 
χ € R3 , | i | = 1. For function f(n), given at ω, let ¡(η, η) be denoted as its average value 
on the circumference 7 = const, when point η is a pole of the spherical coordinate system 
1 
f ( l > n ) =2¿ J /(p(7,T))dr. 
0 
Here g, t are spherical coordinates of the point ρ £ ω with respect to pole n. As are 
the even and odd parts of the function / (n ) , that is = [ / ( n ) ± /(—η)]ι Δ is the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator on ω, < > means a scalar product, w(n) — ρ £ ω, < η,ρ >> 0 
is a hemisphere, depending on η £ ω, ρ (η,ρ) = α |< η ,ρ > | + 6χ(< η,ρ >), χ is Heaviside 
function, a,b are constants. 
Consider the first kind equation with respect to measures μ on ω. 
/(η) = J Ρ(η,ρ)μ{άωρ), η £ w. (3.6) 
ω 
Theorem 3.1. lì α φ Q, 6 ^ 0 , α + 6 ^ 0 then equation (3.6) has not more than one 
solution μ. 
PROOF. Let ^ b e a solution of equation (3.6). Show, that it is unique. Since at any ρ £ ω 
the function |< η,ρ > | is even in the variable n, then by (3.6) we obtain equations 
/+(n) = aj\< η,ρ >\μ+(άωρ) + μ+(άων) + ^ j μ+(άωρ), (3.7) 
u ω Γ(π) 
/-(«) = 6 J μ~(άωρ), (3.8) 
ui(n) 
where Γ(η) = ρ £ ω, < η,ρ > = 0 is circumference, and μ+, μ~ are the even and odd part 
of measure μ, respectively. That is μ^ — ^ [μ(<2) + μ(—ζ))] for any set of Q on ω, —Q is 
the set diametrically opposite to Q. Show that equation (3.7) identifies uniquely with the 
even part μ+ of measure, and equation (3.8) identifies with the odd part μ~ of measure 
μ· 
Consider integral 
J μ+(άωρ), η £ ω. 
Γ(η) 
Let μ = μ + /ís¡ng be an Lebesgue expansion of measure μ to the amount of being 
absolutely continuous and singular with respect to Lebesgue measure m on u>. Then 
/ μ+(άωρ) = μ^(Γ(η)). 
Π») 
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Support of the singular measure has zero Lebesgue measure, therefore μ + (Γ(η) ) = 0 
on the set of zero m-measure. Integrating both parts by sphere ω and noting that 
j |< n , p > | d w n = 2ττ, J μ^(Τ(ή))άωη = 0, 
u> ω 
we obtain the equality 
J / + ( n ) d u > n = 2 π ( α + 6) j μ+(άωρ). 
ω tuι 
With this we can rewrite the equation as 
Mn) = a J \< n,p > | / , + (du,p) + ^ n g ( r (n)). (3.9) 
ω 
From hereon for any function f(n) is designated by / i (n ) : 
u/ 
Furthermore, by proof of (Aleksandrov, 1937a,b; 1938a,b) and with the assumption that 
μ sing (Γ(η)) = 0 almost everywhere at ω, we obtain that equation (3.3) uniquely identifies 
with the even part of the measure μ. For the proof of the uniqueness of the solution of 
equation (3.8), obviously, it is sufficiently to show, that from the equality 
J /¿~(du;p) = 0, η G ω, 
u(n) 
follows μ~ = 0. Draw two arbitrary plane through a straight line, passing through the 
origin and belonging to a plane. Let these be planes Ρ{ηχ) and Ρ(η2) 
P(n,i) = χ £ R 3 , M = 1, < χ , η , > = 0, ¿ = 1 , 2 . 
These planes divide sphere ω to four parts. One of these part (no matter which) we denote 
as Q. From the equality 
J μ~(Ή>) - J μ~(άωρ) = 0 
because of the oddness of μ~ (μ~(—Q) = —ß~(Q)) it follows that 
j μ~(άωρ) = 0 . 
Q 
We restrict those Q, which lie in the half-space x3 < 0. Let ω~ be a hemisphere which 
belongs to this half-space. Reflect it reciprocally unique to plane X3 = — 1 projecting from 
the origin. In this mapping region Q at sphere ω defines a rectilinear strip T(Q) at plane 
X3 = —1, and changing Q one can obtain any strip. The integral 
J J{xι,Χ2)μ~(άχι,άχ2), 
T(Q) 
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corresponds to the integral 
/ μ~(<Η) , 
Q 
where J is the Jacobian of mapping by projecting. That is why from the equality 
Jμ~(άωρ) = 0 
<3 
follows the equality 
J ft~(Jdxi,dx2) = 0 
α<<χ,ν><β 
for any vector ν = («ι, V2) and for any a and β. 
In this way, the single-valued solution of the equation brings about the uniqueness of 
the reconstruction of the measure by its meaning at half-spaces. A positive answer to this 
question is given in an article by (Khachaturov, 1954). The theorem is proved. 
REMARK I. f α φ 0, b = 0, or a + b = 0, then from equation (3.6) only the even part μ + 
of measure can be determined uniquely, and by b φ 0, α = 0 the odd part. 
Let in equation (3.6) measure μ be absolutely continuous, and z(p) be density of 
measure μ. Consider the following equation with respect to z(p): 
f(n) — a/|<„,p>| z(p) dwp + b J ζ(ρ)άωρ = Az. (3.10) 
By Theorem 3.1 it follows, that equation (3.10) has no more than one solution z(p) £ 
T h e o r e m 3.2. The eigenvalues \r of equation (3.10) are 
2π(α + 6), r = 0, 
4ττα(—1)* 







2k+ 2 )! 
r = 2k, k= 1 , 2 , 
, r = 2fc + l, fc = 0 , l , . . . . 
The eigenspace, corresponding to eigenvalue XT, consists of all spherical harmonics of 
order r. 
PROOF. Take a set of spherical harmonics Yr(p) of order r in equation (3.10) and make 
sure that it satisfies the equality AY = AArV, where 
AYr{n) = J T{n,p)Yr{p)άωρ. 
ω 
Let r = 0, then Vo = const and 
AY0 = α J |< n,p >\ y0dwp + b J y0dwp = 2π(α + 6)r0· 
ω w(n) 
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If r = 2k, k = 1 , 2 . . t h e n we have (see (Blaschke, 1916)): 
a J |< n,p >| V2t(p)dwp + ^ J Y2k(p)dup = a J \<n,ρ >\Υκ(ρ)άωρ 
u> ω u> 
= 4 ™ ( - 1 } (2k + 2)!! 
By r = 2k + 1 , k = 0 , 1 . . . we obtain 
AY2k+i = a J | < n,p > | Y2k+i{p)dup + b J Y2k+i{p)du>p. 
ω ω ( η ) 
Since Y2k+i(p) is an odd function at ω, the first addend here is equal to zero. For cal-
culating the second we accept point η as a pole of the spherical coordinate system 7 , t, 
and 
AY2jt+i = b J Y2k+\(p)dLjp 
u/(n) 
2/fc+l 2J J 
Y b dr Pftc+t ( c o s 7) [a2fc+i c o s m T + s'11 m T l s i n 7^7 
m=0 -f y 0 0 
2 
= 2wba°k+1 / p 2 t + 1 ( c o s 7 ) s i n 7 d 7 
= 2 π 6 ( - 1 } (2fc + 2)!! 
where Ρ a r e the associate Legendre polynomials, Pk = Pk°^ • Here we seized on the 
equality of (Gradshtein and Ryzhik, 1980) 
k(\2k — 1|)!! i Ρ ( Λ Μ - ί lVb 2 * - l » 
Show now that a°k+l = Y2k+1 · For the average of the function Y2k+1 on the circumference 
7 = const we have 
1 
ía*+i(7»") = S / W 7 , r ) d r 
0 
j 2λ+1 2J 
= ^ Σ / Ρ2(Γ+1 (cos 7) [a2¡fc+i c o s m T + sin mr] dr 
= P2ife+i(cos7)a° t+1. 
Supposing in this equality 5 = 0 and considering that 
Í2t+l(7.n)ls=0 = Yik+l, Í2lfe+l(l) = 1, 
we obtain a°k+i = Y2k+1. 
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In this way the spherical harmonics Yr are eigenfunctions of operator A. As the spher-
ical harmonics form a basis in L?(w), the equation does not have any other eigenfunction. 
The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3.3. If in equation (3.10) function z(p) belongs to CICLSS CK(U>), then function 
f(n) belongs to class Ck+1(ω), k = 0,1 Equation (3.10) is analytical on sphere ω 
solution z(p) if and only if function f(n) is analytical at ω. 
PROOF. Continue function f(n) given on ω, to all values ι , ι ^ Ο supposing 
f(x) - α J |< x,p >|z(p)dwp + b j z(p)dwp, χ € R3 . 
ω {x,p)>0 
From 
— = 2a J piz(p)du>p + T-j J p,z(p)dsp, ¿ = 1,2,3, 
<*,p)>0 'r(x) 
where Γ (χ) = {ρ € ω, < χ,ρ > } is the circumference at ω, it follows, that f(x) belongs 
to class C ^ R 3 \ 0), if function z(p) is continuous at ω. Let z(p) £ C1 (ω). Using (see 
(Blaschke, 1916; 1930)) 
J u(p)dsp = J < Ai(piz(p),p)-2piz(p)p,x > άωρ (3.11) 
Γ(χ) u,(n) 
following from Green's formula it is possible to write 
J piz(p)dsp = -ΤΊ J < A\(piz(p),p) - 2piz(p)p, χ > dwp. 
Here Δ ι is the first differential Beltrami parameter. Then 
92/ 
= À J PiPjz(p)dsρ ~γψ j piz{p)àsp 
1 'r(x) |X| Γ(») 
bx · f - j-jî J < At (piz(p),p) - 2piz(p)p,x > dwp 
+ —j3 J < Δι(ρίζ(ρ)),ρ> Pjdsp 
|x| Π*) 
- 7^2 y < Δ1{ρίζ(ρ),ρ) - 2p¡z(p)p,x > dwp. 
<χ,ρ)>0 
From here it follows that f(x) belongs to class C2 (R3 \ 0). Consistently applying formula 
(3.11) to integral by Γ(χ) we obtain for z(p) 6 Ck(u) function f(x) e C t + 1 (R 3 \ 0) and, 
hence f(n) e Ck+\u). 
For the proof of the analyticity we use the following fact (see (Sobolev, 1974)): let on 
oo 
sphere ω a summable function h(p) be given and let h(p) — Σ Yk(p) be its expansion in 
k=o 
spherical harmonics. Then the function h(p) is analytic on sphere ω if and only if 
\Yk(p)\ < Cexp(-uk), k = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . , 
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and C > Ο, Ν > 0 are constants. 
Suppose that f(n) is an analytic function on ω and 
°° 2k 4- 1 r 
f(n) = Σ H(n) , Yk(n) = J f(p)Pk(< Ρ,η >)άωρ, 
fc = 0 IjJ 
is its expansion in spherical harmonics Yk(n)· 
From Theorem 3.2 it follows that it is possible to write the solution of equation (3.10) 
as a series: 
1 ~ k (2k + 2)\\ 
+ ^ b t o ( ] — 1|)!! 
Because of the fact mentioned above and f(n) being analytic \Yk(p)\ < Cexp(— i / k ) , 
k = 0 , 1 , 2 . . w i t h certain positive constant C and v. Therefore 
T M n ' 
t (2k + 2)\\ 
(\2k — 3|)!! 
Y2k+i(n) 
m - w 
for a certain constant C j > 0 and V\ > 0. 
In this way, terms of expansion of the function z(n) by spherical harmonics decrease 
exponentially. Hence z(n) is analytic on ω. If z(n) is an analytic function, f(n) is analytic 
as well. The theorem is proved. 
Consider an equation of the first kind with respect to the odd function v(p), ρ g ω, 
on sphere ω: 
h(n) = ~ j ν(ρ)άωρ. (3.12) 
ui(n) 
T h e o r e m 3 .4 . If h(n) is an odd function of class C3(uj) at ω, then there exists a unique 
continuous solution of equation (3.12) and the formula of inversion holds: 
1 r Ah· 
v(n) = — — / 





PROOF. Suppose at first, that function h(n) is an odd analytic function at ω. Expand it 
in a series in spherical harmonics: 
A(O = E * W i ( n ) . 
k=o 
(3.14) 
Since spherical harmonics Y¡k+i are eigenfunctions, and the corresponding eigenvalues are 
(12k - II)!! 
(—l ) 4 —r———- (see the proof of Theorem 3.2), the solution of equation (3.12) can be 
í ¿K 2]·· 
represented as series 
00 Ol· -L 9111 
(3.15) 
Jt=o (|2fc-l|)H 
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and, as the terms of this serie decrease exponentially, it is an analytic function. 
Set expansion (3.14) in integral 
J_ r Ah(p 
2π J <n,p 
(n ,p)>0 
use equality 
AY2k+l(p) = -(2k + l)(2fc + 2)Y2k+i(p), 
integrate term by term, pass on to spherical coordinates 7, r with respect to pole η and 
use equalities of (Gradshtein and Ryzhik, 1980): 
Y2h+i{l,n) = P2k+i ( c o s 7 ) ^ + 1 ( " ) , 
J W t h , , ,Λ* (2fc)« 
We obtain 
. J . ( J Ü É L a „ p . - 1 I 
2 x J <n,p> 2π J <n,p> 
(n,p)>0 (n,p)>0 
_ _ L £ f 
Τ 2ít 
¿7T Í T n J j COS 7 
= Σ ( 2 * + l ) (2 t + 2) / ^ l c o s 7 ) s m 7 d 7 ^ + i ( n ) 
/t=o { cos 7 
= X)(2fc + 1)(2* + 2)(—1) ^ ^ ' / w H 
_ Ä Λ (2k+ 2)!! 
Compare the obtained series and expansion (3.15), and conclude that the solution of 
equation (3.12) is given by formula (3.13). 
It is possible to represent solution v(n) in the form 
jr 
2 
w(n) = h(n) - j tg 7 ^ ( 7 , η) d 7 , (3.16) 
0 
where h" = To obtain (3.16) start with (3.13) in spherical coordinates 7, τ 
with respect to pole n. Using an expression for the Laplace-Beltrami operator in spherical 
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coordinates, we have 
υίηί 1 r AL· 






= _ I / d 7 / % M ) s i n 7 d T 
2π 7 J cos 7 o o 
π 
2 Γ ι 2π 
= — y tg -y — j Ah(p(-y,r))d 
0 L o 
f ί 1 dh = 7tg7F/Î^+ctg7^+ — — ~ '¿ 




= Λ(0, η) - £ ( £ , „ ) - j tg 7Â"(7, ">¿7 
sin2 7 θτ 2 
dr > d7 
d7 
ι r tg 7 
2π J si n2 7 
ÖA( 7 ,2π) Öfc(7,0) 
Since 
dr ÔT 
0Λ( 7 ,2π) 0A(7,O) 
d7-
0, ft(0,n) = A(n), 
dr dr 
and because of the oddness of function h(n) average A θ) = 0, finally we obtain 
2 
v(n) = A(n) — J tg ηίι'\η,η)άη. 
If function A(n) belongs to class C3(w), then approximating it in norm of space C3(w) by 
a sequence of analytic functions, we establish the correctness of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3.5 . If in equation (3.10) α ^ Ο , & / 0 , α + 6 / Ο and function f(n) belongs 
to class Ck(u>), k > 4, then the formula of inversion holds 
s(n) 
8ττ2 dt J 
<n,p)2> 0 
L / 4 T ( P ) 
47T26 / <n,p > 
( Δ + 2)/i(p) |< n,p >| 
V < > 2 - i 
duv 
da>p. ( 3 . 1 7 ) 
P R O O F . A S in the proof for the even and odd parts of the function z(p) in Theorem 3 . 1 , 
we obtain equations 
Mp) = J\< n,p >| z+(p)DWP, ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
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f-(n) = b J ζ~1(ρ)άωρ. (3.19) 
It is known that equation (3.18) is uniquely solvable and its solution is given by (Blaschke, 
1916; Pogorelov, 1976) 
+ , . 1 d [ (Δ + 2)/i(p) |< n,p >| 
<".p)2>i (=0 
1 ι f [M + 2) / i (7 ,n) l ' 
= ± ( Δ + 2)Μρ) + ± - £ d 7 . (3.20) 4ir 4π J cos 7 o 
In this way, the even part of the function is determined uniquely and constructively. 
The odd part of z~(n) is determined uniquely from equation (3.19) by 
= "¿ Í / τθτ**=- ¿ / t g ^ (321) 
u/(n) 0 
Summing (3.20) and (3.21) by equality z(n) = z+ + z~ we obtain (3.17). 
REMARK I. f a = 0 or a + b = 0, then from equation (3.10) only the odd part z~(n) of 
the unknown function z(n) is determined uniquely, and if 6 = 0, then only the even part 
z+(n) can be found uniquely. 
Studying the inversion formula of equation (3.10) leads to the following result. 
Theorem 3.6. I f a ^ 0 , b ^ 0 , a + b φ 0 and function f ( n ) G Ck(ω), k > 4, then solution 
z(n) of equation (3.10) belongs to at least class Ck~4(u>) and the following estimate holds: 
Mn)\\c{w)<M\\f(n)\\ct{u), (3.22) 
where constant M depends only on α and b. 
PROOF. By the previous theorem it is possible to write the solution of equation (3.10) in 
the form 
z(n) = — ( Δ + 2 ) f i ( p ) + — / i ^ d 7 4π 4π J cos 7 0 ' 
0 
Since function f\(n) is even on ω, equality [(/i + 2) / i ( 7 ,n ) ] — 0 is fulfilled. Us-
II 
ing this equality and the existence of a continuous derivative + 2)/i(7, n)| we can 
represent it as follows: 
[(Δ + 2)Λ(7, η)]' = ( 7 - 0 / [(Δ + 2)/, (t (7 - f ) + η)]" di. 
o 
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(n) = ¿ ( ^ 1 + 2 ) / l ( „ ) + ¿ / 2 ¿ Í J / [(^1 + 2)Λ (t - J ) + „ ) cos 7 o ' V o 
+ 
From the last formula it follows that z(n) belongs to class Ck 4(ω). 




I ' H I I c m * 4* 
X sup I f(Zi + 2)/iJ" 
cos 7 
-d7 
0 < - r < f 
+ 
2π |ò| II"7 ^ W ) 
+ 
/ιζω 
Estimate every addend in the right-hand part of this inequality: 




[(Δ + 2)/j]"| < sup \Δ}"\ + sup |/"|, 
sup / " ' < sup 
-ν η ' ' ύ τι. 
I I / I I 
¿ / ( J - 7 ) t g 7 d 7 = | l n 2 , / i ^ d 7 = 2G. 
o o 
G is the Catalan constant. From these reduced inequalities the estimate follows: 
M ™ * ¿ ( R + R + h f ^ ) 1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ ^ 1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ 
+ - ^ L s u p U / " | + 4 t s u P | / " 
¿π I α I η 1 1 π |α| Ί,η 1 
+ 
In 2 
—i—r SUP 4ττ |α| Ί,η 
< + 6 2π |α| 
G + 
|6| + |a + 6 | J l l / l l c H + 4x|a| U ì ì c ^ 
2ττ |α| + π α + 
1η 2 
4π |δ| lic'(w) 
< M(a,b)\\f\\ct{u). 
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The theorem is proved. 
On the basis of the inversion formula of equation (3.10) by a standard manner more 
general integral equations of the first kind may be examined, including nonlinear ones. 
Consider, for instance, 
f ( n ) = jp(n,p)z{p)dup + T z , 
ω 
where P(n ,p) = α | < η,ρ > | + δχ(< η,ρ >), and Τ be a certain operator, using the 
inversion formula, we have 
z(n) = f(n) + Bz, (3.24) 
where / = P _ 1 /> Β = P _ 1 T . Relation (3.24) is an equation of the second kind and, for 
instance, by corresponding restriction to Τ operator Β may be contracting, which allows 
us to use methods of the theory of fixed points. 
Another application of the inversion formula can be connected to the problem of 
integral geometry. Consider, for example, the following problem: to find function u(n) € 
0°°(ω), η G ω, if function ψ(η) is known: 
φ(η) = 2α J u(p)ds + b J ( Δ + 2)u(p)do>p. (3.25) 
Γ(η) ω ( η ) 
In the case α φ 0, b = 0, we obtain the problem about the recovery of u(p) by its integral 
along large a circle sphere. Minkowski showed through the use of expansion in spherical 
harmonics, that the even part of u(p) is uniquely determined for 0 = 0. Later Funk 
obtained a solution of this problem in a closed form, using the inversion formula of the 
Abel integral equation (see (Funk, 1916)). 
Theorem 3.7. Let α φ 0, b φ 0, a + 6 φ 0, v(n) e 0°°{ω) and f ηψ(η)άω - 0. Then 
ω 
there exists a solution u(p) of equation (3.25), u(p) G C°°(w) and inversion formula holds 
u(p) = ^ J Φ(ρ){{\- < η,ρ >) ln(l— < n,p>)}dwp, 
ω 
where 
1 d ί ( Δ + 2)φί(ρ))<η,ρ>\ Φ(η) = J \ / < η,ρ >2 —t d " p 
(",v)2>t t=0 
1 I 
47rö J < η,ρ > 
PROOF. . With the use of Green's formula we obtain 
2 J u (p )ds= J \< η,ρ >| (Δ + 2)u(p)dwp. (3.26) 
Γ(η) u;(n) 
Therefore equation (3.25) with respect to function u(p) in accordance to (3.25) and (3.26) 
acquires the form 
ψ{η) = j {α\< η,ρ >\ + bX{< η,ρ >)} ( Δ + 2)u(p)dwp. (3.27) 
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The solution of equation (3.27) exists and is unique, if 
J ηφ(η)άωη = 0. (3.28) 
ω 
Indeed, let 
00 2k + 1 / 
V(n) = Σ Yk(n) = J <p(p)Pk{< n,p >)dwp 
be a series of expansion in spherical harmonics of the left-hand part of equation (3.27). 
Because of (3.28) for the first harmonic we find Yi(n) = 0. Then function 
oo \ —1 
τφ ι 
where eigenvalues λΓ of equation (3.10) are solutions of equation (3.27). If ψ(τι) is infinitely 
differentiate on ω, then function Διφ is bounded to ω, for all values of I of operator A. 
That is why, and from the estimate of the derivative of spherical harmonics (Sobolev, 
1974) 
\ΔαΥΓ(ρ)\ < Crm+1~2' \Διψ α = τη, II1-2 (ω) ' 
C > 0 is constant, infinite differentiability of solution u(p) follows. 
Consider equation (3.27) as an integral equation of the first kind with respect to 
( Δ + 2)u(p). According to the inversion formula of equation (3.10) we find 
(Δ + 2)u(n) = Φ(η) = - ¿ 1 / ^Δ^φψΐ^ 
(η ,p)*>t ΐ=0 
(3.29) 
f Δψ~{, 
J < n,p 4π26   η,ρ p 
»W 
Applying the Weingarten formula (Blaschke, 1930; Pogorelov, 1973), from (3.29), we 
obtain the wanted result: 
Φ ) = Φ ( Ρ ) { ( ! - < η ,ρ >) ln(l— < η, ρ >)}du>p. 
3.3 UNIQUENESS 
Here some results are given on the univalent definiteness of a closed convex surface, 
if the functionals of its orthogonal projections and illuminated parts are known. The 
investigation method consists of the following: at first the problem has to be reduced to 
the integral equation (3.1), and then the results are used to solvs the problem of Minkowski 
and Christoffel. All surfaces are, as a rule, supposed to be strictly convex and sufficiently 
smooth. 
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Consider the function 
ψ(η) = 2 aF(n) + bS(n), 
where F(n) is the area of orthogonal projection of the closed convex surface Β on the 
plane P(n) = {x £ R3 , < x,n >— 0}, S(n) is the area of the illuminated part of the 
surface in the direction n, a and 6 are constants. 
F(n) and S(n), can be represented as 
F(n)=1- j\<n,ρ >\G(B,d"P), S(n) = / c ( £ ? , d W p ) , 
where G(B, ·) is a surface function. Using these representations it is possible write function 
φ(η) as 
φ{η) = α j\<n,p>\G{B,áLjp) + b J G(B,dwp). (3.30) 
A closed convex surface is defined uniquely, apart from a translation, by setting the surface 
function (Aleksandrov, 1937a,b; 1938a,b). Therefore and because of the uniqueness of the 
solution of equation (3.30) (see Theorem 3.1) the following theorem takes place. 
Theorem 3.8. A closed convex surface is defined uniquely except {or a translation by 
function φ(η), η £ ω, α φ 0, 6 φ 0, α + 6 φ 0. 
Let G\(B,·) be the first function of curvature of a closed convex surface B, let L(n) be 
the length of a boundary orthogonal projection of the surface Β on the plane P(n), M(n) 
is the average integral curvature of the illuminated part of the surface in the direction n. 
Functions L(n) and M(n) are determined by 
L(n)=l-j\<n,p>\Gx{BAuv), M(n)=1- J Gi(B,dwp). 
ω w ( n ) 
Consider the function 
φ(η) = 2aL(n) + 2bM(n), 
where a and b are constants, α φ 0, 6 φ 0, a+b φ 0. Through the use of the representation 
for L(n) and M(n) (3.30) can be written in the form 
φ(τι) = a J |< n ,p > | Gi(B, dwp) + 6 J Gl(B, dwp). (3.31) 
ω ω(η) 
Expression (3.31) is an equation of the first kind with respect to the function of curvature 
Gi(B,·). The solution of the given equation is unique using Theorem 3.1, but since a 
closed convex surface is defined uniquely, except for a translation, by setting first the 
function curvature, the following theorem is equitable. 
Theorem 3.9. A closed convex surface Β is defined uniquely apart from a translation 
by function φ(η), η £ω. 
R E M A R K I. f surface Β is centrally-symmetric, then Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 are equitable 
at b = 0, that is, a convex centrally-symmetric surface Β is uniquely defined by the area 
and length of its orthogonal projection on a plane in all directions. These are well-known 
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facts (see (Blaschke, 1916)). A noncentrally symmetric convex surface is not uniquely 
defined by the area of its orthogonal projection. So, a piecewise analytic convex surface 
of revolution, which form has parametric representation 
χ = —η= cos φ, y — 0, 
λ/2 
= A cos Q - (pj , y = 0, 
0 
Γ 1 · ( * \ —p= — sin φ 
_y/2 \4 Y J 
sin2 φ , „ „ „ 7Γ 
γ^άφ, 0 < φ < - , 
- - < φ < ο , 
is, when being a sphere, a surface of constant luminance, that is, it has a constant area of 
projection on any plane (see (Blaschke, 1916)). A convex noncentrally-symmetric surface 
is also not defined uniquely by the length boundaries of its orthogonal projection. For 
example, a convex surface, having support function H(x) — h(x) + |x|, where h(x) is an 
odd function, is a surface of constant coverage, i.e., it has a constant length of projection 
on any plane. 
Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 establish the uniqueness of reconstruction of the convex surface 
Β , but do not give a constructive method to determine its form. When surface Β is 
sufficiently smooth, the problem of determining its form by ψ(η) or φ(τι) is reduced to 
the inversion of equations (3.30), (3.31) and to solve the equation in partial derivatives of 
the second order for the support function of the surface. 
Let Ri(n), Rïin) be the principal radii of curvature of a closed strictly convex, and at 
least twice continuously differentiable surface Β as function of unit vector η normal to B . 
In such cases the surface function G(B,·) has a continuous density z(n) = Ri(n)Riin) 
and ψ{η) is written in as 
v(n) = aj\< n ,p >\ßi(p)ß 2 (p)du; p + 6 J ñ t (p )ñ 2 (p )da 
" ω (η ) 
(3.32) 
Consider (3.32) as an equation of the first kind with respect to the product of the principal 
radii of curvature ñi (ρ) R i (ρ). Using Theorem 3.5 leads to following result: 
Theorem 3.10. Let α φ 0, 6 / 0, a + 6 φ 0, Jet Β be a closed convex regular surface. 
Then: 
R1(n)R2(n) = -
8tt2 dt J 
(Δ + 2)φι{ρ)\<η,ρ>\ 
<n,p>2>< 
Δψ~{ρ) 
-v/< n,p >2 - t 
du;.. 






Here Ht]{n) are the derivatives 







#3i ( Ό ¿ Μ η ) 
+ 'τ7ΎΑ · (3.33) 
of the support function H(x), calculated at χ = 
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From the theorem it follows, that the recovering of a regular surface Β by the function 
φ(η) is reduced to the solution of equation (3.33) for its support function. Formula (3.33) 
is well-known (Bakel'man et al., 1973). 
At the conditions to surface Β as above, the first function of curvature G\(B, ·) has a 
density, which is equal to the sum of the principal radii of curvature. That is why it is 
possible to write function φ(τι) in the form 
φ(η) = a j \< n,p >| [ ^ ( p ) + R2(p)}άωρ + b f [R^p) + R2{p)}dwp. 
ω ω(η) 
Theorem 3.11. Let α φ 0, 6 φ 0, α + b φ 0, and Β be a dosed strictly convex regular 
surface. Then: 
B M „ n I d [ (Δ + 2)φ1(ρ)\<η,ρ>\ Ri(n)R2(n) = - —37 / , , = dwp 8π2 di J y/< n,p >2 -t <n,p>2>( (=0 
(3.34) 
_ 1 / ^ t M a . , , , 
4tt26 J < n,p > 
H(n) = £ J [Ä,(p) + R 2 ( p ) } { (1- < n,p > ) ln(l— <n,p >)} . 
ω 
Using (3.34) the question recovering regular surface Β by the function ψ(η) is solved 
constructively in explicit form (Materon, 1975). 
Consider now the problem of determining a closed convex surface and a function, 
given at its surface, on the condition that the functionals from its orthogonal projection 
and illuminated portion are given. Similar problems appear also in inverse problems of 
scattering. 
Let ß be a closed strictly convex smooth surface in R 3 and let u(n) be a continuous 
function, given at Β as a function of the unit normal vector of this surface. Consider 
functions 
ψι{ρ) = «ι / l< >|«(p)ßi(p)ß2(p)da;p + b, J u(p)Rl(p)R2(p)dwp, (3.35) 
Mp) = a2j\<n,p>\u(p)[R1(p) + R2(p)]dLJp + b2 J u{p) [R^p) + R2(p)} άωρ, (3.36) 
u w ( n ) 
where Äx, R2 are the principal radii of curvature, a,, b, are constants, α, φ 0, φ 0, 
di + i>i φ 0, i = 1,2. The geometrical sense of the introduced function at u(p) = 1 are 
described above. 
Theorem 3.12. A closed strictly convex, twice continuously differentiable surface Β 
and a continuous function u(n), u(n) > 0, η £ ω, are uniquely defined by functions υ1(η), 
v2(n), η ζ ω (surface Β can be restored up to a translation). 
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PROOF. Because of the uniqueness of the solution of equations (3.35) and (3.36) functions 
Φι(η) = u(n)RiR2, Φί ( " ) = u(n) [ñj + R2] are uniquely found by functions ψ\(η) and 
φι(η), respectively. Considing that u(n) > 0 at ω we obtain equality 
Ri(n) + Äi(n) 
where Φ (η) = Φ1/Φ2 is a given function. It is known that this function defines surface Β 
uniquely up to a translation (Pogorelov, 1973). That is why the principal radii of curvature 
Äi and i?2 are uniquely established. With equality Φ] = uRi R2 we find function u(n). 
The theorem is proved. 
In scattering or emission problem one has to determine both the scatterer B(t), the 
form of which can vary in the course of time t, as well as the function, characterizing the 
density of the source on it. Taking this into account consider equation 
Φ ( η , ί ) = / P(n,p)u(p)dst (3.37) 
B(t) 
where P{n,p) = a |< η,ρ >| + 6χ(< η,ρ > ) , α φ 0, δ φ 0, α + 6 ψ 0, ds( is an element of 
area B(t). 
Theorem 3.13. Let surface B(t) be dosed at any t > 0, strictly convex, twice continu-
ously differentiabJe, and let the following equality hold: 
α[Λ1(ρ,0) + Λ2(ρ,0)], 
where Ri(p, t), Ri{p, t) are the principal radii of curvature of surface B(t), t > 0, α φ 0 is 
a constant. Then the continuous function u(p) > 0 and the form of surface B(t) for any 
t > 0 are uniquely defined by function Φ (η, t), η ζ u>, t > 0. 
PROOF . Consider relation ds( = Z ? i ( p , t)R2(p, ¿)du>p equitable for smooth surface, and 
rewrite equation (3.37) as 
Φ(η,ί) = J P(n,p)u(p)Ä 1(p,i)Ä2(p,0<H· ( 3 · 3 8 ) 
ω 
Differentiating equation (3.38) with respect to t and using the conditions of the theorem, 
we obtain 
(ΙΦ r 
= α J P(n,p)u{p)[R1(p,0) + R2{p,0)]dup. (3.39) 
di ί = 0 
Function W\(n,t) = u(n)Ri(n, t)R2(n, t) from equation (3.38) is uniquely defined by 
function Φ (η, i), but from equation (3.39) function Wìin) = u(n) [ ^ (η ,Ο) + ñ 2 ( " , 0 ) ] is 
uniquely defined by function Φ't(n, 0). From this surface B(0) is uniquely defined exept 
for a translation by the function 
w(„)= MnmiM 
Ri(n,0) + Rt(n,0)' 
Then the principal radii of curvature Ri(n, 0) and R2(n, 0) of surface B(0) are uniquely 
found. That is why from Wi(n) = u(n) [Äi(n, 0) + R?(n, 0)] we find u(n). Knowing u(n) 
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from Wi (n , i ) = u(n)Ri(n, t)R2(n, t) we define Ri(n,t)R2{n,t). Using the uniqueness of 
the solution of the Minkowski problem by function W\¡u we uniquely define surface B(t) 
for any t > 0, apart from a translation. The theorem is proved. 
Let the area and length of a boundary of an orthogonal projection of convex surface 
Β on plain in all directions be given. The possibility to define surface Β by the functions 
F(n), η € ω, L(n), η £ ω is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.14. Let Βλ and ß2 be closed convex analytic surfaces in R3. If F\(n) = 
F2(n), Li(n) = L2(n) for any η £ ω then surfaces B\ and B2 are equal. 
PROOF. Area F(n) and length L(n) of the boundary of a closed convex, at least twice 
continuously difFerentiable surface Β are defined by 
F(n) = 1 J [R1{p)Rt(p)]+ |< n,p >| dWp , (3.40) 
ω 
L(n) = J [ßi (ρ) + R2(P)}+ |< n,p >|du,p, (3.41) 
w 
where R\ and R2 are the principal radii of curvature as functions of the unit normal 
vector. Let H(x) be a support function of the surface B. It is well known that R\ and 
R2 are eigenvalues of matrix ||H;j|| of the second partial derivatives of the function H(x). 
That is why we can write 
ΔΗ = -(/?! + R2), 
from which we obtain that 
Δ Η + = —(Ri + Ri)-1-. (3.42) 
here Δ is the Laplace operator. Hence, if function L(n) is given, then from equation (3.41) 
(Äi + R2)+ is uniquely defined, and from the equation above the even part of support 
function H(x) is uniquely defined (Christoffel theorem). 
In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to establish that from setting F(n) (or 
from setting [ß i (n ) f i2 (n ) ] + ) the unique definiteness of H~ follows up to an arbitrary 
linear function (addition of a linear function to H means a new choice of the origin of the 
coordinate system). 
Since R\R2 is equal to the sum of main minors of matrix ||Hl;||, then filling Η υ as a 
sum of even and odd parts and picking out parameters u and ν on sphere ω by specific 
manner (Buseman, 1958), for odd part, H~, of the support function we obtain equation 
K u K v - H - J = (3.43) 
where φ(η, ν ) is known function. 
Our problem is the definition of H~ up to a linear function and multiplication by (-1) 
(this is equivalent to rolling of surface Β) from equation (3.43). 
Show, that there exists a point (u0, t>o) such that φ(η0 , υ0) > 0 (it is assumed that 
surface Β does not have a center of symmetry and therefore H~ is non-linear). 
Since H~ is an odd function, there exists a closed curve I = (u(t),v(t)) such that 
in domain D, the bounded curve / is simply connected and H~ = 0 on /. Therefore, 
if everywhere on ω function ip(u, υ) < 0, then in a domain D we would obtain surface 
H~ = H~(u,v) of nonpositive curvature, equal zero at I, which is impossible. 
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Let (it0, t>o) be a point, in which φ > 0. Let Κ denote a circle of certain radius centered 
in point (uo,i>o), in which φ > 0. Because of the continuity of φ(ιι,υ) such a circle exists. 
If now H\ and / / 2 are support functions of surfaces B\ and B2 and convex in the circle 
in one side (it is always possible to roll one of the surfaces), then adding, for instance, a 
certain linear function to H\ , one can obtain H\ = H2 on a certain closed curve l\, lying 
inside circle K. Since H * = H? everywhere on ω, then / / f = H^ on l\. 
That is why, taking into account that H ^ and H^ satisfy the same equation (3.43) 
and furthermore H f = Η 2 at U, then H^ = Η2 everywhere in the domain, bounded by 
h (Bakel'man, 1965). And by supposing B\ and B2 analytic everywhere on the sphere 
/ / f = H2 . The theorem is proved. 
REMARK . (Campi, 1986) giives un example showing that the condition of analyticity in 
this theorem is essential. 
In 1926 (Matzumara, 1926) proved, that a closed convex surface, of which area and 
length of boundaries of its orthogonal projections on any plane are constant, is a sphere. 
In connection with this result it is naturally to expect that if isoperimetric defect 
L2 — 4πF(n) is small for each isoperimetric projection B(n) of surface B, then surface 
Β differs a little from a sphere. Let R and r be radii of described and inscribed balls of 
convex surface. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 5 . If L2 - 4π F (η) <ε2,η£ω, then R - r < - . 
π 
PROOF. We again use representations 
F(n) = - 1 - Ι \ < η , ρ > \ σ ( Β , ά ω ρ ) , L(n) = J H(p)dsp 
Γ(η) 
for the area and the length of the boundary of an orthogonal projection. 
Let 
S = X- j F(n)du>n, M = L{n)άωη. 
ω uj 
Numbers S and M are the equal area and average integral curvature of surface B, respec-
tively, and connected by isoperimetric inequality (Blaschke, 1916) 
Μ2 — 4 π 5 > Air2(R — r)2. 
Using this inequality and Cauchy-Bunyakowsky inequality, we have 
± ( j L ( n ) < k A - i j F ( n ) d u n 
/ ω 
~ J L2{n) ά ω η 4nF(n)dun 
ω ω ω 
ω 
that is R — r < —, as stated. Notice that no regularity condition of surface Β has been 
7Γ 
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3.4 EXISTENCE 
This section is devoted to the theorems of existence of closed convex surfaces with a given 
functional of its orthogonal projection and illuminated parts. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 6 . Let F(n) be a continuous, strictly positive, and even function on unit 
sphere ω such that — la: I F Ι—- | is conditionally positive defined on R 3 . Then there 
V f I / 
exists a unique closed convex centrally-symmetric surface Β (except for a translation), for 
which function F(n) is the area of its orthogonal projection on plane < χ,η >= 0, η G ω. 
If function F(n) is k times continuously differentiate (k > 4, analytic and 
1 / di J 
<n,p>2>t 
(Δ + 2)F(p) \< n,p >| 
-v/< n,p >2 - 1 
da). < 0 , (3.44) 
then surface Β is at least k — 4 times continuously differentiate. 
PROOF. Let us prove the existence. By theorem (Matheron, 1975) there exists a unique 
symmetrical measure μ at ω such that function F(n) permits representation in the form 
F{ri) = j\< η,ρ>\μ(άωρ). (3.45) 
Since measure μ is symmetrical on ω, and function F (η) is continuous and strictly positive, 
then the following conditions are fulfilled: 
y^(dwn) = 0, J \<η,ρ>\μ(άωρ)>0, η £ ω. 
Hence, as it is proved in (Aleksandrov, 1937a,b; 1938a,b), there exists a unique closed 
convex surface Β , the surface function of which is given by measure μ. Surface Β is 
centrally-symmetric, because measure μ is symmetric. But then, by representation (3.45), 
F(n) is the area of the orthogonal projection of this surface Β on planes < χ,η > = 0. 
Pass on to the proof of the regularity of surface B. Let F(n) g Ch(ui). Consider 
function 
I d r (.A + 2)F(p)\<n,p>\ 
( n ) = -¡^dt J \/< n,p >2 —t du;* 
<n,p>2 >i 
This function is the unique solution of 
< 0. 
F{n) = \j\< n,p>\z(p)du 
and, by Theorem 3.6, it belongs to class C * - 4 ( u ; ) (and is analytic if F(n) is analytic). 
Then with necessity function z(n) is the density of measure μ, but since measure μ is a 
surface function, z(n) = A ' _ 1 ( n ) , where K(n) is the Gaussian curvature of surface B. This 
Gaussian curvature K(n) of surface Β belongs to class Ck~A(io) and, by condition (3.44), 
is strictly positive on ω. Therefore from the result of the regular solution of the Minkowski 
problem (Pogorelov, 1973; 1978) it follows: if k — 4, then K(n) is continuous, and the 
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surface is smooth and of class C1; if k = 5, then K(n) 6 Cx{u) and this inplicates that 
the surfacebelongs, at least, to class C2, if k = 6, then K(n) is (k — 4) times continuously 
differentiate, hence surface Β is at least (k — 3) times continuously differentiable. Finally, 
if F(n) is analytic, then K{n) is a positive analytic function and surface Β is analytic. 
The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3.17. Assume a regular (k times continuously differentiable, k < 7, or ana-
lytic) strictly positive even function L(n) on sphere ω, satisfying condition 
J(n) < 0, J(n) — J"s{n) < 0, η ζω, 
where 
d r (A + 2)L(P)\<n,P>l K ' dt J y/< n,p >2 -t p ' 
<n,p>2>( ( = 0 
and index s denotes differentiation in point η along the arc of a large circle. Then 
there exists unique (up to translation) regular (belonging to class Ck~3,a(u>), 0 < a < 1, 
or accordingly analytic) closed convex centrally-symmetric surface B, which length of 
boundary of the orthogonal projection on plane < x,n > = 0 is equal to L(n), η G ω. 
PROOF. By its evenness and regularity function L(n) admits representation in the form 
L ( n ) = \ J n ' P (3-46) 
ω 
with a certain even, not necessarily positive, function p(p). Equation (3.46) is uniquely 
solvable and function p(p) is determined by 
^ d r (Δ + 2)L(p) |< n,p >| n ' 4π2άt J V< n,P>2 -t P <n,p>2>< ( = 0 
By condition of Theorem 3.17 we have 
p{n) > 0, p(n) - p ' s ' » > 0, 
and furthermore 
J np(n)dωη — 0. 
u> 
since p(n) is an even function on ω. 
Thus, function p(n) satisfies all condition of the existence theorem of a closed convex 
surface with given sum p(n) of the principal radii of curvature (Pogorelov, 1973, 1978). 
According to this theorem there exists a unique (except for a translation) closed centrally-
symmetric surface Β with a given sum of the principal radii of curvature. 
If L(n) £ Ck(u>), k > 7, then function p(n) 6 C * - 4 ^ ) , but then the surface of p(n) 
belongs to class 0Ιί~3'α(ω), 0 < α < 1 (see (Pogorelov, 1973)). If L(n) is analytic, then 
p(n) is analytic and, hence, Β is analytic (Pogorelov, 1973, 1978). The theorem is proved. 
In this theorem tougher condition are set to function L(n) than to function F(n) in 
Theorem 3.16. This circumstance is the result of condition in the problem of the existence 
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of a convex surface with a given sum of the principal radii of curvature, which are more 
limited with respect to the Minkowski problem. 
Proof of next two theorems are conducted in a similar manner with use of the inversion 
formula of the integral equation (3.10), the existence theorem of a convex surface with the 
main function of curvature radius given and results of the regular solution of problems of 
Minkowski and Christoffe 
Theorem 3.19. Let a regular (k times continuously differentia We, k > 4, or analytic) 
function ψ(η) on unit sphere ω in R3 be given, satisfying conditions 
1. 
J ηφ(τι)άωη — 0, 
2. 
J _ i / 
87Γ2 d< J 
< n , p > 2 > t 
(Δ + 2)ψ\(ρ) |< η,ρ >| 
\J< n,p >2 -t 
dwr 4π2 / 
ω(η) 
Δφ-(ρ) 
< η,ρ > 
dwp > 0, 
η 6 ω, 
where 
UI 
α and b are constant, α φ 0, 6 φ 0, α + 6 ψ 0. Then there exists a regular, at least 
(k — 3) times continuously differentiate (or respectively analytic) closed convex surface 
B, for which ψ(η) is equal to the sum of the area of its orthogonal projection on plane 
< χ, η >= 0 multiplied by 2a, and the area of its illuminated part in the direction η 
multiplied by b. Surface Β is determined uniquely, a part from a translation. 
Theorem 3.20. Let regular (k times continuously differentiate, k >1, or analytic) 
function φ(η) on unit sphere ω in R3 be given, satisfying conditions 
1. 
j ηφ(η)άωη = 0, 
ω 
2. 
p(n) < 0, ρ(η) - p"s{n) <0, η e ω, 
where 
I d J ( ^ 2 M , ( P ) | < » P > | ι , α τ μ 
oi^dí J y/< η,ρ >2 —t 4 π 2 J < η,ρ > μ 
<"·?>>' (=0 
ω 
α and b are constant, α φ 0, 6 φ 0, α + 6 φ 0. Index s denotes differentiation in point 
η on the arc of any large circle. Then there exists a unique (up to translation) regular 
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(belonging to class Ck~3'a, 0 < a < 1 or respectively analytic) closed convex surface B, 
for which function ψ (τι) is equal to the sum of the length of the boundary of its orthogonal 
projection on plane < χ, η >= 0, multiplied by 2a, and the average integral curvature of 
its illuminated part in the direction n, multiplied by 2b. Surface Β is determined uniquely, 
except for a translation. 
Theorems of stability definition of a convex surface by functionals of projections and 
illuminated parts are of interest from two points of view. From the standpoint of ge-
ometry there are very importanestimates of the proximity of surfaces, which are close 
to the functionals determining them. On the other hand some of the functionals appear 
in investigations of inverse problem of scattering, used in some approximation. In this 
connection theorems of stability allow us to confirm the stability definition of a scatterer 
by data of scattering. 
At first we provide an estimate of the stability definition ofa regular convex surface 
by function ψ(η) = 2aF(n) + bS(n). 
T h e o r e m 3.21. If two closed, strictly convex regular surfaces B\ and B2 have functions 
ψι{η) = 2aF1(n) + bS^n), φ 2(n) = 2 aF2(n) + bS2(n), α ^ 0, 6 ^ 0 , a + b ¿ Q k times 
continuously differentiate, k > 4, and the inequality 
is fulfilled, then at a certain location on surfaces B\ and B2 the difference of their support 
functions Hi(n), H2(n) satisfies the inequality 
where C > 0 is a certain constant. 
PROOF. Let Zj(n) denote the product of the principal radii of curvature of surface Bj, 
i = 1,2. Then functions ψ3(η) can be written in the form 
3.5 STABILITY 
I M « ) - v i M l l c v ) - e ' e > 0 
(3.47) 
U) ω ( η ) 
Using inversion formula (3.17), we have 
0 
where 
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Estimate the difference z2 — z\. By Theorem 3.6 
\\z2(n) - z,(n)||CM < C(a, b) ¡φ2(η) - , (3.48) 
where C(a,b) is constant, depending on a and b. 
Let Q be any set of non-zero measure at ω. Since surfaces B\ and B2 are smooth, 
then it is possible to write their surface functions G ^ ( Q ) in the form 
GW(Q) = j 2j(n)duv 
ω 
Therefore 
|G(2)(<3) - G(1)(<3)| < / [z2(n) - z,(N)]DU>N ω 
< mes Q max |z2(n) - Zi(n)| < 4π ||z2(n) - zi(ra)||CM · nÇQ v ' 
Hence, taking into account estimates (3.48) and ¡ ^ ( Ό — ^ι(ι)||<7«(ω) — ε w e 
|G(2)(Q) - G ( 1 )(Ç)| < C\6, where Cj = 4irC(a,b). Using now the Volkov theorem on the 
stability of the solution of the Minkowski problem (Volkov, 1963), we conclude, that at a 
certain location on surfaces B\ and B2 the difference of their support functions H\ and 
Hi satisfies the inequality 
I H2(n)-H,(n)\<Ce'l\ 
with a certain constant C > 0. The theorem is proved. 
To obtain the estimate of the stability definition of a regular convex surface by function 
φ(η) = 2 a L ( n ) + 2bM(n) an estimate of the stability of the solution of the Christoffel 
problem is used: if sums p\{n) and p2(n) of the principal radii of curvature of closed 
convex surfaces B\ and B2 differ by not more than ε then at a certain location their 
support functions Hi and H2 differ by not more than (in 2 — ε. From this and the 
theorem of stability of the solution of the integral equation it follows 
φ(η) = a J\< n,p >\[ñi(p) + ñ2(p)] άωρ + b J [ f t (ρ) + R2(p)} άωρ 
ω ω ( η ) 
at a 0, b ^ 0, α + δ φ 0. 
Theorem 3.22. If two closed, strictly convex regular surfaces B\ and B2 have functions 
φ](η) = 2aLj(n) + 2bMj(n) k times continuously differentiable, k > 4, and inequality 
| |V>2(n)-V iWII < e , ε > 0 
holds, then at a certain location on surfaces Β ι and B2 the difference of their support 
functions Hi, H2 satisfies inequality 
l\H2(n)-Hi(n)HCM<c(ln2-^e, 
where C > 0 is a certain constant. 
CHAPTER 4 
Integral Geometry 
In this chapter the problems of integral geometry are considered. The methods and results 
concerning this type problems are presented. Existence and uniqueness theorems, as well 
cis some inversion formulas are given. Some results are proved. 
The problems of determing unknown objects (functions, differential forms, tensor 
fields) their integral known on manifolds (curves, surfaces) are called the problems of 
the integral geometry. 
The problems of the integral geometry are connected with differential equations, in-
verse problems, group representations and one can find them in the geophysics, astronomy, 
or medicine. 
The first results here were received by (Funk, 1916; Radon, 1917). They founded the 
integral geometry and discovered the inversion formulas. 
Later, new problems of integral geometry were set, many theorems of the uniqueness 
and existence were proved, new inversion formulas were discovered and new applications 
were given. 
The problems of integral geometry are studied in the works of (Blaschke, 1916; John, 
1955; Gelfand et a l . , 1966; 1969; 1980; Gelfand and Goncharov, 1987; Kostelyanec and 
Reshethyak, 1954; Helgason, 1980; Semyanstyi, 1960; 1961; 1966; Kirillov, 1961; Solman, 
1976; Lavrent'ev and Romanov, 1966; Lavrent'ev et al . , 1970; Lavrent'ev and Bukhgeim, 
1973; Lavrent'ev et al . , 1986; Romanov, 1967; 1978; 1987; Lavrent'ev and Anikonov, 
1967; Anikonov, 1969a; 1969b; 1978a; 1978b; 1982; 1983; Anikonov and Romanov, 1979; 
Anikonov and Pestov, 1990; Anikonov and Stepanov, 1991; Anikonov and Shneiberg, 
1991; Bukhgeim, 1972; 1979; 1983; Mukhometov, 1977; Blagoveshchenskii, 1986; Pestov, 
1985; Pestov and Sharafutdinov, 1987; Sharafutdinov, 1989; Goncharov, 1988; Palamodov 
and Denisjuk, 1988). 
Applications and information are given in the papers by (Tikhonov et a l . , 1987; Nat-
terer, 1986). One general problem of the integral geometry is to find the function 
f ( x ) € C°°(R n ) , sup (1 + |x |m) 
lea» 
daf 
3 * Í V 
< oo, Vm > 0 
if we know the function 
/(»)= / η*)άμ, yeR", 
B(y) 
where B(y) C R " is a smooth manifold, y 6 R n , and μ is a measure on B(y) (Gelfand 
et al . , 1966). The Radon transform is 
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/ ( ω , ρ ) = j Ι(χ)άμ, y = (u,p), 
(ω,χ)=ρ 
Β{ν)={χ:(ω,χ)=ρ}, ω G R", |ω| = 1, ρ € R, a; G R". 
In this chapter we shall discuss some methods of the integral geometry, especially in the 
curve case and some applications. At first we give some review. 
4.1 INVERSION FORMULAS 
4.1.1. The Radon formulas 
The inversion formulas in problems of the integral geometry play a very important role 
in the theory and applications. 
Theorem 4.1. (Radon, 1917; Gelfand et al, 1966; Helgason, 1980). Let a function 
/(ω,ρ) be the Radon transform 
/(<*>, p) = j /(*)d"· 
(χ,ω)=ρ 
Then the function /(ω,ρ), ω Ε Ω, Ω = {ω, |ω| = 1}, ρ e R, satisfies the conditions: 
1. /(ω,ρ) € C°°(iì X R) , 
2. 
daf 
, Vm > 0, α > 0, sup(l + |pP) 
p6R dr 
3. / /(ω, p)pkdp is a homogeneous polynomial of the degree k depending on ω = 
R 
(wi,... ,ωη) and the inversion Radon formula 
H 2 ) O 
holds, where Δ 2 ? 1 is the Laplace operator of degree (n — l)/2. 
Other similar formulas are contained in the papers by (Semyanistyi, 1960; 1961; 1966; 
Gelfand et al., 1980). 
If η = 2, χι = χ, χ2 = y, χ2 + y2 < 1 
Ι ( Ψ , Ρ ) = / /(*,v)dZ, 0<φ<2π, -1 < ρ < 1, 
χ cos φ+y sin φ=ρ 
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then the different inversion formulas may be written on the basis of Theorem 4.1. 
1 π 1 
= JdípJ \Ρ~Γη\άΡ 
' ο - ι 
v ' ο -1 
* 1 
όγίάφΙ df(<p,p) 1 dp | p - r n 
π 1 
dp 
= T^r« í dtP f /(v.p)7 ( 2 t ) 2 J j/ (p - rn) 2 
oo oo Γ 1 
- ( C ? / / M — S · ' ) « " ^ ' 
rn = χ cos <¿> + j/ sin φ. 
4 . 1 . 2 . T h e o t h e r formulas 
In this section we consider the problem of the integral geometry to find the function /(x), 
χ G R 3 such that 
/(7) = J f(x)dl, 
where 7 is a line passing through a smooth curve Γ C R 3 . The function /(γ) is supposed 
to be known for all lines such that 7 Π Γ ^ 0. 
T h e o r e m 4 .2 . (Kiriliov, 1961) A function 
f(x) € C°° (R 3 ) , sup (1 + |x|m) 
igR3 
daf 
< 00, Vm > 0 , a > 0 
is restored by /(γ) and the inversion formulas hold if and only if { ι : ( ι , ω ) = ρ } Π Γ / 0 
for almost all (ω,ρ), |ω| = 1, ρ 6 R . 
(Tuy, 1983) discovered the inversion formulas for the functions with compact support 
when the curve is bounded, provided that almost every hyperplane intersecting the sup-
port of the unknown function meets the curve Γ transversally in some point. (Finch, 
1985) investigated the analogous inversion procedure for the class of the curves which did 
not satisfy the hypotheses of Tuy. 
(Blagoveshchenskii, 1986) found the inversion formulas when the curve Γ is a circle 
in R 3 . He found essentially new formulas. The uniqueness theorems for the integral 
geometry problems when unknown functions have a compact support were studied by 
(Anikonov, 1978; Helgason, 1980; Leahy et al . , 1979). 
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4.1.3. Integral geometry on the sphere 
The problems of integral geometry on a sphere were considered in the papers of (Blaschke, 
1916; Semyanistyi, 1960; 1961; 1966; Helgason, 1980). The unknown functions were 
supposed to be even on the sphere. 
Let η, ρ be a point of the unit sphere S in R3 with the center at the origin, (n,p) the 
inner product η £ S, ρ 6 S, Γ(η) = { p e 5 , {η, ρ) = 0}, 5(η) = {ρ Ε S, (η, ρ) > 0}, Δ be 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator, and α, b be the constants. 
One of the integral geometry problems is to determine the function f(n) E C°°(S), 
provided the function / (p) is known, ρ 6 S, 
f = 2a J f(n)dr + b J (Δ + 2)/(n)dS, 
Γ » S(n) 
the function / (p) is not necessary even, (see Section 3.2). 
Theorem 4.3. (Anikonov and Stepanov, 1991) Let α Í 0, b φ 0, α + b φ 0. The 
inversion formula holds 
f(n) = ¿ / Φ(ρ)(1 - (n,p))ln(l - (n,p))dS, 
with 
φ( η ) = _ _ i _ A f (A + 2) y i (p) (u ,p)d5 1 f 
8*2dt, I \!(n, p)2 — t 4 y (n,p)2>( / ( n ' P ) 2 - ; 
Avp-(p)d5 
S(n) 
1 + b i ,c ± y(p) ±Ψ(-Ρ) ψ\ = ~ψ - —-,——¡τ / φα s, ψ1 = . α 4πα(α + b) 
4.1.4. Equation for function μ(φ) 
In this section we consider the generalized problem of the integral geometry, namely, we 
seek two functions f ( x ) E C°°(|a;| < 1), χ = (xi,x2) and μ{φ) e C°°([0,27γ]), given the 
function 
χ cos φ+y s in φ—γ 
It should be noted that if the function μ(φ) is known, the problem is linear and the inverse 
formula for the function f ( x ) holds (Kuchment, 1989). 
Theorem 4.4. (Anikonov and Shneiberg, 1991) The function μ(φ), 0 < ψ < 2π is the 
solution of the differential equation 
1 
/ df{<p,p) 
3φ + μ(ψ)ρΙ (ψ, p) e
M ' < * ) P d p = 0 , ^ = 
αφ 
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Other similar results are contained in the papers of (Anikonov, 1983; Anikonov and 
Shneiberg, 1991). 
In particular, the uniqueness class of two-dimensional integral geometry problem con-
sists of the smooth functions /(χι,χί ,φ) such that 
d . d \df 
4.1.5. Support theorems 
Let f(P) be the Radon transform 
f(P) = J ¡(χ)άμ, 
Ρ 
where F is a plane. 
Theorem 4.5. (Helgason, 1980). Let the following conditions hold 
ι. f(x) e c°°(Rn ) , 
2. \xn\ |/(x)| < oo, Vit > 0, X e Rn , 
3. 3A > 0 such that f{P) = 0 for all Ρ : />(0, P) > A, where ρ is a distance in Rn. 
Then f(x) = 0, |x| > A. 
Theorem 4.6. (Logvinenko, 1988). Let the following conditions hold 
1. f(x) e C°°(Rn), f(x) = o(|x|_fc), Vk > 0, X -» oo, 
2. the function 
/(ω,ρ)= J }{χ)άμ 
satisfies the condition / < and cw > 0, εω > 0 are constants, 
3. 3A > 0 and a set e G Ω, με / 0 such that /(ω, ρ) = 0, ω G e, |p| > Α. 
Then Support /(χ) is a compact set. 
4.1.6. Inversion formulas for tensor fields 
m 
Let /(x , i ) = Σ /¿i...¿míti · · -ítmi x € Rn , = 1, τη > 0 be a tensor field such that 
¿=o 
i . /(*,£) e R » x | i | = i), 
daf 
2. sup (1 + xk 
r€R" 
< oo, Vfc > 0, a, > 0. 
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We consider here the problem of the integral geometry to find f{x,£) if we know the 
function 
/ W ) = / f(x + tU)dt-
Theorem 4.7. (Sharafutdiriov, 1989) If the conditions 1 and 2 hold, then 
3. / = / + di>, Sf = 0, 
4. 
[ m / 2 ] 
Jfc=0 
μ"7· 
Ck are constants, i, Δ, d, j, μ are the operators defined in the paper of (Sharafutdi-
nov, 1989). 
4.2 THE UNIQUENESS AND SOLVABILITY 
4.2.1. Integral geometry problem uniqueness of the solution 
Consider the two-dimensional problem of finding a smooth function f{r,<p), 0 < r < 1, 
0 < ψ < 2π from the function 
/(/>,«) = ¿ / / ( r , V > ^ 1 + ^ r ^ d r , 0 < ρ < 1, 0 < α < 2π, 
Ψί = α - ( - 1 Γψ-ΡΦΑ^Ρ), Φ 6 C^O < ρ < r < I), φχ{ρ, ρ) = φ2(ρ, ρ). 
This problem is equivalent to the problem in the integral geometry where curves have 
group properties (Romanov, 1967). 
Theorem 4.8. (Romanov, 1967) If f(p, α) = 0, 0 < ρ < 1, 0 < a < 2π, then f(r,tp) = 0, 
0 < r < 1, 0 < ψ < 2ττ. 
The generalizations and applications of this result may be found in the book by (Romanov, 
1987). In particular, using the inversion formulas one can prove the uniqueness theorem 
when manifolds are not a plane or a sphere. 
4.2.2. Uniqueness of the solution of the integral geometry problems in the 
class of analytic functions 
Let the smooth manifolds Β(ζ,ρ), ζ G R n , ρ > 0 satisfy the condition 
B(*,p)CÍÍ+(¿,p) = { ( a : , y ) : z € R n , y > 0, \x - z¡2 + y2 < ρ, η > 1}. 
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T h e o r e m 4 . 9 . (Anikonov, 1978) Let the function f(x,y) £ C°°(x G R n , y > 0) be 
analytic in the variable y in the domain χ E R " , y > 0. If 
j /(χ,ν)άμ = 0, ζ 6 R n , ρ > 0, 
Β (ζ,ρ) 
then f(x,y) = 0, χ G R n , y > 0. 
4 . 2 . 3 . Differential identities and integral g e o m e t r y 
The differential identities can be used well to prove the uniqueness, stability, and existence 
theorems of the solution in integral geometry. Here we consider only the two-dimensional 




— c J cos θ + 
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where W(x, y, z), ß(x,y,z), c(x,y) (dc/dz = 0), d(x,y) (dd/dz = 0) are functions in C2 
in the domain 2 2 + j / 2 < l , 0 < 2 < 2 π. Here we give the application of Theorem 2.17 
when D is a circle. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 0 . (Anikonov, 1978) The following identity holds 
ft fi fifí 
M W — M V K - M f - M W = - — 






d (dWdW\ d_ídW_dW\ d ( dW ¿dW 
dy \ dx dz J dx \ dy dz ) dz \ dy dx 
x2 + y2< 1, 0<ζ<2π. 
In the case when c = 0 and d = 0 the identity is the same as obtained by (Mukhometov, 
1977). Let λ {χ,y), /x(x,j/), a(x,y), b(x,y), c(x,y), and d(x,y) be smooth functions in the 
domain x1 y2 < 1, and 
7 ( z , t ) = {x(s;z,t), y(s;z,t), z| j=0 = cos z, ^|s=0 = s i n * } 
be a set of smooth extremals of the functional 
J |adz + bdy + X^Jdx2 + dy2 
which joins the points (cos z, sin z) and (cos i, sin t). Assume that the set 7 is regular. In 
this section we consider the non-linear problem of integral geometry to find the functions 
λ, μ, α, 6, c, and d if the functions 
f(z,t)= j [cdx + ddy + μχ/άχ2 + dy2 , 
•v(*,0 
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y' θ(ζ,t) = arctan— 
x ,=o 
are known in the domain 0 < ζ < 2π, O < t < 2π. From Theorem 4.10 it follows. 
Theorem 4.11. (Anikonov, 1978) Let the functions λ, μ be known for (x, y) with 
da db de 3d . 
x2+y2 = I. Then the functions X(x, y), μ(x, y), -——, and -—— are uniquely 
Oy ox oy ox 
determined from the functions f ( z , i) and θ(ζ,ί). 
The problems in multidimensional cases were considered by (Romanov, 1978; 1987) and 
(Pestov, 1985). Pestov was the first to use the curvature of Riemann spaces in identities. 
4.2.4. Integral geometry and evolution equations 
In the case of a line integral the integral geometry problems reduce to Cauchy problems 
for evolution equations (Anikonov, 1969a; Lavrent'ev and Anikonov, 1967). After solving 
these problems, the unknown functions can be found by formulas. 
The two-dimensional problem of integral geometry reduced to the inverse problem for 
the transport equation: 
dW dW . dW „ . 
cosy? + — - sin<¿> + = f(x,y), 
dy dψ dx 
H=0 = f(x,v), l e R , 0 < < ^ < π , y> 0, 
where the functions W(x,y,<p) and f(x,y) are unknown. Information is given by the 
function / ( χ , φ ) . The function K(x,y1tp) is the curvature. 
Theorem 4.12. (Anikonov, 1978a) Let a smooth function u(x,y,z) be the solution to 
the Cauchy problem 
du(x,y,p) 
dp ( i - p
2 ) άη Ξ Au, 
Then 
ulj,=o = / (z ,arcsinz) . 
REMARK . If the function Κ does not depend on y, we have 
u(x,y,z) = evAf. 
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4.2.5. On the solvability of a problem of integral geometry. 
We consider here the question of solvability of a integral geometry problem in the case 
when the integration curves are geodesies of a fixed analytic metrics. Let 
dS 2 = 5 (x ,y) (dx 2 + dy2)) (4.1) 
be an analytic metrics defined on the (x,y)— plane. Henceforth, we suppose that Β > 0 
and dB/dy < 0. We denote by φ) the geodesic of the metrics (4.1) emanating from 
the point (ξ, 0) at an angle φ. Let η(ξ, φ) be the part of -γ(£, φ) lying in the half-plane 
y > 0. The problem we consider is to find the function f(x,y) in the region y > 0 if the 
function 
/«,¥>)= / f(x,y)yjdx2 + dy> 
-Υ(ί,ν) 
is given for — δ < ξ < ¿ and 0 < ψ < a. 
We start with giving preliminaries. Denote by η(ζ, φ), η > ζ, a point of the line y = 0 
that belongs to the geodesic φ), and let θ(ξ,ψ) be the angle between 7(ξ, φ) and 
the χ - axis at the point (»?,0). Set α(ξ, ψ) = 0) sin y, b(Ç,(p) = Β(η(ξ, φ), 0) sin φ. 
Assuming 
t f v/dx2 + dy> -J Β 
Ί 
the equations for geodesies of the metrics (4.1) become 
d2x dB d2y 3B r n , n _ R 2 
d x + y - Β · ( 4 · 2 ) 
It is easily seen that any first analytic integral of (4.2) can be written in the form 
f = u(x, y, y')x' + v(x, y, y') 
where u(x, y, y) is an even analytic function of j/', and v(x,y, y') is an odd analytic function 
of»'· 
In the following we shall consider real analytic functions in a neighbourhood of the 
origin of the real Euclidean space R 2 . 
Let E be the set of all analytic functions g(x, z), χ g R , ζ £ R . We denote by Τ the 
set of analytic functions r(x, z) generated by the first integrals of system (4.2); namely, if 
f = u(x, y, y')x' + v(x, y, y) 
is a first integral of (4.2), then 
r(x, z) = u ( x , 0, z) + v(x, 0, z). 
Let E/T be the quotient space of the equivalence classes: g\ ~ g ,̂ gi — € T . Let A be 
the set of functions /(ζ,φ), with 
Ht, Ψ) = \ m + B(η, 0) COS ψ) - 9{η, -b){ 1 - Β(η, 0) cos Ö)] 
- i [9(ξ, α)(1 + Β(ξ, 0) cos ψ) - 9(ξ, - α ) ( 1 - Β(ξ, 0)) cos φ], 
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where η, 6, α, 0 are the above defined functions, g € E. Denote such a representation of 
the functions /(£, φ) by Ag and write / = Ag. 
We denote by Dg, g e E, the analytic function f{x,y) of the variables (x,y) defined 
as follows: we consider the system of the equations 
duk dvk 
p = _ U t + l B ψ _ ^ ± 1 _ (2k + J ) . ^ , 
Oy ax ox Ox Oy 
with the Cauchy data 
ufc|y=o = u°(x)> vfcl»=o = υ°(χ)> 
such that oo 
Yl[{u°kzlk + vy^)}=g(x,z), g Ç E. 
k—0 
If this problem has an analytic solution uk, vk, k = 1 ,2 , . . . , then by definition 
dB dB duo „ 
Dg = uo^- + v0— + -x-B. Ox Oy Ox 
Theorem 4.13. (Anikonov ,1978a) 
1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the integral geometry problem 
in the class of analytic functions f(x,y) is that the function 
m,v)= J f(x,y)yjdx* + dy* 
Mi.*) 
can be represented in the form } = Ag. Moreover, for any function g(x, ζ) the 
operation Dg is defined, and 
Ag = J Dgjdx* + Ay». 
Μΐ.ν) 
2. Agi = Agì if and only if the equivalence classes of E/T corresponding to the functions 
gi and g-i coincide. 
3. If 
J fiy/d^ + W = J h\Jdx2 + dj/2 
τ τ 
and if fi, i = 1,2, are analytic functions, then fi(x,y) = /¡(x, y). 
We shall give the proof of this theorem in Section 4.5. 
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4.2.6. Integral geometry and the structure of Riemann spaces 
Let M be an η - dimensional (η > 2) simply-connected compact Riemann manifold of the 
class C°° with a metric tensor g = {gt) ) and a strictly convex boundary dM. 
We introduce the following notation: R¿¿w is the curvature tensor of the metric g, Tx 
is the tangent space at x, SIM is the tangent bundle of unit vectors, ÍIM = {(x, í ) : x G 
Μ, ξ<ΞΤχ), 
líl = \¡9iÁ*)W 
(here and below summation from 1 to η over repeated subscripts and supscripts is under-
stood), 
ΩδΜ = {(χ,ξ):χ£άΜ, £er„ \ξ\ = 1, (ί,«(0)<0}, 
where v(x) is the outward normal to dM at the point x, and ~fx¿(t) is the geodesic defined 
by the initial data 7x^(0) = χ, 7ι,ξ(0) = ξ. 
The set of the smooth (class C°°) covariant symmetric tensor fields of valency m, 
m > j on M and dM is denoted by SmM and SmdM, respectively. Define the operation of 
symmetric covariant differentiation dSmM —> Sm+JM, d = aV, where σ is the symmetric 
operator and V is the operator of the covariant differentiation with respect to the metric 
g. Henceforth we shall assume that M is the dispersing manifold: any geodesic of it leaves 
a compactum Κ C Μ, Κ C\dM = 0. We define the function ί°(χ,ξ), (x,£) G Ω~Μ as the 
length of the geodesic "fx,(, (x, ξ) G i l - M , and call it the hodograph of the metric g. By 
the assumptions we have made about M, the hodograph ί°(χ,ξ) is well-defined on il~M. 
Suppose that / = /^...¿„, and / £ SmM. 
Consider the integrals along the geodesic joining points of dM 
/(*,£)= / I n . . , J ( 4 - 3 ) 
o 
Theorem 4.14. (Pestov and Sharafutdinov, 1987) Let M be a compact dispersing 
manifold with a strictly convex boundary dM, and suppose that the sectional curvatures 
of M are nonpositive, that is at each point χ 6 M, 'R^kiCv1^7]' < 0 for any ξ, η G Tx. 
Then the integral (4.3) vanishes when (χ,ξ) € Sl~dM if and only if 
f = dv, ν e Sm-iM, v\aM = 0, m > 1, / = 0, m = 0. 
It turns out that such theorems of the integral geometry enable us to determine the 
structure of the Riemann space from the integral information. 
Theorem 4.15. (Anikonov and Pestov, 1989) Suppose that the conditions of Theo-
rem 4.14 are satisfied. Then the equations of geodesies admit a first integral 
j(7*,t(t), %At)) = · · · 7xm( ι 
where u = (ut, U2,. • •, um) £ SmM if and only if there is a field u G SmdM such that 
We shall give detailed analysis of this results in Section 4.4. 
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4.3 SOME APPLICATIONS 
We consider a multidimensional inverse kinematic problem and obtain the necessary and 
sufficient conditions in order that some differential relations for unknown functions are 
held. 
T h e proof is based on the theorems of the integral geometry. One formulation of 
the multidimensional inverse kinematic problem consists in the following: in the ball 
ω = {a: : χ < 1} of the real Euclidean space of variables χ — ( χ ι , . . . , χ η ) , η > 2 we 
consider a 3 times continuously di f ferent ia te metric 
ds2 = A(x)2 |dx|2, (4.4) 
such that any two points ρ G ω, q G ω can be joined by a unique geodesic *y(p, q) of the 
metric (4.4); the function 
W(p,q)= J A(x)|dx|, |p| = 1, \q\ = 1, 
Μρ.ι) 
is assumed to be known, and it is required to find A(x) for |x| < 1. 
This problem has an important physical interpretation in the seismology. T h e function 
A(x) = l/t>(x) is the inverse to the propagation speed of a perturbation. T h e function 
W(p,q) is the time this propagation takes along the geodesic 7 ( p , q ) . T h e formulated 
problem consists in determining the velocity υ(χ) on the basis of the times W(p,q), 
W = 1, M = 1. 
Some results on the uniqueness, stability and existence of the multidimensional kine-
matic problem solutions and of the integral geometry closely related to the inverse kine-
matic problem are contained in the papers of (Anikonov, 1978a; b; Romanov, 1987). T h e 
constructive techniques to solve these problems are particularly interesting in some ap-
plications. Here, necessary and sufficient conditions are presented so that the differential 
relations for the known function W(p,q), |p| = 1, |<?| = 1 and the unknown function A(x), 
|x| < 1 are simultaneously satisfied. We proceed to formulate the results. Suppose that 
the components u(x), k — 1 , 2 , . . . , η of the vector-valued function u(x) satisfy the system 
of equations 
_ k / · duk _ dvj_ , . 
dxj dxk ^ dxk dxj 
In the case for η = 2 this is the system of the Cauchy-Riemann equations; for η > 2 its 
general solution is given by 
u(x) = Ax- Bx2 + 2 x(B, x) + C 
where A is a constant matrix with the elements Ajk such that Ajk = —Akj, k φ j, 
Ajj = Aq, Β and C are constant vectors, and {B,x) is an inner product. There is a 
considerable difference between the classes of the vector-valued functions u(x) for η = 2 
and η > 2. 
Let Uk{x) — ( t i f c j , . . . , Ujfe„) and v(x) = (vk,,..., Vkn) be vector-valued functions satis-
fying (4.5) for any k. We set 
1 n 
αυ = ñ Σ (uk,vk, + Uk,vk]) , 
1 k=1 
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and let 
Q = Σ aHx'ix'i· 
i,i=ι 
Along any geodesic 7 we have 
^ = Σ ( έ + ^ . ¿ μ ) ) k l = A, 
where 
L ^ = A(x) (gradA,U j t ) + ^ è ^ , 
Consider the differential expression 
L w = ± 
k=1 
where 
w{p,q)= J A(x)|dx|, 
Uk{q)'S) {Vk{q)'S) - (Ut(p)'S) 
/ dw dw\ dw 
dq \dqi ' " ' ' dqn J ' dp (dw dw \ dpi ' " ' ' dpj 
and u(x) and υ(χ) are vector-valued functions satisfying (4.5). 
Theorem 4.16. (Anikonov and Pestov, 1990a) In order that 
Lw = <p(q) -φ(ρ), Μ = 1, b| = 1 
for some continuously differentiable function φ(χ), |x| < 1 it is necessary and sufficient 
that 
f ^ · = Σ (^L fcA + ut.L¿AÍ , t = l ,2 , . . . ,n . 
α χ · k=1 
To formulate another result in the inverse kinematic problem we suppose that u(x) satisfies 
(4.5) and has no more restrictions. Consider the differential operators Lu;, LA such that 
Lw = ( § J , u ( , ) ) + ( ^ M P ) ) + ß», 
~ (d\ . Λ 1 du 
L A = « ( * ) ] + - s p - + /?A, 
du . duk 
where β is a constant, sp — is the trace of the matrix ——, k, j = 1, 2 , . . . , n. 
ox dxj 
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d2Lw . . r , 
where is a matrix ol the order n. 
Opuq 
Let Γ(<) denote the gamma function, Ap, dq denote the surface area elements of the 
sphere δω at the points ρ and q respectively, and let 
||F|| = sup|f(9)|, qeD. 
Theorem 4.17. (Anikonov, 1978a) The following inequalities hold 
|Lw II 
— A > 
I c h II C(dwxdw) 
J ì - ^ i J J 
dui du) 
From Theorem 4.17 we obtain the table 
Ü = (0 ,0 ,1) = k, 
ü = [fc,x], 
ü = χ, 
ü — α0χ + [λ, χ], 
ö = ak + [λ, χ], 
ü = —k \x\2 + 2 x ( k , x), 
ü = ao — k |x|2 + 2 x ( k , x), 
ü = —k |x|2 + 2 x ( k , x) + ak, 
ν - F(x!,X2), 
ν = F{x\ + x\i xz), 
••='*" (à: 
υ — x3F VXÏ+X\ y ^ T ^ g - c - o a r C a n ^ A , ) ) 
X3 
ν — F + xl, X3 — a arctan —^ , 
xî \ 
' > 1 / ' 
ι |2 I-T / Xi υ = x r 
υ = \Jx\ + x\F 
X2 c*0x3 + F I 
υ = y/x\ + x\F î i , 
y/x\ + x\ ) ' 
x-i |x|2 + a \ 
x*'y/xl + x 2 j ' 
where u = u(x), η = 3, υ{χ) = 1/λ(χ), and F is an arbitrary function. 
We consider a certain inverse kinematic problem connected with geometry as well. 
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Let R71 be the n— dimensional Euclidean space of variables χ — (χι, 
η = 2,3,..., and Q be the ball |x| < R, with the boundary dQ. Let Β be an m- di-
mensional differentiate manifold embedded in the ball Q with the local coordinates 
u = (ui, «2 , . . . , wm) a n <i the corresponding local parametrization χ = x{u), |u| < 1, 
m < n. 
Consider the Riemann metric 
ds2 = A2(x)(dx2 + . . . + dx2) = A2(X) |dx|2 
on the ball Q and let ρ denote a point of the sphere dQ. ds2 induces a Riemann metric 
ds2 = ^ A¿;(w)du,dw; 
•=1 }=1 
on the manifold B. Here we set 
m dx 
dx, = Σ —'-du, 
j " = l
 υα1 
in the equality ds2 = A2dx2. If some integral information linked with manifold Β is given 
on the surface of the sphere dQ, then the problem of investigating this manifold Β with 
induced metric given above is of interest for geophysics. Such an information may be 
given as a function 
j A |dx| -I- a(x(u)) = g(u,p) 
Ί (*M.P) 
of the variables u and p, where 7 ( x ( u ) , p ) is a geodesic of the metric ds2 = A2 |dx|2 joining 
the points x(u) G Β and ρ G dQ. Here the functions a = a(x) and A = A(x), as well as 
the parametrization χ = x(u) are unknown a priori. The given function g(u,p) may, in 
general, be not even continuous. 
Before we formulate the results of this problem, let us give a physical interpretation 
of the terms above. The ball Q is the Earth, the manifold Β C Q is the set of earthquake 
hypocenters, 1/A(x) = υ(χ) is the propagation speed of the solid waves in the Earth, a(x) 
is the starting time of an earthquake at the hypocenter χ = x(u). The given function 
g(u,p) is the "indexed" time of the arrival of the disturbance on the surface of the Earth, 
registered by seismometers, where u is the "index" of the earthquake, and ρ is the "index" 
of the seismometer. 
Theorem 4.18. Let the function A(x) be twice differentiabie and suppose that through 
every pair of points X\ and X2 in the ball Q there passes a unique geodesic ~/(xi, X2) of 
the metric ds2 = A2 |dx|2. 
Then the function R(u,pi,p2) — g{u,p\) — g{u,p2) of the variables (u,pi,p2), |u| < 1, 
Pi G dQ, is continuously differentiabie and the following formula holds: 
2 m m j 
dw2 = Σ Σ <M")du,duj = -
»=1 j=1 4 
A dR 
i-
ιιιαΛ ; — P1.P2 f r í OU j 1=1 1 
From Theorem 4.18 it is clear that the intrinsic geometry of the Riemannian manifold Β is 
determined by the function g(u,p). This leads to corollaries of an interest for applications. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. Let the dimension of the space R N be three, and Β be a dosed convex 
level surface of a function λ = A(x) ; that is, Β - { λ ( ι ) = c } . Then the surface Β is 
uniquely determined by the function g(u,p) to within the similarity and position in the 
ball Q. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let m = τι and let Β be a simply-connected region with a smooth 
boundary; then both the function λ = λ (χ) , χ e Β, and the region Β are uniquely 
determined by the function g(u, p) to within the conformai transformations of the region 
B. 
Given additional hypotheses on Β and the function a (x ) we may somewhat strengthen 
Theorem 4.18, namely 
Theorem 4.19. Let Β be a simply-connected n-dimensional region with a smooth bound-
ary and let the function α(χ) = 0, χ 6Β. Then the elements of the matrix c v ( u ) inverse 
to Xij(u) satisfy the relationship 
dg dg 
¿=1 j=1 uu> uu3 
for allp G dQ and, therefore, are uniquely determined by the set gk(u) = g{u,Pk) of values 
( ß /ß k 
—— I I —— ou,) \ouj 
is nonzero, k = 1 , 2 , . . . , n(n + 1 ) , t , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n . 
Here the function a: £ Β and the region Β are unique to within the conformai maps. 
4.4 THE STRUCTURE OF RIEMANN SPACES AND PROBLEMS OF 
THE INTEGRAL GEOMETRY 
The aim of this section is to formulate and prove the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the resolvability of Riemann spaces, and the existence of certain structures in these 
spaces, using the integral information associated with the geodesies. We give a detailed 
analysis of the results reported in section 4.2.6. 
The proofs are based on the differential identities and theorems of uniqueness and sta-
bility of solutions to problems in integral geometry. The results can be used, in particular, 
by determining the Riemann metric by the lengths of geodesies which connect the bound-
ary points of a smooth Riemann manifold. This problem is sometimes called the problem 
of nonlinear tomography. Its solution can be appreciably simpler if the Riemann space 
has an additional structure, e. g., a primary integral of geodesies. We shall establish the 
criteria for the existence of a primary integral which is a homogeneous polynomial with 
respect to the vector tangent of the geodesic. The existence of this integral is equivalent 
to the conservation of some symmetric covariant tensor field by the flow of geodesies, or 
(which is the same ) to the identity du = 0, where d denotes the symmetric part of the 
covariant derivative. Besides, we shall consider the symmetric tensor fields which satisfy 
the equation du = a(g ® g ® . . . 0 g ) where σ denotes symmetrization, g is the metric 
tensor, and ® denotes the tensor product. 
The criteria for the existence of these fields on manifolds with a convex boundary of 
nonpositive curvature are given in terms of the lengths of the geodesies connecting the 
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boundary points . In conclusion we shall formulate a criterion for the zero Gaus s i an cur-
vature of a two-dimensional R iemann metric; it is based on the so-called turning number 
of geodesic which connect the boundary points of a circle. 
4.4.1. Designations, preliminary considerations and results. 
We a s s u m e that M is a smooth n— dimensional Riemann manifold and Τ is a tangent 
fibre bundle for M. Let us denote the points of Τ by (χ, ξ), where χ Ε M and ξ 6 Tx (Τχ 
is a tangent space at the point x ) . We use coordinate sys tems 
on T , where U C M is the domain of definition of the coordinates (U, x1,..., xn) on M , 
π is a project ion Τ —> M , and are the coordinates of the vector ζ G T x with respect to 
the basis d/dx\ i = 1 , . . . , ra. 
Let |£| denote the length of a vector ξ € Tx, = y gi](x)('(3, where gij(x) are 
covariant components of the metric tensor. We use the conventional rule which implies 
summat ion for recurring subscr ipts and superscripts . Let us consider the submanifo ld Ω 
of unit vectors in Τ : 
η = { ( χ , ξ ) £ Τ : ξ € Π τ } , 
where Ω χ is a unit sphere at the point x , and use on Ω the s a m e coordinates as on T , 
bearing in mind that |£| = 1. 
We shall introduce some object s of tensor analysis on the tangent fibre bundle for the 
manifold M (see (Pestov and Sharafutdinov, 1988)). 
A tensor of type (r , 5) on the manifold Τ is called a semi-basic tensor if it can be 
represented as 
u = ® . . . ® ® dar" ( g l . . . ® áxj' (4.6) 
31 -J'QÇn Q£,r 
in each coordinate sy s tem ( π _ 1 ( / , χ 1 , . . . , . . . , £ " ) on T . Here u ^ e C ^ Ì t t ^ U ) . 
The coefficients in (4.6) are supposed to be real functions. B y BTS we denote the fibre 
bundle of (r, s)— tensors on T, and 0ΓΛ(Τ, BTS) denotes the set of sections in this fibre 
bundle, i. e. the set of smooth semi-basic (r , 5)— tensor fields on T . If TV is a submanifo ld 
in T, we denote the restriction of C°°{T,BTS) on Ν by C°°(N,B¡). In the scalar case 
r = s = 0, and we use the designation C°°(N). We can extend the conventional algebraic 
tensor operat ions , such as addit ion, tensor multiplication, or convolution, to semi-basic 
tensors. T h e Riemann metr ic determines the operat ion of changing f rom subscr ipts to 
superscripts and vice versa, and allows us to introduce a scalar product 
(u, v) = uil...imv'i~'m, (u,u) = M2, 
for tensors of equal valency m = r + s. 
T h e differential operators of the first order V and V : C ° ° ( T , Brs) - > C ° ° ( T , Brs+1) can 
be defined in the coordinate form as 
Wk <*) ~ dik v kU(>) - vkU(°) gpu(·)' 
where are the Christoffel symbols of the metric tensor V t u ^ j can b e found by 
the rules of covariant differentiation for the ordinary (r , s)— tensor fields on M . T h e 
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operators V and V are called the vertical and the horizontal covariant derivatives (see 
(Pestov and Sharafutdinov, 1988)), respectively. Hereafter, we shall use these terms. The 
following formulas for these operators can be directly verified: 
ν ν ν υ ν h h υ 
V/t V i - V i V/t —Vk V i - V I Vit = 0, 
( v * V , - V ; V t ) u = - R ^ VpU, u e C°°(T), (4.7) 
Vkgij = V k g i j = o, Vfc¿j=Vjt¿Í = o, v ¿ r = o, V j C = q , 
where (R.}^) is a curvature tensor. We define contravariant derivatives 
h · .. h υ • ν 
ν ' = </ ' J Vi, V ' ^ f t V i , 
where g1* are the contravariant components of the metric tensor. 
The operator V can also be considered on the fields which belong to C°°(fi, BTS), 
h h 
because V . = 0 and, consequently, V i , i — 1, · . . , η, are vectors tangent to Ω for 
all (χ,ζ) ê Ω. Besides, there are tangent vectors P, on Ω, which are defined by the 
decomposition 
V , = i ^ , . R + P„ fl = r V i , = V , - £ , V j ) , (4.8) 
where — g t J£3 , and hence the operator 
Ρ : c~(n, B¡) - c°°(íi, b;+1), (Pu)^ = (p.^J) 
is defined correctly. Let P ' = g i j ^ j -
The ordinary tensor fields on M can be identified with semi-basic fields whose com-
ponents are independent of We shall consider symmetric tensor fields on M , i. e. 
(0, τη)— tensor fields whose covariant components are symmetric about subscript trans-
positions. 
Let Sm be a fibre bundle of symmetric tensors on M with valency τη, and (7°°( Af, Sm) 
be a set of smooth symmetric tensor fields on M. The restriction of C°°(M, Sm) on dM 
is denoted by C°°(dM, Sm). 
By d : C'X(M, Sm) —> C°°(M, Sm+1) we denote the symmetric covariant derivative (see 
(Sharafutdinov, 1984)), d = a V , where σ denotes symmetrization, and V is the operator 
of covariant derivative. We define the divergence S : C°°(M, Sm) —> C°°(M, Sm-1), m > 1, 
as 
( ¿ « k . = ·,...,•„_,, u e C°°(M, sm). 
The operator 6d is a natural generalization of the Laplacian for symmetric tensor fields, 
in particular, the Dirichlet problem 
Sdu - / , u\aM = UQ 
has a unique solution for any UQ € C°°(dM,Sm) and / 6 C°°(M, Sm) (see (Pestov and 
Sharafutdinov, 1988)). 
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For symmetric tensors u and ν we define symmetric product u v = σ(ι ι ® v ) , and 
denote the symmetric power of a tensor u by 
u m = a ( u <g> u ® . . . ® u ) . 
Let u e C°°(M, Sm), m > 1. Then < u,( > will denote a function on Τ (or on Ω ) which 
is defined in coordinate notation as 
<u,(>=uii..,Jx)e* ...C", ξ e Tx, ξΕίϊχ. 
Let Η = (i V be the geodesic flow of a manifold M (see (Godbillon, 1969)) , and let Sh 
and Sv be horizontal and vertical divergence, respectively, 
6hu = V ; i í \ 6vu =V¿w'· 
Of crucial importance for the proof is the following identity. 
L e m m a 4 . 1 . Let w e C°°(T). Then the identity 
h 
Vw 2 - Rijk¡Ctk V3w v'w + Sv(VwHw) = 6h{V + 2w VHw) - 2 w 6 h ( V Hw) (4.9) 
is true for a semi-basic vector field V which is defined by 
V =Vjw(? Vjw - C Vjw) 
PROOF. B y definition, 
£'V|U> = Hw. 
h . 
As a result of the action of the operator SJ3w V j, we have 
h 
Vw 2 - f V'w Vj ViW =V3w VjHw = Sh{w VHw) - wSh(V Hw). (4 .10) 
Let us rearrange the second term on the left-hand side of this equation. According to 
(4.7), we obtain. 
2f V'w Vj V¡w = V'w Vi V,w =Vi{C V'w V'w)+ V;(f V'w Viw) 
υ • h h h. h ν • h h 




- f ViW Vj V3W. 
Here the first, fourth and sixth terms form S h V . Taking commutation formulas (4.7) into 
account we find 
. h . 
2 f V'w Vj ViW = 8hV + ¿ " ( V u i · Hw) + R ^ f C V3w v'w -
Substituting this expression in (4 .10) we obtain (4.9) . 
Let λ 6 R 1 . We define a differential operator 
Ρχ = ν · Ρ , + λ Η, 
h 
Vw 
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and an operator of the homogeneous extension of power Λ 
Rxw = I ^ ^ í l ) , í € T „ t¿0, w&C°°(n). 
We obtain a similar identity for functions in (7°°(Ω), as a corollary of Lemma 4.1. 
L e m m a 4 .2 . For each smooth function ιυ(χ,ξ) on Ω 
R-ijfciC(kPjwP'w + Ρi(Hw V ' w ) + (2Λ + 1 ){Hwf 
h 
V u 
= 6h{V + 2w (VRxHw) 
where 
(4.11) 
} - 2wPxHw 
Q 
ν' - f p M · 
PROOF. The proof consists in applying identity (4.9) to a function R\w and using (4.8) 
(we should also take into account the properties of the curvature tensor and relations 
ΡiRx = R\P,, = ΑΛλ)· 
Let M be compact oriented manifold. The differential form 
dΤ = gdx A d¿ = gdx1 Λ . . . Λ dxn Λ d^1 Λ . . . Λ d f , 
determines a volume element of the manifold T, where g = det(g , j) . A volume element 
dü in Ω is defined by 
dT = d \ξ\ A dn, 
or 
dfì = y/gdx A dfíx , 
where dfì^ is a volume of a sphere Ωχ and dTz = d Λ In the coordinate notation 
we have 
ΊΩ* = V 9 ( ? d e A . . . Λ d r - . . . + ( - í r + ^ - d í 1 A . . . A d f 1 ' 1 ) , ξ e Ωχ . 
Let us define on dil a differential form 
dE = dS Α Ωχ , ι 6 dM, 
where 
d S = y/g(uldx2 A . . . A dxn — . . . + ( - l ) n + 1 i / n d x 1 A . . . A d x " " 1 ) 
is a volume element of a boundary dM. The form d E is naturally referred to as the 
volume form of the manifold dΩ, because 
dΩ = -dp A dE, 
where p(x) denotes the distance from the boundary dM. The function p(x) is smooth in 
the neighbourhood of the boundary, and Vp = —v on dM. 
In the sequel we use the following integral relations. 
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holds for the horizontal divergence (see (Pestov and Sharafutdinov, 1988)). The formula 
j S udn = J(u, v)dE, (4.12) 
n* n, 
follows from the equality 
j Piu'dfi* = (η - 1) J(£,u)dnr (4.13) 
líl<i 
Indeed, we have 
j «¿-«in, - j vedTx, ν e C°°(TX). (4.14) 
J e - düx = J [(f*u{j)| - ( f * « ^ 
o* |C|<i 
d Tx 
= (n - 1) j u\dTt = (n — 1) J (Μίϊχ, 
líl<i 
and hence we obtain (4.13) for the vector field. 
The operator of integration over the sphere Ωχ transforms the semi-basic tensor fields 
on Ω to ordinary tensor fields on M. In particular, let us consider the symmetric tensor 
field on M: 
Πι 
We shall know that the equation 
J é . . . é - d n I = c m ( g m ) i · · · — (4.15) 
fi* 
is true, where gm the m— th symmetric power of the metric tensor g'·', 
g m = a ( g ® g ® . . . ® g ) 
and 
1 - 3 - . . . - ( 2 m - l ) 
Cm = 
n(n + 2 ) . . . (n + 2m — 2) 
where σ η is the the volume of unit sphere in R n . We prove (4.15) by induction. 
Let m = 1. We easily see (e.g. in Riemann coordinates in the neighbourhood of a 
point x) that 
J e?diix = cg,j, 
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where the constant c can be defined from convolution 
I dfix = ση — cn, c — C\ — —. 
J η 
Ωχ 
Suppose that (4.15) is established for some m. Then, according to (4.14), 
Ωχ 
= / · · · + · · · + • · ·+stilè1 • • · 
ΚΙ<ι 
Taking into account the homogeneity of the terms in the right-hand side, we rearrange 
the latter equation: 
/ €' · · dn, = — l — J · · · + · • · Γ - + Ι ] do,. 
Ωχ Ωχ 
Changing from subscript to superscript and using the induction assumption, we get 
/
£<1 = °m |g,'l*Jm+ï^gmy2— «2m+I g'2m+l >2m+2 Çg™ Jt'l ·>Μ+11 
Tt ^ 2m Ωχ 
= cnH.I(gra+1 
Suppose that M is a compact dispersive manifold, i. e. a compact oriented manifold 
which does not contain infinitely long geodesies and has a strictly convex boundary dM. 
Then, we can define on Ω a function t(x, ξ ) as the length of a geodesic 7 (2 , t) which 
emerges from a point χ £ M in the direction of a vector ζ € Ω,χ. Here f i is a compact 
manifold with boundary dil = Π d+íl, where 
d-n = { { x , i ) e í i : x e d M , ( £ , Φ ) ) < ο ) , 
ô+Ω = { ( χ , ζ ) 6 Ω : χ e dM, (ξ , φ ) ) > 0}. 
and ν{χ) is the unit outward normal of dM at the point x. We also designate 
9οΩ = { ( χ , θ 6 Ω : ( ξ , φ ) ) = 0} . 
Obv ious ly , d0tt = d(d-ü) = d{d+Q). B y de f in i t ion, ί(χ,ξ) = 0 for ( x , £ ) € d+Ω. T h e 
restriction of the function ί(χ,ξ) on d-fl will be denoted by to(x, ζ). We define a mapping 
V> : d -Ω d-Ω: 
Φ{χ,0 = {l É, Ol > "Ή®.£>*<>(:>!,£)]}· 
As above, let p(x) be the distance from the boundary dM. In the region where p(x) is 
smooth we consider the following decomposition similar to (4.13): 
Vp = (V/>,V)V/>+Q, 
where 
Q, = Vkp(Vkp V i - V ,ρ Vit) · 
The main properties of the function t(x,£) are stated in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let M be a compact dispersive manifold. Then 
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1. í ( x , í ) e c ~ ( n \ a ο Ω ) , 
2. Ht = —1, (4.16) 
3 . to e C°°(d-iì), 
4 . φ is a diffeomorphism <9_Ω to d - Ω a n d ψ ο ψ = id, where id denotes the identity 
mapping, 
5 . the derivatives P,t and Q,t are bounded in Ω\άοΩ. 
PROOF. The following proof of statement 1. is given in (Pestov and Sharafutdinov, 1988). 
1. Let a set M0 be defined by 
M0 = {x £ M, ρ{χ) > po, po > 0}. 
The function p(x) is smooth in a certain neighbourhood of the boundary. Let us 
assume that po is so small that a set M\Mo can be considered as this neighbourhood; 
it is evidently a smooth manifold. Hereafter we consider p(x) only on M\Mo• The 
function ί(χ,ζ) is a solution of the equation 
Suppose that cos φ(χ,ζ) corresponds to the angle between a geodesic and dM, i. e. 
δ ρ ( Ί ( χ , ζ , ή ) 
c o s i ρ ( χ , ξ ) 
dt 
where t = ί(χ,ξ). Since 7 ( χ , ξ , ί ) is a smooth curve which smoothly depends on the 
initial data, then, according to the implicit function theorem, ί(χ,ξ) is a smooth 
function for all (χ,ξ), where cos φ(χ, ξ) ψ 0 . This inequality holds for all (χ, ζ ) G 
Π\<9οΩ, provided that the boundary is strictly convex. 
2. Let (χ ,ξ ) be an interior point in the manifold Ω. We define the operator h t of trans-
lation along the geodesic flow: 
h t ( * , 0 = (7 ( * . £ . * ) . 7 ( * . £ , * ) ) , -t(x,-{)<t<t{x,t). 
Direct calculation based on the equation for geodesic, 7* + leads to 
^ - - ( u o h t ) = (Hu)oht, u e C ° ° ( Ω ) . ( 4 . 1 7 ) 
di 
Applying (4.17) to ί(χ,ξ) and assuming t = 0 we obtain (4.16) (we take into account 
that ¿ (h t (x , £)) = t(x,() — t and h 0 = id). 
3 . Let tö denote that part of the function t\an which is an odd function in ζ. It is 
evident that tg = t0/2 on θ_Ω. We are to show that ¿0 6 C°°(dSi) and thus prove 
statement 3. 
Let us consider the function 
μ ( χ , ξ , ί ) = ρ{ 7 ( * , i , 0 ) > ( « . O e ô f l , - t ( x , - t ) < t < t { x , Ç ) , 
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where p(x) is a smooth extension of p(x) to the entire manifold M (p{x) is defined 
only on M\M0). Integrating the identity (tfi)' - μ+ t β from -t{x, - ( ) to t(x,() 
we have 
Κϊ(χ,ξ)μ{χ,ξ,2(ζ(χ,ξ))= J tß(x,t,t)dt. 
o 
Changing the integration variable and dividing by 2<0 we obtain 
ι 
F{x^,2tö) ξ μ(χ,ξ,2ίό) - 2íg J sjl(x,(,2stö)ds = 0. 
o 
It follows from 1. that the function t\gc¡ is smooth on dQ\d0Q. Therefore, it 
is enough to establish that is a smooth function in the neighbourhood of any 
point (xo,£o) € doΩ. T h e function F(x,(,t) is defined and smooth for (x,() € Ω, 
—t(x, —ζ) < t < t(x,£) and satisfies the conditions 
Εο,ίο,0) = - ( ι / ( ΐ ο ) , ί ο ) = 0> 
Ft(xο,&,Ο) = ¿/¡(xo,£o,0) = < 0. 
T h e latter inequality implies that the boundary dM is strictly convex. According 
to the implicit function theorem, the smoothness of F implies that ÍQ is also smooth 
in the neighbourhood of (χο,ζο), and consequently t0 is smooth on 5 Ω . 
T h e fact that φ is a bijection follows from the uniqueness of the solution to the Cauchy 
problem for geodesies, and 3. implies that the mapping φ is smooth. Equation 
φ ο φ = id is evident. 
T h e ratio to(x,£)/cos φ(χ,ξ) is bounded on 5 _ Ω \ 0 0 Ω (Pestov and Sharafutdinov, 
o 
1988). This implies that the function ί(χ,ξ)/cosy>(x,£) is bounded in Ω, where 
o 
Ω is the interior of the manifold Ω. 
o 
Let (x,() ΕΩ- Consider a point ( « ι , ξ ι ) G 9 _ Ω with: 
ζ ι = 7(¿> 6 -t(x, - £ ) ) > 6 = 6 ~t(x, - £ ) ) · 
We have 
t (x 1 . 6 ) c 
cosvj (X! ,^i ) 
but cosy>(xi ,£i) = e o s φ ( χ , ζ ) and ί(χ,ξ) < ί ( ζ ι , ξ ι ) , therefore 
cosy>(x,£) 
Similar to 3. we introduce a function 
μ(χ,ξ,ί) = ρ(φ,ζ,ί)). 
o 
Here we consider this function on the set ( χ , ζ ) € Ω , 0 < ί < ί(χ,ξ). Integrating the 
identity 
(itß)' = ß + tß 
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from zero to t(x, ζ ) we obtain 
-t(x,Ç)cos<p(x,0 = -p(x)+ J tji(x,£,t)dt. (4.18) 
o 
O 0 0 
Since t(x,£) € (7°°(Ω), it is enough to verify statement 5. for χ 6M \Mo, where M 
is the interior of M. For these χ we can replace p(x) in (4.18) by p(x). Let us apply 
the operator P; (or Q,·) i = 1 , . . . , η to (4.18) (note that Ρip = Qip = 0 ): 
- cos φ(χ, ζ)Ρίί(χ,ξ) + í(x, ζ ) [(Ρ,·μ)(χ, t{x, 0 ) + μ(χ,ζ, Η*, ξ))Ρ<ί(χ,ξ)ί 
= ί(χ,ξ)μ(χ,ξ,ί(χ,ξ))Ρ<ί(χ,ξ)+ J tPiji(x,t,t)dt. 
o 
This together with the boundedness of ί(χ,ξ)/ cos φ(χ,ζ) imply that the derivatives 
o 
P¿i(x,£) and Q,í(x,¿), i — Ι , . , . , η , are also bounded on Ω ( in any coordinate 
system). 
4.4.2. Formulation and proof of the main results 
We assume that M is a compact dispersive manifold and 
t i e n « , U m > 1. 
Calculations lead to 
H < u,£ >=< du,ξ >, (4.19) 
or, taking into account (4.16) 
^ < «(7), 7 >=< du(7), 7 >, (4.20) 
where 7(2, t). For du = 0 this implies that < 11(7), 7 > is a primary integral for the 
equation of geodesies. In particular, for ( χ , ζ ) G d-Sl, t = t(x,£) we obtain 
< u0,£ >= ( - 1 Γ < > οψ, 
where u0 = u\dM. Now the question arises whether there exists a smooth symmetric field 
u of valency m > 1 on M such that du = 0, provided 
< u0,£ >= ( - l ) m < u0 ,f > ο φ 
on d-0. for field uo € C°°. We answer this question, as well as a similar question for the 
equality du = gk, positively. This is one of the main results of this section. 
Theorem 4.20. Let M be a compact dispersive manifold with nonpositive curvature, 
i. e. 
R y « m V < 0 
for all χ 6 Μξ, η £ Tx and Jet u E C°°(M,Sm), m > 1. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
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1. <5du = 0, < U0,i > = ( - l ) m < Wo,ξ > °Φ, Uo=u\gM, 
2. du = 0. 
I l l 
Theorem 4.21. Let M be a compact dispersive manifold with nonpositive curvature, 
and u £ C°°(M, Sík-i), k > 1. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
1. ¿du = 0, ί 0 + < > + < ν·0,ξ > οφ - 0, uo = u\dM, 
2. du = gk. 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are corollaries of the following result, which generalizes the main 
result in (Pestov and Sharafutdinov, 1988). 
Theorem 4.22. Let M be a dispersive manifold with nonpositive curvature, and 
u»M= J f(ht(x,0)dt, 
o 
where f e (7°°(Ω) and Pxf = 0 for some λ > - ^ y ^ - · Then 
w0 = u>|a_„ 6 C°°(ö_ü) 
and 
II/III2 ~ 2Λ + ra + 1 I [ l (P™o,Qwo) + 2 w o ( v , V R J ) 
9_ n 
where 
l(Pw0, Qw0) = U'P'wo - (ipiivo^jQiWo. 
d E, (4.21) 
PROOF. The function wo is smooth because t0 is smooth (Lemma 4.1). We shall show 
that w satisfies 
Hw = - f (4.22) 
in Ω · Let ( ζ ,£ ) €Ω • Then 
τ 
for all τ in the interval 0 < τ < t(x, ξ). If we differentiate the latter equation with respect 
to r, put τ = 0 and take into account (4.17), we obtain (4.22). 
By Ωο we denote the tangent fibre bundle for the manifold Mo introduced in Lemma 
4.3. The function w(x,() is smooth on Ωο because t(x,() is smooth. In particular, the 
o 
derivatives P,u> and Q¡w, i = 1,... ra are bounded in Ω in any coordinate system. Let us 
apply (4.11) to the function Ηω0 · With regard to the theorem conditions this leads to 
the inequality 
h 
Vti) + Ρ i ( H w V ' w ) + (2A + 1 )(Hw)2 < Sh (v + 2w (vRxHw^j (4.23) 
Ω ο / 
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where ν' = V jw (( 'P^w — ¿ J P 'w) . Integrating (4.23) over Ω0 we take into account (4.12), 
Vw 2 > (Hw)2 to get (4.13) and the obvious inequality 
M I L - 2λ + η + 1 / 
ario 
/(Pu>,Qu») + 2u> (vo,VRxf) 
Ω„ 
d£„, 
where i/0 is the outward normal to dMo, and di?o is a volume element of the manifold 
dü0. Let us show that (4.21) can be obtained from this inequality for po —> 0. 
Let 
den0 = { ( i , 0 e dû : |(£,ι/0)| < ε}, 0 < ε < 1. 
We have 
J l(Pw, Qw)dE0 = J l{Pw,Qw)dE0 + J l{Pw,Qw)dE0. 
3Ω0 a, fio 3Ωο\9<Ω 
Since w is smooth on Ω\50Ω, the second term tends to 
j l(Pw,Qw)dE, 
9_Ω\8«Ω 
when po —> 0 (recall that u;|9+ii = 0 by definition). As for the first term, its absolute 
value is bounded by ce with constant c independent of po, because the derivatives P,-u> 
o 
and Q,w, are bounded on Q. Hence, we see that 
j /(Pu),Qa))d£o -> J /(Pti>o,Qu>o)d£ 
ΘΩ0 9_Ω 
for po —> 0. The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 4.20. The fact that 2. implies 1. was proved before (Theorem 4.8). 
Suppose that 1. is satisfied. Let us consider a function 
u > ( * , 0 = / / ( h t ( x , í ) ) d í 
o 
where / = < dit, ξ >. The function satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.22, namely 
Pm+if =< δάίΐ,ζ >= 0, for λ = m + 1. Then, from (4.19) we have 
ω(ζ ,ξ) = < 7 ( ζ , ξ , * ( χ , 0 ) > - < > . 
and, according to the theorem condition, wo = u>|a_n = 0. Therefore, and from (4.15) we 
have du = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.21. Let du = gk and u G C°°(M, Su-i), k > I. It is easy to see 
that < > = 1 if |£| = 1. Hence, according to (4.19), 
and consequently 
Η < ιι,ξ > = 1, 
H(t(x,()+<u,( >) = 0. 
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Taking into account (4 .17) we obtain 
A ( u , ( h t ( x , O ) ) = 0, 
where w = ί(χ,ξ) + ( u , £ ) . Hence 
ίο{χ,ξ)+ < uo,t, >= - < > οψ 
(here i|a + n = 0). T h e equality ¿du — 0 is evident since V p = 0. 
T h e inverse statement can be proved similar to that of Theorem 4.20, but instead of 
/ ( x , £ ) we consider the function < du — gk,£ >. Here 
u » ( i , 0 = / / ( h t ( x , £ ) ) d i = < i i ( 7 ) , 7 > - < u ( i ) , ξ>-ί(χ,ξ). 
o 
Further we need to verify that the conditions of Theorem 4.22 are satisfied. As a result, 
we obtain du — gk. 
T h e problem of describing Riemann spaces which admit symmetric tensor fields sat-
isfying du = 0 or du = gm remains unsolved, except for the cases m = 1 and m = 2 
(Favard, 1957). 
4.4.3. Two-dimensional case 
In a two-dimensional case the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Gaussian curva-
ture of regular 2 D metric to vanish can be found in terms of the turning of the metric 
geodesies under weaker conditions. 
We consider a positive definite two-dimensional Riemann metric of the class C 3 in the 
circle χ2 + y2 < 1: 
ds2 = E(x, y)dx2 + 2 F ( x , y)dxdy •+ σ ( χ , y)dy2. (4.24) 
We further assume that any two points of the circle x2 + y2 < 1 can be connected in the 
metric of (4 .24) by a unique geodesic which depends on these points as a continuous and 
differentiable function. 
















d \dy dx 
'dF_da 
d \dx dx 
dy H dx H 
H = y/Ea - F2. 
Suppose that a geodesic η(α, 6) = (x(t),y(t)) (in metric (4 .24)) connects two points a 
and b in the circle x2 + y2 < 1. Then the number 
P(a, b) = J dip = arctan 
τ(α,δ) 
Hy' 
Ex' + Fy' 
arctan 
Hy' 
(i,v)=i> Ex' + Fy' (r ,îl)=a 
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Hy'(t) 
Uníp=Ex'(t)-Fy'(t) 
is called the turning number of this geodesic. In case of the conformai Euclidean metric 
E = σ, F = 0 and 
y'(t) 
From the viewpoint of inverse problems for differential equations and particularly, kine-
matic inverse problems (Anikonov and Pestov, 1990a), it is interesting to determine the 
metric in (4.24) and its structure using the integral information on geodesies connecting 
only the points of the circumference x2 + y2 = 1. 
Let 7(21,22) be a geodesic of metric (4.24) which connects two points z¡ and z2 be-
longing to the circumference x2 + y2 — 1 and 0 < Z\ < 2ττ, 0 < z2 < 2π. Let P(z\, z2) 
denote the turning number of 7(zj, z2): 
P{zuz2) = J άψ, 0 < ζ, < 2ir, ¿ = 1 , 2 . 
Theorem 4.23. The Gaussian curvature k(x,y) of metric (4.24) is zero if and only if 
P(z\, 22) can be represented as 
P{z 1,22) = fo{Zi) - /o(2l ) , 
where fo(z) is a continuously differentiahle function of z, 0 < 2 < 2π and /o(0) = /0(2π). 
PROOF. Suppose that k(x, y) = 0 in the circle x2 + y2 < 1. If functions a(x, y) and ß(x,y) 
are defined by 
s/Ë (dVË d H \ 0 1 / r-d H\ 
the following equations are true (see (Favard, 1957)): 
-άφ = adx + ßdy, (4.25) 
d(adx + ßdy) = -k(x, y)H(x, y)dxdy. (4.26) 
Since k(x,y) = 0 in the circle x2 + y2 < 1, then from (4.26) we have 
d(adx + ßdy) = 0. 
According to the Poincaré lemma, there exists a continuously differentiable function 
f(x, y) such that 
adx + ßdy = d/, x2 + y2 < 1. 
From this equation and (4.25) we obtain for 7 the relation 
-άφ = df. 
Integrating the latter equation along the geodesic 7(21,22) we have 
P(zuz2) = f 0 ( z 7 ) - M z * ) , (4.27) 
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where /o(z) = —/(cos z, sin z). 
The inverse statement may be proved by using more sophisticated reasoning. Thus, 
we suppose that 
P(z1,z2) = f 0 ( z 2 ) - f 0 ( z 1 ) (4 .28) 
holds for all z\, z2, 0 < z, < 2π, ¿ = 1 , 2 , where f0(z) is a continuously differentiable 
function of ζ, 0 < ζ < 2ϊγ. We are to prove that k(x, y) — 0 in the circle x2 + y2 < 1. 
Let / ( x , y), x2 + y2 < 1 be a continuously differentiable extension of the function /o(z), 
0 < ζ < 2π. Using this extension and (4.25) we can rewrite (4.28) as 
J adx + ßd y= J d / , 
(4.29) 
Τ(ζΐιΖ2) 
Consequently, for any two points on the circumference x2 + y2 — 1, the integral along 
l{z\,z2) of the differential form 
Λ χ ω d f Κ ñ d f ω = αάχ + bay, a = a — —, b = ρ — 
ax ay 
equals zero. If we show that dui = 0, the theorem will be proved. Indeed, 
da; = d(adx + bdy) = d(adx + ßdy) = —kHdxdy. 
Therefore, if dcu = 0, then k(x,y) = 0. 
Let us prove the equality άω = 0. Assume that 7(2, x, y) is a geodesic in metric (4.24) 
and that it connects a point ζ on the circumference x2 + y2 — 1, and a point (x, y) in the 
circle χ2 + y2 < 1. Let us consider the function 
w(x,y,z)= J ω= J adx + bdy (4.30) 
for 0 < ζ < 2ít, χ2 + y2 < 1. It is convenient to assume that w(x,y,z) is a periodic 
function of z, i. e. w(x,y,z + 2π) = w(x,y,z). Differentiating (4.30) along 7 we have 
dw dw . 
-r— cos θ + sin θ — a cos θ + b sin Θ, 
ox ay 
û d x · a dy cos σ = .. „ ==. sint' = 
y/dx2 + d y2' Vdx2 + d yr 
Besides, from (4.29) and (4.30) for ζ = z\ and χ = cos z2, y = cos z2 we have 




The following equations are valid: 
0 -
(dw \ . „ (dw Λ λ d \(dw \ Λ (dw Λ . „ - a) sin θ — - bj cosöj - - aj cos* + - bj smö 
( dw \ (dw Λ . J d \(dw \ . „ (dw Λ 
_ _ a j c o s 0 + _ b j s i n ö j _ _ a j m 0 _ _ b j cosö 
(dw λ2 (dw \ d0 d (dwdui\ d (dwdw\ d ( 9uA d (dw\ 
\3x J \dy ) dz dy \dx d z ) dx \dy d z ) dz \ d y ) dz \ dx) 
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Hence using the Stokes formula, the periodicity of w(x, y, z) (with respect to z) and (4.32) 
we integrate to find 
/ / [ ( £ - · ) ' - < 4 · 3 3 > 
0 r2+v2<l L v ' v ' J 
According to the conditions of the theorem, any two points in the circle can be connected 
by the unique geodesic 7, particularly, the points ζ and (x,y). Therefore, the function 
θ = θ(χ,ρ,ζ) is strictly monotone with respect to 2 for each fixed ( x , y ) , x2 + y2 < 1. 
Consequently, (4.33) implies 
dw dw 
dx ' dy 
which, in turn, yield d(adx + bdy) = dw = 0. The theorem is proved. 
4.5 THE SOLVABILITY OF A PROBLEM IN INTEGRAL GEOMETRY 
BY INTEGRATION ALONG GEODESICS 
We consider the question of the solvability of a problem in integral geometry in the case 
when the curves along which the integration of the unknown function is carried out are 
geodesies of a fixed analytic metric (see 4.2.5). Here we give the proof. Let 
is2 = B2(x,y)(dx2+ dy2) (4.34) 
be an analytic metric, defined on the (x,y)— plane. Henceforth we suppose that Β > 0 
and dB/dy < 0. We denote by -γ(£, ψ) the geodesic of the metric (4.34) starting in the 
point (£, 0) at an angle φ and let φ) be the part of -γ(£, ψ) lying in the half-plane 
y >0. 
We consider the following problem: in the domain — 6 < ζ < δ, 0 < φ < co the 
function 
«»(£,¥>)= / X(x,y)y/dx* + dy* 
is defined, and one is required to find the function Λ(χ, y) in the domain y > 0. 
Before formulating the result, we give some auxiliary material. We denote by η(ζ,φ), 
the point of the line y = 0 that belongs to the geodesic 7(£, φ) and by θ(ξ, φ) the angle 
that makes with the x— axis at the point (η{ξ, φ), 0). We put 
α( ί , ψ) = Β(ξ, 0) sin ψ, b((, ψ) = Β(η((, φ), 0) sin θ. 
The equations of the geodesies of (4.34) for the choice of parameter 
y/dx2 + dy2 
t •• I Β 
Ί 
are as follows 
d2x DdB d2y adB f d x \ 2 , f d y Y _ 2 
dt2=Bdï> d # = V U J + ( Έ = λ · < 4 · 3 5 ) 
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Using this notation, we see easily that any first analytic integral of (4.35) can be written 
in the form 
r{x,y,x',y') = u(x,y,y')x' + v{x,y,y'), 
where u(x, y,y') is an even analytic function of y' and v(x,y, y') is an odd analytic function 
of«/'. 
Henceforth we consider real analytic functions in a neighbourhood of the origin of a 
real Euclidean space E n , η > 1. 
Let F be the set of all analytic functions f(x,z),x,z G E1. We denote by R the set 
of analytic functions r(x, z) generated by the first integrals f of (4.35); namely, if 
dr 
r = u(x,y,y')x' + v(x,y,y'), — = 0, 
is a first integral of (4.35), then r(x,z) = u(x,0,¿) + υ (χ ,0 , z ) . Let F/R be the quotient 
space of the equivalence classes: / ~ </ if / — g E R. We define the set A of functions 
tü(£,<¿>) by putting for / € F 
= ¿ [ / M ) ( l + B M ) c o s 0 - / ( ^ - 6 ) ( l - B M ) c o s 0 ] 
[/(€. <0(1 + Β(ξ, 0) cos ψ - f i t , —a)(l - 0) cos φ]. 
Here η(ζ,ψ), b(Ç,tp), α(ξ,φ) and θ(ξ,ιρ) are the functions defined above. We may denote 
a representation of the function w(Ç, φ) by Af and write w = A f , f g F. We denote by 
A/ \ f ( x i z ) € F the analytic function \(x,y) of the variables (x,y) defined as follows: we 
consider the system of equations 
duk dvk , J B 
= + ^ B l h U k + u 
dvk duk dB duk+1 dB (*) 
e¡T= - Uk+lBd¿ - ~dTB - ( 2 f c + ν 
with Cauchy data 
Uk\y=0 = UliX)> W*ly=0 = "fei®)» 
such that oo 
Σ («*(*)*" + νϊ(φ2"+1) = f(x, z), fix, Z) G F; 
k=o 
if this problem has an analytic solution uk(x, y), vk(x, y), k — 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , then by definition 
. .dB . .dB duo „ 
Df = u0(x>y)— + v0(x,y)— + —B. 
Theorem 4.24. 
1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the integral geometry problem 
in the class of analytic functions λ(χ, y) is that the function 
°{(,ψ)= J A(x,y)\/dx2 + dy2 
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can be represented in the form w = Af, f(x, z) e F . For any function f(x, z) £ F 
the operation Df is defined, and 
Af= J Dfjdx2 + dy2. 
ιΗ,ψ) 
2. Afi = Af2 if and only if the equivalence classes of FjR corresponding to the functions 
fi(x,z) and f2(x,z) coincide. 
3. If 
J A ̂ dx2 + dy2 = j \2\Jdx2 + dy2 
and Α ¡{χ, y), i = 1,2, are analytic functions, then Ai (x,y) = λ2 (x,y)· 
PROOF. Let \(x,y) be an analytic solution of the integral geomtry problem. We consider 












dv dû/<, \2 _ dB , „ 
dy dx v ' dx 
"lz=o = «<>(*, y), «|z=0 = ΰ0(χ, y), 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
where û0(x, y) and v0(x, y) are certain analytic functions. Since by hypothesis Β > 0 
and dB/dy < 0, it follows from the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem that there is a unique 
analytic solution ü(x,y,z), v(x,y,z) of this problem. We put 
ú(x,y,z) + ü(x,y,-z) v(x,y,z) - v(x,y,-z) 
u(x, y, z) = , v(x, y, z) = . (4.38) 
It is easy to see that these functions are the solution of (4.36). Since u(x, y, z) and v(x,y, z) 
are even and odd in z, we can expand them in the following series: 
u = ^uk(x,y)z2k, v = Y^vk{x,y)z 2fc+l 
k=0 k=0 
Substituting these series in (4.36) and comparing coefficients, we obtain 
duk dvk dB 
dvk duk dB duk+i 2 ,„,, ^ n d B 
τα = - Uk+lBdï - - { 2 k + ν 
», χ , , .dB duo n/ . 
A (x,y) = u0(x,y)— + v0(x,y)— + —B(x,y). 
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where u(x,y,z) and v(x,y,z) are defined by (4.38). Let the parameter t on the geodesic 
7 of the metric ds2 = B2(x,y)(dx2 + dy 2) be chosen as 
- I 
y/dx2 + dy2 
Β 
As we noted above, for this choice of t the system of equations that defines the geodesic 
7 has the form 
d2~ -χ dB d 2 y dB dx dy n . 
d¥ = B d ï = B W Í = B ^ (4·42) 
where (cos<¿>, sin<^) is the unit tangent vector of 7 . We show that whatever the geodesic 




= A ( x ( t ) , ¡ f ( t ) ) B ( x ( t ) , y ( t ) ) . 
In fact, 
d dg dg dg „ dg „ 
dtg = d ï x + d ï y + d ï x + w y · 
Since g — ux' + ν and χ" = Β y " — Β i t follows that 
ax Oy 
de (du . du\ . (du , du\ . dB (du , du\ dB 
dt = { Y x x + Y x ) x + + dy)y + u B l T x + [W'x + W > ) B d ¿ · 
Replacing χ'2 by Β2 — y'2 and using the expansions (4.39) of u(x ,y ,y ' ) and v(x,y,y') as 
series in y', we have 
k=0 
duk ,dvk dB ak+\ 
, ^ ,2k+2 ( dvk duk dB dB duk+1 d 2 
+ £ y V Έ - + U k + l B & + ( 2 f c + 3 ) V k + l B d û + ~ d T B 
+u0B^- + V 0 B f + ^ B 2 . 
Ox Oy Ox 
The functions ujt(x,y) and vi¡(x,y) satisfy the system of equations (4.40), and so 
DdB , OdB , du0D2 — = U0B— + v0B— + -^-B. 
di dx 
By what we proved above (see (4.41) ), 
dy dx 
(4.43) 
dx dy dx 
Consequently (4.43) can be written in the form 
do 
dt 
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Let / ( χ , z) = u(x, 0, z) + v(x, 0, z). We then have 
u { z M = f { t ' X ) + 2 , { X ' - X \ v { z M = f { x ' x ) - 2 f { x ' - z ) . (4.44) 
Integrating dg = XBdt along the geodesic φ), we obtain 
the left-hand side of which is equal to 
9(η, 0, Β(η, 0) cos θ, Β{η, 0) sin β) - 9(ξ, 0, Β(ξ, 0) cos φ, Β(ξ, 0) sin φ). 
Substituting for g| 0 its expression g\y=0 = {ux' + w)|s_0 and using (4.42), we obtain 
Since Bdt = y/dx2 + d y2 along 7 and the function Λ (χ, y) is defined by (4.41), we have 




f(x,z) = ¿:(u0k(xyk + v0k(x)z^) 
Jfc=0 
be a fixed analytic function, and φ) = Af. We need to prove that the Cauchy 
problem 
duk dvk λ\γ>9β 
ΊΓ = ~~dx ~ ' l)B-g-uk+i, 
dvk duk y dB duk+1 * dB (4·45) 
= - U k + l B te - ~ d T B - ( 2 k + 3 ) V k + l B ^ 
w*l„=0 = "fc(z). "*l»=o = λ = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , (4.46) 
has a unique analytic solution uk(x,y), vk(x,y), where the series 
00 
k=0 
converges. When proved, then the analytic function 
W χ dB dB du0n λ(χ, y) = Df = Uo— + v0— + —B 
is a solution of the integral geometry problem for w = Af. The uniqueness of the analytic 
solution of the Cauchy problem (4.45), (4.46) is proved by the usual method. The proof 
of the existence is carried out by the method of successive approximations with the use 
of majorants. Let / (x ,z ) be analytic in the domain |x| < xo, \z\ < zo- We consider the 
function f(x,t) = f(x,ez), ez = t, where ε > 0 is an arbitrary number. The function 
f(x,t) is analytic in the domain |x| < x0, |ί| < ζ0/ε and has majorant 
f(x, t) < τ r r , (4.47) 
( Xn) ( tn) 
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where Mi, Xo and í0are constants. We choose e > 0 so that l/t0 < 1. We put l/t0 = b. It 
oo 
obviously follows from (4.47) that if f{x,t) - Σ fk{x)t , then fk(x) is majorized by the 
o 
function 
Mb -, k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 6 < 1. 
\ Xo/ 
We consider the system of equations 
dr>k dük 1 
dy dx ε 
d ù k _ d v k _ 2(fc + l ) g d ß . 
dy dx ε dy ' 
ûk+iB— 





with Cauchy data 
such that 





xq) ( xo) 
dB dB 
Suppose that the functions Β 2 , B—— and B-^— are majorized by 
dx dy 
M2 
where α > 0 is some number and a < x0. For any a, 0 < a < 1, the function 
M2 




is also the majorant for B 2 , B-r— and Since 6 > 1, the solution ûk(x,y), Vk{x,y) 
dx dy 
of the problem (4.48), (4.49) is obviously majorized by the solution ipk(x,y), il>k(x,y) of 









1 - α 
a 
difik 
dx + ( i + l)0*+i 
_ M3b2k _ M3b2k+1 
fk\y=0- ^ a;y rk\y=0- ^ 
(4.50) 
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Here M3 is a constant M3 > max — - , Mi^j. We look for a solution of the problem 




= A{p)(p+l)qk+i, A(p) 
M3 
H ) 
1 m 3 
We chose α, β and M > M 3 so that in the domain |p| < β < a we have 
> 0 , \A(p)\<M. 
I \ 
1 m3 
° H ) . 
We conside the recurrent system of equations 
j J+i 
- ^ - = A(p)(p+l)ql+1, j = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
M 6 2 * 
We suppose that for some j we have 
I j ι Α Ρ + 1 α ' ( ί ί + l)(fc + 2 ) . . . (k + j + 1 )6fc+J 
and show that this inequality is satisfied for j + 1 also. For, 
d«?; j + i 
dp 
< M'
+2a>(k + 1 )(k + 2 )...{k + j + 2)bk+l+•»' 
Integrating this inequality with respect to p, we have 
I ¿+1I . M ' + y + ^ i b + l)(ifc + 2 ) . . . (Jfc + j + 2)6*+1+j — 
which proves the assertion. We now show that the series 








= 6, and a are such that 
6 + 6 < 1 for ρ < α2 . Such a exists, since b < 1. In this notation the series (4.51) can be 
rewritten in the form 
k=0 ;=0 k\j\ 
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but the sum of this series is equal to - j . We thus have shown that the series 
[l - (6 + 6)] 
(4.51) converges, and thereby we have proved the existence of a solution ûk(x, y), vk(x, y) 
of the problem (4.48), (4.49). 
We put 
uk(x,y) = ekuk(x,y), vk(x,y) - ekvk(x,y), 
where ük, vk is a solution of the problem (4.48), (4.49). Obviously uk(x, y) and vk(x, y) are 
analytic and are a solution of the problem (4.45), (4.46). This proves the first assertion 
of the theorem. 
We now prove the second assertion of the theorem. Suppose that the equivalence 
classes of the space F / R corresponding to the functions f i (x, z) and f 2 ( x , z ) coincide. We 
show that A f i = A/2. Since h ( x , z ) and f 2 ( x , z ) determine one element of F / R we have 
fx — f2 = r(x, ζ), where r(z , z) is defined by the first integral ux' + ν of the system (4.35). 
Along 7(£, φ) we have 
ux' + υ) = 0. 
dt 
Integrating this ,we obtain Ar = 0. Therefore Ar — A(f\ — f2) — Af\ — Af2 = 0, that is, 
Ah = A f 2 . 
We now suppose that Afi = Af2 and show that the equivalence classes corresponding 
to the functions h(x, z) and f2(x, z) coincide. We consider the difference r(x, ζ) = h ~~h-
The function r(x, z), as the difference of two analytic functions, is analytic. From this and 
what was proved above it follows that there is a solution uk(x,y),vk(x,y) of the system 
with Cauchy data 
oo 
u°k(x) = r2k(x), υ°(χ) = r2k+i(x), r = Y / r k ( x ) z k (4.52) 
k=o 
and we have 
Af = J Dr\Jdx2 + dy2. 
Ί(ί,ψ) 
Since Ar = Ah — Af2 = 0 whatever the geodesic φ), |£| < 0 < φ < oo we have 
J Dryjdx2 + dy2 = 0. (4.53) 
•γ(ί,ν) 
The function Dr is analytic, so it follows from (4.53) that Dr = 0. But this in turn 
implies that 
+ = 0 
di 
along the geodesic, where 
oo oo 
u = Σ uk(x)y'2ki v = Σ vk(x)y'2k+\ 
k=0 k=0 
and uk(x, y), vk(x, y) is the solution of the system (4.45) with data (4.52). In other words, 
the function ux' + ν is a first integral of the system (4.35). Consequently r ( x , z ) E R . 
This proves the second assertion. 
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Since the function X(x,y) = X\(x,y) — \ 2 ( x , y ) is analytic, the third assertion of the 
theorem follows from Theorem 1.1. 
REMARK . In the case f ( x , z ) = u0(x) + v0(x)z, χ < S the system of equations (*) is 
transformed into the system of Cauchy-Riemann equations 
du dv dv du 
dy dx'' dy dx 
a n d W e h a V e w * n f dB dB duD 
In particular, it follows that the solution of the integral geometry problem considered 
above is unstable. On the one hand, small changes in u0(x) and v0(x) cause small changes 
in w = Af, since w is defined by u0(a;) and v0(x) alone. On the other hand, in order to 
find a solution A = D f , we need to carry out an analytic continuation, and the solution 
of this problem is unstable. 
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